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A B S T R A C T
On the way to a carbon−free and ecient energy conversion era the combination of H2−
Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)s with Stationary Power Generation (SPG)
and Combined Heat & Power (CHP) systems operated at temperatures > 100℃ represents
a promising route. In this context, Cross−Linked sPEEK (XL−SPEEK) is characterized as al-
ternative material.
The presented work deals with the development of Sulfonated PEEK (sPEEK)−containing
Gas Diusion Electrode (GDE)s, the preparation of life time−improved Membrane Electrode
Assembly (MEA)s and the gas barrier study of XL−SPEEK.
Innovative, sPEEK−containing GDEs are prepared using a Pulsed Potentiostatic Electrode-
position (PPED) technique employing a Hydrogen Depolarized Anode (HDA). GDE charac-
terization is done via in situ and ex situ electrochemical techniques, X−ray diraction and
electron microscopy. The fuel cell performance is evident from polarization experiments.
XL−SPEEK−based MEAs operating at temperatures close to 100 ℃ with competitive per-
formance are developed. These results are enabled by the optimization of the hot pressing
conditions, the preconditioning and the mechanical reinforcement of the Polymer Elec-
trolyte Membrane (PEM) material.
An essential material property is the permeability of the PEM material toward oxygen
and hydrogen. Therefore, hydrogen and oxygen diusion coecients as well as perme-
abilities of XL−SPEEK are studied and are compared to state−of−the−art Peruorosulfonic
Acid (PFSA) material. In addition the inuence of the hydrothermal history of PFSA materials
on membrane diusivity is examined.
v
Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Auf dem Weg zu einer ezienten, kohlenstofreien Energiegewinnungsmethode erweisen
sich mit Wassersto gespeiste Polymer Elektrolyt Membran Brennstozellen (PEMFC) mit
Kraft/Wärme Kopplung als vielversprechend. Die Verwendung von vernetztem,
sulfoniertem Polyetheretherketon (XL−sPEEK) wird in diesem Zusammenhang als ziel−
führend eingestuft. Die hier vorgelegte Arbeit behandelt drei Kernthemen, die Entwicklung
sPEEK enthaltender Gas Diusions Elektroden (GDE), die Herstellung langlebiger Mem-
bran Elektroden Einheiten (MEA) und die Untersuchung der Gasbarriereeigenschaften von
XL−sPEEK.
Innovative, sPEEK enthaltende GDE werden durch gepulste, potentiostatische Elektro-
deposition hergestellt. Katalysator−Charakterisierung erfolgt mittels Röntgendiraktome-
trie,
in situ und ex situ elektrochemischen Methoden und elektronischer Mikroskopie.
Brenstozellen−Leistungskenndaten werden durch Polarisationskurven erhalten.
Die Entwicklung einer auf XL−sPEEK basierten MEA für Betriebstemperaturen nahe
100 ℃ konnte durch Optimierung der Heißpressbedingungen, der Vorkonditionierproze-
dur und der mechanischen Verstärkung der (PEM) erreicht werden.
Eine wichtige Materialeigenschaft ist die Permeabilität des eingesetzten PEM Materials
gegenüber den eingesetzten Reaktandgasen. Folglich wird das Diusions− und
Permeations−Verhalten von XL−sPEEK beleuchtet und mit Standardmaterialien verglichen.
Weiterhin wird der Einuss der hydrothermalen Vorgeschichte auf die Diusions−
eigenschaften von Naon® untersucht.
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T H E L O L I P E M - P R O J E C T
general interest
In view of the steady increase in energy consumption which is in diametric contrast to the
limited availability of primary fossil energy sources such as coal, raw oil and natural gas the
need for alternative energy sources is more vital than ever in order to maintain our high liv-
ing standard and our mobility. In the particular case of residual homes, intermediate-sized
SPG and CHP systems are assumed to make a valuable contribution to a more decentralized
energy supply and to act as backup energy systems in case of electrical black out. The
related key requirements are
• reduced CO2 emissions by contrast to conventional systems based on fossil fuels,
• reduced consumption of fossil fuels, ideally zero consumption,
• increased eciency going along with the use of co−generated heat,
• zero noise emission
• and system durability.
objectives
A system meeting this requirements is assumed to be based on a PEMFC alimented with
hydrogen and oxygen/air and to be operated at temperatures> 100℃. The use of a PEMFC
in this temperature region would reduce the management risk compared with Molten Car-
bonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) or Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC)−based systems, both working at
signicantly higher temperatures. Furthermore, the use of liquid acid such asH3PO4 acid working temperatures
of selected fuel cells
PAFC: 150–200 ℃
MCFC: 600–800 ℃
SOFC: 800–900 ℃
in Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC)s can be dispensed. In addition, PAFCs are supposed
to suer from bleeding phenomena, this loss in acid reduces its ion conductivity causing
performance losses. PEMFCs operated at > 100 ℃ are assumed to oer an increased per-
formance due to the improved kinetics of the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR) and the
Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction (HOR) and to exhibit a higher tolerance toward poisoning
substances such as CO, allowing the use of reformat fuel.
state– of– the– art limitations
Currently, the main drawback impeding the realization of such SPG & CHP based on PEMFC is
their limitation with regard to the working temperature, limited in the range of 60–80℃ in
the state−of−the−art systems. This limitation arises mainly from the employed PEM. Nowa-
days employed MEA utilize ionomers belonging to the PFSA family. The most prominent
representatives are Naon®, Dow Ionomer and Fumion, all possessing a long, sulfonated
side chains and Hyon Ion with a shorter side chain. In general all PFSA materials feature
high mechanical stability, excellent chemical inertness, good thermal stability as well as
high proton conductivity at high Relative Humidity (RH). They all share a peruorinated
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backbone but dier in their EW ranging between 1000–5000 as well as in the length of
the pendant side chain terminated by the sulfonic acid group. Nevertheless, PFSA materials
are in the focus of research for the last 20–30 years and in this time the incredible amount
of 33,000 scientic articles is published just for Naon®. However, PFSA materials suer a
lack of durability especially at temperatures > 80 ℃ [61]. This is attributed to the fact that
most of the R&D activities are related to mid−term PEMFCs for automotive applications.
Sulfonated Aromatic Polymer (SAP)s represent a promising alternative to the aforemen-
tioned PFSA materials. The most important examples are based on Poly Ether Ether Ke-
tone (PEEK), Poly Ether Ether Ketone with Cardo (PEEK-WC), polyethersulfone (PES) and
Polyphenylsulfone (PPSU). They all oer high proton conductivity in the case of a high
Degree of Sulfonation (DS), which is adjusted basically by the duration of the related sul-
fonation process. Further advantages are their easy processability, their excellent mechan-
ical properties and their more cost eective manufacturing compared with PFSA materials.
Since the increase is DS may cause excessive swelling and even dissolution of the ionomer
with increasing temperature, the adjustment of the proton conductivity is limited. Similar
to PFSA degradation processes at elevated temperatures are supposed to shorten signi-
cantly their lifetime.
In this context, the main sources of PEM deterioration are of chemical, mechanical and
thermal nature. The chemical degradation is related to the permeability of the membrane
toward the reactant gases. Thus, non-converted oxygen molecules permeating from the
cathode are supposed to form O−radicals and H2O2 at the anode side in presence of Pt
catalyst, both assumed to act as a source for the chemical degradation of the ionomer. The
mechanical degradation, reported for non−cross−linked PFSA ionomers, is based on the
permanent conformational changes in the polymer chain orientation. High temperatures
in combination with high RH are supposed to trigger this process involving a reduction in
the ionic conductivity. Further degradation at high temperatures is based on the thermally
induced cleavage of covalent bonds within the polymer chains.
Beside the PEM, the GDEs represent the second key component establishing the MEA.
State−of−the−art GDEs for PEMFC are based on a three−layered system. The Gas Diusion
Layer (GDL), which consists of woven or non−woven carbon bers, contributes to a homo-
geneous distribution of the gaseous reactants and acts as support. On the GDL usually a
Microporous Layer (MPL) is applied. The MPL consists basically of carbon and uniformly
distributed Polytetrauoroethylene (PTFE). This hydrophobic layer may prevent the GDE
from water ooding during operation at medium and high current densities. The Catalyst
Layer (CL) is situated on the MPL. In the CL, which is in direct contact to the PEM, the elec-
trocatalyst, generally nano−sized Pt supported on high surface area carbon black, is mixed
with the ionomer to enhance the ionic contact and therefore to reduce the contact resis-
tance at the PEM/GDE interface. The ionomer material inside the GDE is also likely to suer
the aforestated degradation sources of the PEM and may therefore contribute signicantly
to a performance loss during the operation.
methodology & work plan
To face the mentioned limitations of the current state−of−the−art the LOLI PEM project
is devoted to the research and the development of new membranes, electrodes and a CHP
module for H2−PEMFC−based SPG & CHP systems working at temperatures > 100 ℃. The
attainment of the goal is based on a coordinated synergic collaboration between the par-
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ticipant research groups and industry partners and is divided in three work packages (see
Figures 1 & 2). The LOLI PEM project was launched in 2010 for the total duration of 36
months. The project funding amounted to 1, 360, 227 EUR and was born in the context
of the 7th Framework program by the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH
JU). The FCH JU is a public private partnership supporting research, technological develop-
ment and demonstration activities in fuel cell and hydrogen energy technologies in Europe.
Its aim is to accelerate the market introduction of these technologies, taking into account
their potential as an instrument in achieving a carbon−free energy generation technology.
Figure 1: Pie chart reecting the three main work packages related to the LOLI PEM project devoted
to the development of stabilized ionomer membranes, the development of appropriate
GDEs and MEAs and the testing and lifetime prediction. Additionally, the emblems of all
project partners are shown.
Work Package 1Work Package 1 (WP1) is devoted to long−lasting membranes for H2−PEMFCs. In this
work package emphasis is given on the stabilization of PFSA membranes, the synthesis of
cross−linked SAP and the ex situ characterization of the membranes. For the stabilization
of the PFSA materials two routes are taken, the rst one dealing with thermal annealing
and the second one focusing on the incorporation of stabilizing inorganic llers such as
ZrP. In a previous work G. Alberti et al. were able to stabilize PFSA membranes for their
future working conditions (operating temperature and RH) by application of a tailor−made
annealing. Parallel to the stabilization of PFSA a further task is devoted to the cross−linking
of SAP. The formation of covalent bonds is induced by a promoter initiating the conden-
sation of sulfonic groups of adjacent polymer chains. Main purposes of the cross−linking
are the increase in stability at elevated temperature and high RH as well as the reduction
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of permeability toward the reactant gases, especially oxygen. The characterization of the
prepared membranes is planned by determination of the water uptake, mechanical and
thermal analysis, thermogravimetry, permeability and proton conductivity measurements.
Work Package 2 The development of GDEs and a new concept MEA with improved durability is the prin-
cipal task in WP2. In this context, an eective deposition of Pt nanoparticles in the CL, the
implementation of the modied ionomers provided by WP1 as well as the related devel-
opment of the MPL are key components of the work. To assure an enhanced lifetime the
optimization of the assembling step between the GDEs and the PEM is crucial to minimize
their interfacial resistance. A further task is the exploration of the new concept of use and
discard MEAs assumed to simplify signicantly the maintenance of the Fuel Cell (FC) stack.
Work Package 3 The tasks in WP3 are related to durability studies, long−term single cell tests, MEA
post mortem analysis and nally the realization of a FC stack prototype for CHP. Thus, the
best membranes identied from in situ and accelerated aging tests are provided for the
long−term single cell testing (up to 5000 h) at dierent temperature, RH, pressure and gas
stoichiometry. From post mortem tests, performed on MEAs after the long−term testing, the
extent and the nature of the MEA degradation is evaluated. The obtained information is
employed to maximize the MEA’s lifetime.
Work Package 4 An additional work package is dedicated to the dissemination and the exploitation of
the results obtained in the course of the project. The related tasks aim to establish com-
munication between the project consortium and external audiences such as industry, fuel
cell experts and technological platforms and to facilitate the knowledge transfer within the
project consortium.
Figure 2: Gantt chart representing the timing of work packages and their components.
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the project consortium
The project consortium breaks down as follows:
• Coordinator: Istituto per la Tecnologia delle Membrane del Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (Rende, Italy) (CNR−ITM)
The CNR−ITM falls back on a multidisciplinary expertise in chemical and process en-
gineering, chemistry, industrial chemistry, biology, food science, et cetera. The main
activities are: preparation and characterization of dense and porous, polymer and in-
organic membranes also with catalytic activity, catalytic membrane reactors, mem-
brane operations and integrated membrane operations.
• University of Rome Tor Vergata (Rome, Italy) (URoma2)
The laboratory of organic chemistry that is involved in the project oers experience
in the synthesis and the chemistry of polymer materials as well as in their structural
characterization. The group is leading in the synthesis of hybrid polymer membranes
for fuel cells.
• Aix−Marseille University (Marseilles, France) (AMU)
Beside electrochemical characterization techniques this group is specialized in ther-
moanalytical techniques, including dierential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (polymer
glass transition) and high resolution Thermogravimetry (TG) for water uptake mea-
surements. The mechanical testing of polymer membranes using a tensile traction
machine represents a further core competence.
• Saarland University (Saarbrücken, Germany) (USaar)
The expertise of the research group of Prof. Hempelmann ranges from colloidal and
nano chemistry, applied electrochemistry to the investigation of structure and dy-
namics of condensed matter by means of scattering methods (light, X−ray and neu-
tron scattering). In the eld of applied electrochemistry particular attention is given
to preparative electrochemistry of nanocrystalline materials, electrocatalysis, fuel
cells, and bio−electrochemistry.
• Edison Spa (Milan, Italy) (Edison)
Edison is the second largest Italian utility company, with operations in the procure-
ment, production and sale of electric power and natural gas. Edison R&D focuses on
research, development and innovation programs that involve many areas of science,
testing new energy technologies (such as advanced photovoltaic and fuel cell sys-
tems, advanced UPS and storage, superconductivity) that provide competitive and
sustainable development opportunities.
• FuMA−Tech GmbH (St. Ingbert, Germany) (Fumatech)
Fumatech’s main area of competence lies at the production of proton conductive mem-
branes and membranes for the treatment of aqueous solutions. The fuel cell strategy
of Fumatech is to supply fuel cell industries with
– ionomers in bulk powder or solution,
– membranes from uorinated ionomers, non−uorinated ionomers and hybrid
organic/inorganic composites for electrolysis, hydrogen fuel cells and Direct
Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC)s.
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MATGAS 2000 AIE (Bellaterra, Spain) (Matgas)
Matgas is a research center, legally registered as a non−prot economic interest group
dedicated to meet R&D demands in the eld of materials and gases from a broad
perspective. The vision of Matgas is to become a world leading and recognized center
of excellence in the use of combined modeling and experimental approaches for the
development of CO2 capture and applications technology as well as energy−related
issues, including hydrogen.
• Cracow University of Technology (Cracow, Poland) (CUT)
The CUT carries out the project activities through the team of the Technology Trans-
fer Center (TTC) for his part responsible for maintaining non−academic activities of
the university such as technology transfer, facilitating contacts between academies,
industry and regional stakeholders, creation of startups and promotion of science
and entrepreneurship.
Figure 3: Scheme representing the implementation of the LOLI PEM project.
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O B J E C T I V E S O F W O R K
The motivation of the work here presented is strongly inspired from the work plan of the
LOLI PEM project (see Chapter 1) to assure an ecient progress. Therefore, main emphasis
is given on the characterization of PFSA and SAP membranes (WP1), on the development of
new concept GDEs and MEAs for temperatures > 100℃ (WP2) and on the evaluation of the
prepared MEAs via short and intermediate−term single cell testing (WP3).
2.1 membrane characterization
WP1 is related to the preparation of stabilized PEMs for operating temperatures > 100 ℃
with main emphasis on PFSA and SAP−based membranes, namely Fumion and sPEEK. Their
permeability toward the reactant gases such as oxygen and hydrogen is assumed to have
a major impact on the MEA lifetime. Consequently, in a rst step the build up of an ap-
propriate setup allowing permeability measurements of gases through membranes with
thicknesses in the range of 25–200 µm is envisaged. Specic requirements related to the
permeability setup are:
• measurements at temperatures up to 160 ℃,
• measurements with humidied gases,
• corrosion resistance of the experimental setup,
• feed pressures up to 5 bar and
• thermo-settable device.
Main targets attributed to these measurements are the comparison of the gas permeabil-
ity between stabilized and native PFSA membranes on the one hand, and to investigate the
eect of cross−linking on the permeability of sPEEK membranes on the other hand. In the
course of the project, the need for an additional method based on permeability measure-
ments oering the possibility to detect conformational changes in PFSA−based membranes
is considered as important. Hence, a further task is included to the corresponding work
package. In order to avoid bottlenecks arising from this additional task a second system,
installed at the CNR−ITM research center, is used for the permeability measurements.
2.2 gde & mea development
The development of new concept GDEs and MEAs resisting temperatures> 100℃ is accom-
modated in WP2. Milestones on the path to reach the objective of catalytic electrodes are
dened below:
1. Screening of an appropriate GDL material based on non−woven carbon bers.
2. Introduction of the improved PEM material, provided by WP1, in the MPL to prevent
delamination phenomena induced by tensions arising from dierent ionmers used
as PEM and ionomer binder in the GDE.
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3. Appropriate hydrophobization of the MPL to assure good removal properties of the
aqueous reaction product to prevent the GDE from water ooding and therefore per-
formance losses.
4. Deposition of nano−sized Pt within the MPL by the use of an electrochemical depo-
sition technique based on a pulsed potentiostatic method [37, 38, Seiten 10−12].
In the course of the work, the characterization of the prepared GDEs is performed by means
of in situ Cyclic Voltammetry (CV), determination of the Electrochemical Active Surface
Area (EASA), X−Ray Diraction (XRD) (crystallite size distribution of Pt), Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM), cross−sectional Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (degree
of agglomeration and Pt particle distribution within the MPL) and nally short−term sin-
gle cell testing (overall performance of the GDE under realistic working conditions).
In a further step the parameters related to the hot pressing process are optimized to
assure an intimate contact between the developed GDEs and the most convenient PEM ma-
terial. The prepared MEAs are characterized preferably by means of single cell performance
test employing the envisaged operating conditions and by cross−sectional SEM. Additional
optimization related to the MEA hot pressing and the preconditioning is carried out with
emphasis on lifetime extension.
2.3 fuel cell testing
Single MEA testing is assumed to be the most appropriate method to reveal the performance
of a MEA for a given set of operating conditions such as gas humidity, gas stoichiometry
and working temperature. For the measurement of the related Current/Voltage Character-
istic (CVC) a fuel cell housing allowing measurements at temperatures> 100℃ and humid-
ied gases is developed starting from a commercially available housing (see Section 5.2).
Furthermore, a signicant part of the work is dedicated to the build up of a test bench
for the automatized measurement of CVCs including the hardware as well as the software
(see Section 5.3). In the course of the project, the gap between the short−term single cell
testing and both the long−term (Matgas) and the accelerated testing (Edison) has to be lled.
Thus, a chronopotentiometric technique is developed (see Section 5.3.4). For the reactant
gas humidication, preferably pure hydrogen and oxygen, an appropriate gas humidifying
device based on a gas bubbler system working under atmospheric pressure is installed (see
Section 5.5).
3
F U E L C E L L S – A N I N T R O D U C T I O N
The nowadays energy era is marked by the ruthless exploitation and the burn of fossil fu-
els such as coal, petroleum and natural gas, mainly to meet the energy requirements for
our everyday life and for the propulsion of vehicles. So, in the year 2 0 1 0 , 8 0 % of the
energy consumed in the European Community originated from fossil fuels. Consequently,
with the steadily increasing population level, our modern world faces the related dicul-
ties and burdens such as the alarming greenhouse eect induced by the skyrocketing CO 2
emissions and the awareness of our limited fossil resources. In this connection, the emis-
sion of greenhouse gases (chiey CO 2 ) increased by 7 0 % between 1 9 7 0 and 2 0 0 4 ,
in particular due to the transportation sector [39]. Thus, an environmentally friendly, car-
Scheme showing the one
step energy conversion of
a FC versus the conven-
tional multi step process
for fossil fuels (exemplary:
coal power station).
bon−free and ecient power generation is more then ever before necessary to maintain
our high degree of vehicular mobility and our everyday energy demand. In this eld, FCs
may help to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels and to diminish polluting emissions into
the atmosphere, since they oer higher electrical eciencies compared with heat engines
(see Section 3 . 3 . 4) and electrical energy generation is achieved in less steps compared
with fossil fuels (see scheme in the page margin).
By denition, FC are specic galvanic cells, in which the chemical energy of the reactants
is converted directly to electrical energy by cold combustion. The Open Circuit Voltage
(OCV) of a fuel cell depends on the underlying chemical reaction and is related to its Gibbs
free energy (see Equation (8)).
In primary galvanic cells, well known as batteries, the stored chemical energy is con-
verted irreversibly to electrical energy until the reactants are consumed (discharged). For
secondary galvanic cells, also called rechargeable batteries, the reactant conversion is re-
versible, once consumed they can be restored through the application of electrical energy.
In both energy storage devices the interruption−free utilization time is limited. By contrast,
in FCs electrical energy is converted in principle for an arbitrary time for the case that they
are fed continuously with fuel and oxidant and a degradation−free scenario is assumed. It
should be noted that the distinction between batteries and fuel cells did not exist in former
times and that nowadays numerous systems can be classied under both categories, such
as metal/air batteries, redox ow batteries and others [13, 7, 53].
Since their discovery by W. Grove in the middle of the 1 9 th century a variety of dif-
ferent fuel cell reactions with technological potential and fundamental research interest
were developed. The most prominent and promising with regard to a sustainable and car-
bon−free energy generation era are:
• the Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC),
• the PEMFC,
• the PAFC,
• the MCFC
• and the SOFC.
The mentioned FCs types dier signicantly in operating temperature, electrode material,
electrolyte and employed reactants. Nevertheless, all of them share the same working prin-
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ciple, which is represented schematically in Figure 4 . The negative anode, where the elec-
tron liberating oxidation reaction takes place is fed continuously with the fuel. At the posi-
tively charged cathode the reduction of the oxidant takes place, which goes along with the
consumption of the anodically provided electrons. Both compartments are separated phys-
ically by an ion conducting and electron insulating electrolyte. Depending on the under-
lying FC reaction either anodically formed protons are transported across the electrolyte
from the anode to the cathode (PAFC & PEMFC) or cathodically produced anions such as
OH− , CO−3 or O 2− are conducted vice versa (AFC, MCFC and SOFC, respectively).
Figure 4: Fundamental scheme of a fuel cell, consisting of an anodic and a cathodic compartment,
separated by the either proton or anion conducting electrolyte. During operation the an-
ode is fed with the fuel, whereas the cathode is fed with the oxidant.
The use of hydrogen as fuel and oxygen/air as oxidants represents the environmental
most friendly case since the only waste product is water, which is produced by oxidation
(PEMFC) or reduction (AFC). The underlying overall reaction for the water formation start-
ing from hydrogen and oxygen is represented by Equation (4). In addition, hydrogen−based
fuel cell systems are considered as a serious alternative to the conventional power train
driven by internal combustion engines. However, the nowadays hydrogen production in-
volves CO2 emissions. For a carbon−free power generation existing technologies such
as the water electrolysis must be further improved to establish a carbon−free hydrogen
source[55, 13, 7].
FCs oer a high degree of versatility, since miniaturization and stack scale−up are both
possible. So, the system size can be adjusted easily to the corresponding energy demand
without signicant eciency losses. By comparison with H2−PEMFC, DMFCs are charac-
terized by smaller power densities, non−zero CO2 emissions and the toxicity of MeOH.
Nevertheless, DMFCs are thought to be advantageous in the wide range of portable device
sector since MeOH is considered as one of the cheapest and simplest fuels [12] (see also
Figure 5).
Further key points characterizing FCs as a promising energy converting technology are
listed below[30].
• Eciency:
FCs are more ecient compared with classical combustion engines. The overall sys-
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tem eciency can be increased signicantly by utilization of the co−generated heat,
the CHP.
• Simplicity:
The fundamental setup of a single fuel cell and even a stack is comparatively simple.
So, no moving parts are necessary for the build up of the energy converting unit.
• Low emission:
Zero emission can be reached in the case that hydrogen and oxygen/air are employed.
FCs using carbon−containing fuels such as DMFC emit less CO2 compared with con-
ventional combustion engines due to their higher eciency.
• Low Noise:
The energy conversion principle using a FC is essentially noiseless. Noise level may
increase in the case that reactant supply pumps or fuel processing equipment are
added to the FC system.
Figure 5: Chart summarizing the typical applications, the provided power and the main advantages
of the most prominent representatives of the nowadays FC family [30].
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3.1 historical outline
1800
1839
1889
1893
1896
1902
The invention of the rst primary battery by Alessandro Volta, the Volta Pile in 1800 gave
birth to the electrochemical energy conversion and is therefore considered as milestone
in the technological development of our modern society. In the course of time, this elec-
trochemical cells, able to store and to produce electrical energy penetrated all levels of
society and daily live. Volta’s invention was strongly inuenced by another Italian scien-
tist, Luigi Galvani. In 1789, Galvani observed that the legs of a dead frog began to twitch
when exposed to an electrical spark, and build therefore the foundation for the modern
electrochemistry.
The rst scientists assumed to claim the eld of FC technology were W. R. Grove and
C. F. Schönbein. Both published almost at the same time articles describing a rudimentary
fuel cell setup, the gas battery. The hereto employed platinum electrodes were immersed
with one end in a sulfuric acid container, whereas the other end encroached separately
sealed containers containing oxygen and hydrogen. With this setup it has been showed
for the rst time that oxygen and hydrogen can be combined electrochemically to produce
electricity and water. This invention was considered as a signicant progress with regard
to electricity−driven decomposition of water, described already in 1800. However, at the
time, the precise electrochemical functioning of this invention was a open question and
a topic to debate within the scientic community. W. R. Grove understood already in this
epoch importance of the 3−phase boundary for the electrochemical reactions.
Based on Grove’s gas battery, L. Mond and Langer improved signicantly the eciency
of H2/O2−based FCs and increased the OCV to 0.97 V . So, L. Mond was the rst to in-
troduced the term fuel cell. This signicant improvement was founded on the innovative
utilization of thin perforated Pt foils coated with platinum black, which were used as elec-
trodes. In addition, they introduced porous, non−conducting materials incorporating the
dilute sulfuric acid. So, the mixing tendency toward the gaseous reactant was decreased,
oering a more dry environment for the moisture sensitive electrodes. The so−improved
fuel cell preformed 6.5 mA
cm2
at 0.73 V at 40 ℃. Nevertheless, this cells suered from se-
vere decay and even with the improved eciency the performance was far too low and
the platinum content far to high for practical applications. It has to be mentioned though
that at the same time C. R. Wright presented a Grove setup working stable under laboratory
conditions but oering just low amounts of current.
It took 54 years before F. W. Ostwald, founder of the physical chemistry, solved the puz-
zle related to the functioning of Grove’s gas battery. In numerous experiments he could
determine the interconnected roles of the fuel cell components, such as electrodes, elec-
trolyte, fuel and oxidant as well as cations.
An improved, coal−based fuel cell similar to the one introduced in 1855 by E. Becquerel
was presented by J. J. Jacques. The assembling of 100 cells to form the carbon battery pro-
duced a peak power amounting to 1.5 kW. The stack consisted mainly of iron vessels
(cathode) lled with molten KOH or NaOH (electrolyte) and pure carbon (anode). Later
works revealed clearly that the electrochemical reaction was not the oxidation of carbon
but the chemical reaction of carbon with the molten electrolyte.
J. H. Reid was the rst to use aqueous KOH as electrolyte, so it took 63 years after
Grove’s rst gas battery before fuel cells with an alkaline electrolyte instead of sulfuric
acid were described.
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A step toward the systematic characterization of the fuel cell performance was done by
I. Taitelbaum, his experiments are considered as the rst attempt to polarization curves.
Junger et al. described the usage of paran as hydrophobization agent in porous elec-
trodes, to avoid drowning. This technique is still used in PEMFC eld, with the dierence
that in state−of−the−art electrodes PTFE is used to hydrophobize the structure.
E. Baur et al. conducted a wide research into a fuel cell type using molten Na and K
carbonate as electrolyte, which was incorporated in a porous magnesia block at operating
temperatures in the range of 750–800 ℃. This is regarded as the birth of the MCFCs.
Designs based on dierent electrolytes broadened the range of potential applications in
the 1950s and ’60s making the FC history more complicated at this point. Various fuel cell
types began to follow divergent paths. Nowadays, FCs are classied according to the elec-
trolyte type, the operating temperature or the fed fuel/oxidant. For the most prominent FC
types classication is done in a rst level by their electrolyte and in a second level by their
operating temperature. So, the low temperature segment (60–90℃) accommodates the AFC
and the PEMFC, the PAFC is assigned to the mid temperature FCs (160–200℃), whereas MCFC
and SOFC are representatives of the high temperature segment (600–1000 ℃).
3.2 types of fuel cells
Figure 6: Overview of the most common FC types classied by their operating temperature. The
representation includes a scheme which is valid for all discussed FC types. Both anode and
cathode reactions are indicated for the related FC type including the migrating ion species.
3.2.1 The Alkaline Fuel Cell: 60–100 ℃
Invented in 1902 it lasted until 1940 to develop AFCs with practical performances. A key
factor that determined this success was use of specic electrodes developed by F. Bacon
et al., which were based on sintered Ni of two dierent pore sizes giving a wetted ne
structure to the liquid side and more open porous one to the gas side.
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Pure Ni was used as anode, whereas lithiated NiO represented the cathode. With this
setup a performance of 1 A
cm2
at 0.8 V was possible when operated at 200 ℃ and 45 bar.
Further development of this technology lead in the 1960s to the rst FC used in space within
the framework of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s Apollo mis-
sion. An alternative preparation route to prepare porous high surface area Ni is based on
the use of Raney metals. Hereto, Ni is mixed with Al, in a further step Al is dissolved in
a strong alkaline medium to form highly active and porous Ni.
Image of the AFC system
used in the Apollo space-
craft [30]. Stack character-
istics:
Power: 1.5 kW
Electrolyte: 75% KOH
Reactants: H2/O2
Temperature: 200–260 ℃
Pressure: 34 bar
State−of−the−art AFCs are characterized by excellent performance when fed with hydro-
gen and oxygen of high purity. Among all FC types AFCs oer the highest voltage eciency,
which originates mostly from the signicantly faster kinetic of the ORR compared with an
acid environment. The better activation makes the use of non−precious metals such asNi
possible. Nevertheless in state−of−the−art systems Pt/C−containing GDEs are employed
similar to the PEMFC.
The sensitivity for CO2 impurities, originating from air and from carbon corrosion at
high potentials, represents one of the main drawbacks related to the AFCs and arises from
the interaction with the alkaline KOH electrolyte (see Equation (1)). In this context, the
formation of carbonates is destructive to the electrolyte and causes a rapid decrease in the
cell performance.
CO2 + 2KOH −→ K2CO3 ↓ +H2O (1)
In state−of−the−art systems this is resolved by circulating the 30–50 w% KOH electrolyte
instead of using a stabilized asbestos matrix retaining the static electrolyte [4, 29, 11, 30].
3.2.2 The Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell: 160–220 ℃
The typical perfor-
mance range of a
state−of−the−art PAFC
stack operating at atmo-
spheric pressure amounts
to 150–400 mA
cm2
at
600–800 mV [30].
The PAFC was the rst FC to be produced in commercial quantities and is consequently the
most advanced system on the FC market. The high operating temperatures in the range of
200℃ provide reasonable reaction rates for the ORR and enable the use of CO−containing
reformat gas as fuel. Since the 1980s, PAFCs operate with concentrated H3PO4 (100 %)
as electrolyte, which is commonly retained in a 1–200 µm thick SiC matrix. Due to the
thermal stability of phosphoric acid operating temperatures up to 220 ℃ are realizable.
In state−of−the−art systems GDEs containing carbon−supported Pt catalysts are widely
employed. To enhance the ORR kinetics higher Pt loading are necessary at the cathode side
(0.5mg–Pt
cm2
) compared with the anode, which is typically loaded with 0.1mg–Pt
cm2
. Since a
liquid electrolyte is employed, the appropriate hydrophobicity of the GDEs is of vital im-
portance, which is commonly ensured by the use of a hydrophobized gas diusion backing
(GDB) (see Section 4.3.1) and a PTFE−containing CL. In the case that the cell is fed with
CO−containing reformat the use of PtRu catalyst was found to be advantageous in terms
of a facilitated CO oxidation [23, 11, 30, 59].
3.2.3 The Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell: 600–800 ℃
The rst use of a MCFC is traced back to 1921 (see Section 3.1), whereas the basis of modern
MCFC technology was provided already in the 1960s by Broers et al. [9]. By contrast to the
low and mid temperature FCs, the MCFC can operate a wide range of fuels and is not prone
toCO orCO2 contamination.CO2 is combusted together with atmospheric oxygen at the
cathode side to create the carbonate anion. At the anode the carbonate anion reacts with
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hydrogen as described in Figure 6 to form again CO2. Since CO2 is essentially needed
at the cathode side, the anodically formed CO2 is separated and reused at the cathode.
The high operating temperatures enable for internal reforming, therefore CH4 or coal gas
(H2 +CO) can be fed to the system without the use of any external reformer. Due to the
suciently high co−generated heat the MCFC is combinable with other power generators
such as gas turbines, boosting the overall eciency from ∼ 50% to ∼ 70%.
State−of−the−art for
MCFCs
Anode:
• Ni– Cr/Ni– Al
• 3–6 µm pore size
• 0.20–1.5 mm thickness
Cathode:
• Lithiated NiO
• 7–15 µm pore size
• 0.5–1 mm thickness
Electrolyte Support:
• 0.5–1 mm thickness
•α–LiAlO2,β–LiAlO2
Electrolyte:
• 62Li– 38K/50Li– 50Na
• 0.5–1 mm thickness
In the most cases binary mixtures of LiNa or LiK carbonates, retained in a LiAlO2
matrix for her part reinforced mechanically by incorporated Al2O3 bers, act as a highly
CO−23 conductive molten electrolyte. Typical cathode materials are made ofNiO, but also
alternatives based on transition metal doped lithium oxides such as LiCoO2,LiFeO2 or
LiMnO2 were characterized as good cathode materials. At the anode sideNiAl orNiCr
alloys are commonly employed.
The nowadays challenges are mostly related to the long−term durability of the employed
materials being in direct contact to the highly corrosive molten electrolyte and exposed
constantly to high operating temperatures [23, 11, 30, 59].
3.2.4 The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell: 800–1000 ℃
The HEXIS (Heat
Exchange Integrated
System) tubular concept
for SOFCs; taken from
Reference [11].
The development of this high temperature FC started similar to the MCFC in the 1950s
[63]. Nevertheless, the principle of the SOFC is assumed to trace back to Nernst in 1889,
who was the rst to describe ZrO2 as an oxygen ion conductor. SOFCs play a specic role
within the FCs since they are operated at the highest temperatures (800–1000℃ ) and they
oer a solid electrolyte in a dry state. Advantages directly related to the elevated operating
temperatures are the possibility for internal reforming and therefore the feed of natural gas
without any preliminary purication step. Furthermore, high reaction rates especially for
the ORR are achieved without employing expensive precious metal catalysts. Advantages
related to the dry and solid electrolyte are the absence of leakage problems commonly
linked to liquid electrolytes or problems related to water management or ooding of the
electrodes.
Similar to the MCFC the hot exhaust gases are combinable with other power generation
systems, such as gas turbines, to increase the overall electric eciency up to 70%.
State−of−the−art system employ Y−stabilized LaSrMnO3 electrodes at the cathode and
yittria−stabilized zirconia (YSZ)/Ni cermet at the anode. As ion conducting separator usu-
ally Zr−doped with 8–10 mol% Y (YSZ) is employed since this material was found to be
stable under the operating conditions and exhibiting a reasonable ionic conductivity.
Main drawbacks of state−of−the−art systems are related to the comparatively high elec-
trical resistance of the components. In addition, the ceramic materials are dicult to handle
at high temperatures, thus specic preheating cycles, complex cooling systems and special
start−up procedures are necessary [23, 11, 30, 59].
3.3 the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
3.3.1 PEMFC Development
With the rst use of polystyrene sulfonate as ion conducting membrane for a power gen-
erating FC application W. T. Grubb invented in 1955 the PEMFC. In the following period
from the 1950s to the 1970s the advancement of PEMFC was mainly promoted by General
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substances
FC type H2 CO CO2 CH4 S containing substances
SOFC fuel fuel diluent diluent poison > 1 ppm
MCFC fuel fuel diluent diluent poison > 0.5 ppm
PAFC fuel poison > 5, 000 ppm diluent diluent poison > 50 ppm
PEMFC fuel poison > 10–50 ppm diluent diluent −
AFC fuel poison > 10 ppm poison diluent −
Table 1: Summary of the most common FC poisoning substances and their limiting values during
operation.
Electric, namely by W. T. Grubb and his colleague L. Niederach. In this period, emphasis
was given on space application. Improved PEMFCs using platinum black as electrocatalyst
were used in the NASA Gemini program, the rst manned space project. So, it lasted just 8
years from the invention to the rst application in a space program. Nevertheless, the MEAs
based on sulfonated polystyrene suered from short lifetime due to their weakness toward
chemical and thermal degradation. The launch of Naon® by E. I. du Pont de Nemours
and Company (Wilmington, USA) (DuPont) in 1966 improved signicantly lifetime and per-
formance due to remarkable improvements regarding chemical, thermal and mechanical
stability combined with a high ionic conductivity (see Section 3.3). Consequently, General
Electrics provided starting from 1969 Naon®−based MEAs to the Gemini program.
Characteristics of the
PEMFC stacks used in the
Gemini space capsule in
1964:
• 96 single cells per stack
• each cell 20 x 20 cm
• peak power: 1 kW
• 490 A at 23–26 V
• 30 mW
cm2
• T = 65 ℃
Apart from the NASA, the US Army and Navy represented other institutional driving
forces pushing forward the PEMFC development. During the 1960s several programs were
initiated by military with emphasis on the development of a portable power source featur-
ing low noise emissions, low thermal signature and high eciency [45, 46, 44, 25, 33]. Due
to the too low performance the sponsorship of the FC R&D was signicantly decreased in
the late 1960s.
A signicant push in PEMFC development occurred from 1980 to 2000 and was initiated
by Ballard Power Systems. The Canadian company developed, starting from 1983 PEMFCs
for terrestrial applications with emphasis on the automotive sector. A remarkable increase
in performance was achieved using appropriate hydrophobization of the MEA with PTFE. A
further signicant increase in power density in the 1990s allowed commercial automotive
applications to be considered for the rst time. This achievement was based on the combi-
nation of engineered design and improved materials, using a carbon−supported platinum
catalyst, an improved catalyst ink mixture and an optimized MEA preparation procedure.
3.3.2 Operating Principle
A PEMFC generates electrical energy by conversion of the chemical energy of a fuel and an
oxidant in one step into direct current (DC) electricity via a cold electrochemical combus-
tion. The reactants are continuously fed through ow channels, machined in bipolar plates,
to the corresponding cell sides. As shown schematically in Figure 7 a PEMFC consists typi-
cally of the following components [13, 7].
• Flow eld
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• GDL
• CL
• PEM, also known as Proton Exchange Membrane
The heart of a PEMFC is usually a PFSA or SAP−based acid PEM, that oers unique capabili-
ties such as low reactant permeability, high proton conductivity, high electronic resistance
as well as excellent chemical, thermal and mechanical properties. The typical membrane
thickness ranges between 25–175 µm. Since the proton conductivity in all PEM materi-
als depends on the hydration state, the supplied reactant streams are typically humidied.
However, water present at the cathode, which is provided by the cathode reaction and by
the electro−osmotic water drag from the anode, must be removed to avoid ooding of the
cathode [50].
The GDEs consist of woven or non−woven carbon ber layer coated with the CL, a MPL is
optionally added in−between. The GDL conducts the electrons and distributes the reactants
homogeneously to the catalyst layers. The CL consists mainly of a hydrophobizing agent
(PTFE), an ionomer binder and carbon−supported Pt nanoparticles. Noble metal catalyst,
such as Pt or PtRu are necessary in order to enhance the electrochemical reaction rates,
especially of the sluggish ORR at low operating temperatures, < 90 ℃. Usual catalyst load-
ings amount to 0.1–0.5mg–Pt
cm2
[5, 19, 7]. Starting from the solid electrolyte and the GDEs the
MEA is manufactured via a hot pressing step[31, 17]. For H2−PEMFC (see Figure 7) hydro-
gen is continuously provided to the anode, where the HOR takes place. The formed protons
migrate across the PEM to the cathode side to form water via the ORR. The corresponding
electrochemical reactions for the hydrogen oxidation and the oxygen reduction are repre-
sented by Equations (2)–(4) and provide a thermodynamic potential dierence of 1.23 V .
Oxygen is provided to the cathode either in pure form or as air. To prevent the dry out of
the PEM both reactant gases are usually humidied.
H2  2H+ + 2e− | E0 = 0.0 V (2)
0.5O2 + 2e− + 2H+  H2O | E0 = 1.23 V (3)
H2 + 0.5O2  H2O | ∆E0 = 1.23 V (4)
The employed nano−sized noble metals can only catalyze the HOR and the ORR in the case
that they are contacted at the same time to the ionic conducting phase (ionomer), the elec-
tronic conducting phase (carbon support) and the reactant gas phase to form the electro-
chemical active 3−phase boundary (see zoomed part of Figure 7).
Among the various types of investigated and available FCs the PEMFCs are considered to
be the most promising for both stationary and mobile applications due to their signicant
advantages such as high eciency, the absence of noxious emissions and the low operating
temperatures [65]. The use of pure hydrogen and oxygen oers advantages with regard The specic energy of
hydrogen at ambient
pressure amounts to
8890 Whkg , whereas the
corresponding value
for petrol is 694 Whkg .
However, the necessary
storage volume is much
greater, consequently
the energy density of
petrol (500 Wh
dm3
) is
signicantly higher
compared with hydrogen
(300 bar, 55 Wh
dm3
) [18].
to the FC eciency. Nevertheless, to lower the maintenance cost the most commercially
available systems are fed with air instead of pure oxygen. In the case that hydrogen is
used as fuel the zero emission electricity generation is possible. Furthermore, the HOR oers
high reactions rates and hydrogen posses a high specic energy (see page margin). Since
hydrogen is not a primary fuel it must be processed from fossil hydrocarbons (nowadays:
over 90%) [43] or via the electrolysis of water [64]. To diminish the use of fossil fuels and
the related CO2 emissions further progress in the water electrolysis process is necessary
to lower the costs. Due to the acidity of the PEM, CO2−based impurities inside fuel and
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of aH2−PEMFC including ow elds, GDLs, CLs and the PEM. Hy-
drogen is fed to the anode and oxidized to protons. The generated electrons are conducted
via the external electrical circuit to the cathode. The electron consuming ORR at the cathode
forms together with the protons water. A zoomed representation of the therefore neces-
sary 3−phase boundary for catalyst activity is schematically shown in the lower part of
the Figure.
oxidant are not required to be removed. However, CO is known for its strong poisoning
eect on Pt−based catalyst, therefore its content must be kept below 10 ppm. The use of
CO−tolerant catalysts such as PtRu increases the limit up to 100 ppm [19, 17].
Nowadays, challenges are related to the hydrogen generation, which is mainly based on
the reformation of carbon−containing fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum or methanol (see
Section 3.3.7). In addition, any known hydrogen storage such as gas tanks or within a metal-
lic or a non−metallic absorbent, is bond to a considerable weight penalty. An alternative
fuel is represented by MeOH, which is directly fed to the anode side. The corresponding
electrochemical reactions are represented by Equations (5)–(7). The indirect methanol fuel
cell (IMFC) reforms methanol in a preliminary step to hydrogen, which is then provided to
the FC.
CH3OH+H2O CO2 + 6H+ + 6e− | E0 = 0.05 V (5)
1.5O2 + 6e− + 6H+  3H2O | E0 = 1.23 V (6)
CH3OH+ 1.5O2  2H2O+CO2 | ∆E0 = 1.18 Va) (7)
a): assuming an acqueous, 1 MMeOH solution.
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3.3.3 Open Circuit Potential
The maximum electric work is provided by a PEMFC system at its thermodynamic poten-
tial (∆E0). As a consequence, the maximum electrical work is equal to the maximum work
available from the underlying chemical reaction, neglecting any work related to changes
in pressure and/or volume. So, Equation (8) connects the Gibbs free energy for the overall
chemical process∆Gwith the OCV and represents the fundamental equation for the electro-
chemical energy conversion. In the case that the point of zero energy is dened as pure ele-
ments at 298 K and 1 bar, the Gibbs free energy of formation (∆G0 = Gfinal−Ginitial)
rather than the Gibbs free energy is used [30, 17]. For the most common PEMFCs reactions
the corresponding thermodynamic data are summarized in Table 2.
∆G0 = −zF ·∆E0 ⇐⇒ ∆E0 = −∆G
0
zF
(8)
∆G0 ∆H0 ∆E0 ξth
Reaction kJmol
kJ
mol V %
H2 + 0.5O2  H2O(l) −237 −286 1.23 83
H2 + 0.5O2  H2O(g) −227 −242 1.18 94
CH3OH+ 1.5O2  2H2O(l) +CO2 −702 −726 1.21 97
Table 2: Thermodynamic data for PEMFC−related reactions reported for 298 K [30, 59, 17].
The temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy (∆G0) causes a steady decrease
in the thermodynamic cell potential with increasing operating temperature, as represented
in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Graph showing the variation of the OCV as function of the operating temperature of
a H2/O2 FC. In the low temperature region the formation of liquid water is assumed,
whereas at temperatures > 100 ℃ the formation of water vapor is expected [58, 30].
Alternatively, the reversible FC voltage (∆E) can be expressed by the Nernst equation. Ac-
cording to this equation the thermodynamic OCV, which is dened as dierence between
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the cathode and the anode equilibrium potential, is a function of the FC operating condi-
tions. For a H2−PEMFC fed with gaseous reactants the OCV depends on the oxygen, hydro-
gen and water activities as well as on the operating temperature (see Equation (10)). Since
gaseous reactants are employed, the activity is safely assumed as partial pressure.
In accordance with the Nernst equation for a H2−PEMFC a thermodynamic potential
dierence of 1.23 V is expected. However, in reality OCVs reduced by 200–300 mV are
observed. Main sources causing the signicant loss in OCV are related to mixed potentials
caused by the PtO formation and the gas crossover through the PEM [2, 52, 67, 65]. So,
cyclic voltammograms showed that at high potentials Pt partially undergoes oxidation in
presence of O2 (see Equation (9)) as well as Section 5.1). Hence, the catalyst surface is
represented by a Pt/PtO mix, with a PtO surface coverage of around 30 %. The mixed
potential arising from the ORR and the platinum oxidation reaction lowers the fuel cell OCV
to an estimated value of 1.06 V [67, 24]. Whereas, for potentials < 0.8 V a pure Pt surface
is reported [24].
Pt+ 0.5O2  PtO | E0 = 0.88 V (9)
Equation (10) clearly indicates a decrease in OCV as the reactant gases partial pressures
decreases. Increasing the inlet RH of the reactant gases goes along with a decrease in re-
actant partial pressure as described for a H2/O2 and a H2/air−operated PEMFC by Equa-
tions (11)&(12). An estimation of the corresponding OCV decrease is shown in Figure 9.
∆E = ∆E0 +
RT
zF
[
ln (pH2) + ln
(√
pO2
pH2O
)]
(10)
∆E: OCV; ∆E0: equilibrium cell potential; R: ideal gas constant = 8.3145 Jmol K ;
T : operating temperature / K; z: number of transferred electrons = 2; F: Faraday
constant = 96, 485 Cmol ; pi: reactant partial pressure; pH2O: water partial pressure
∼ 1, when liquid water formation is assumed
pO2 = pH2 = pFC − pw = pFC − RH · pw,s (11)
pO2 = 0.21 pair · (pFC − RH · pw,s) (12)
pFC: fuel cell operating pressure / bar; pw: water vapor pressure / bar; pw,s: satu-
ration water vapor pressure / bar (see Equation (79)
A loss in OCV of around 10 mV is predicted in the case that air is used instead of oxygen,
which is attributed to the reduced oxygen partial pressure. Figure 9 clearly shows that
the loss in OCV increases with both increasing temperature and RH. From the graph it is
apparent that a PEMFC operation at 100 ℃ at atmospheric pressure in combination with
highly humidied reactant gases is not recommended, since a signicant drop in OCV and
therefore in cell performance is expected. At 80℃ a drop in cell potential of around 14mV
is expected in the case that fully (100%RH) humidied reactant gases are employed instead
of dry gases (0%RH).
3.3.4 Eciency
The ideal or thermodynamic eciency of a FC is a dimensionless number indicating the
part of chemical energy of the reactants that is used to produce electrical energy. In the
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Figure 9: Graph showing the estimated loss in OCV with increasing reactant humidication in the
operating temperature range 60–100℃ assuming an atmospheric operating pressure. The
blue dotted lines (– · –) represent the results pure oxygen utilization, whereas the pur-
ple solid lines (–) are related to the use of air. The orange lines show the vapor pressure
isotherms as function of the RH.
case that hydrogen and oxygen are transformed electrochemically to water a part of the
chemical energy is dissipated into heat. As a consequence, the ideal eciency is expressed
as the ratio between the Gibbs free energy of formation (∆G0) and the reaction enthalpy
(∆H0), representing the heat provided by the chemical reaction, and amounts to 83% (see
Equation (13)).
ξth =
∆G0
∆H0
= 1−
T∆S0
∆H0
= 0.83 (13)
ξth: ideal/thermodynamic eciency; ∆G0: Gibbs free energy of formation / kJmol ;
∆H0: reaction enthalpy / kJmol ; ∆S
0: reaction entropy / kJmol K
For the most electrochemical reactions in FCs ∆S0 < 0 since heat is given to the sur-
rounding. Few exceptions, where heat is absorbed from the environment and therefore
∆S0 > 0 are the oxidation of formic acid and carbon (see Equations (14) & (15)).
HCOOH+ 0.5O2  CO2 +H2O(l) (14)
C+ 0.5O2  CO (15)
Alternatively, the ideal eciency of a PEMFC can be expressed by Equation (16) employing
In the case that the heat
of combustion (∆H0) of
a chemical reaction is re-
ferred to the formation of
liquid water the term HHV
is used.
Contrary, the LHV refers
to the case that vapor is
formed, thus the vaporiza-
tion energy is not released
as heat.
For H2 [17]:
HHV= −286 kJmol
LHV= −242 kJmol
the thermodynamic cell potential (∆E0) and the thermoneutral potential (∆E0H), which is
related to the higher heating value (HHV, see page margin).
ξth =
∆E0
∆E0H
=
1.23 V
1.48 V
= 0.83 with : ∆E0H = −
HHV
zF
(16)
∆E0: thermodynamic potential = 1.23 V ; ∆E0H: thermoneutral potential based on
the HHV of hydrogen = 1.48 V
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Figure 10: The Graph shows a typical CVC (purple) and CWC (blue) for a H2–PEMFC. The
voltage loss with increasing current density is related to several overpotentials
(ηact,ηohm and ηdif) and goes along with an increase in power density. For an op-
erating point on the CVC (black point), the usable electrical power is represented by the
blue area, whereas the dissipated heat is indicated by the yellow area. The graph also
indicates the mobility of the operating point depending on the employed FC parameters,
such as operating pressure, temperature and humidity.
The ideal eciency of a H2–PEMFC is generally not reached since the OCV is reduced
by 200–300 mV , lowering the maximum voltage eciency of state−of−the−art cells to
65–70 %. During operation the voltage eciency further decreases due to overpotential
losses reducing the voltage, in the case that current is withdrawn from the FC (see Section
5.1.1 and Figure 10). Maximum performance is obtained, similar to any other galvanic cell,
at an operating voltage ∆E = 0.5 · OCV ∼ 0.5 V decreasing the voltage eciency to
around 30 %. Therefore, lowering the operating power/current density results in an im-
proved voltage eciency close to 50 %. Ergo, for automotive applications PEMFCs operate
at a partial load of around 25% of the maximum power [6, 19, 13].
Figure 10 clearly shows that moving on the performance characteristic (purple curve)
to higher current densities goes along with an increase in electrical power (blue curve).
Nevertheless, the associated loss in operating voltage lowers the voltage eciency as de-
scribed by Equation (16) and thus increases the amount of dissipated heat. Performance as
well as eciency of a FC can be increased by variation of the operating conditions, such
as pressure, temperature, gas stoichiometry, membrane type, gas composition, ow eld
design, et cetera [1, 59, 52].
Figure 11 provides an overview of the eciency related to nowadays employed power
generating systems. A comparison of the thermodynamic eciency between FCs (blue
curves) with heat engines such as internal combustion engines and gas turbines (brown
curve) shows clearly the intrinsically higher eciency of FCs, especially in the low temper-
ature range. The maximum work extractable from a heat engine is described by the Carnot
limit (see Equation (17)).
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ξth =
TH − TL
TH
(17)
ξth: ideal/thermodynamic eciency; TH: upper operating temperature ; TL: exhaust
temperature
Figure 11: Summarizing graph of typical eciencies related to power generating systems in the tem-
perature range between 25–1400 ℃. The upper blue line represents the eciency curve
for the electrochemical combustion of hydrogen and oxygen related the LHV of hydrogen,
whereas the lower blue curve is related to the HHV. The purple curve shows the eciency
limit related to heat engines. The red lled areas indicate a power generating system fed
with hydrogen, orange is related to natural gas and yellow to coal. Data collected from
[41, 11, 47, 8, 60, 59, 30]
3.3.5 The Oxygen Reduction & Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction
Activity of several transi-
tions metals for the ORR
based on the oxygen bind-
ing energy ∆E0 [42].
The cathodic ORR is the key to achieve the overall fuel oxidation in FCs. Since the ORR rates
are sluggish and aicted with high overpotentials (see Section 5.1.1), a cathode catalyst is
needed to reach an usable level for ecient power generation.
Regardless its high price,Pt is still the state−of−the−art catalyst for the ORR inH2–PEMFCs
due to its superior activity (see Figure in page margin), the high current exchange densities
(see Section 5.1.1) and its corrosive stability in acidic environment [58, 19, 67]. Alterna-
tive catalyst materials include non−noble metal catalysts [68], carbon materials [66, 3, 69],
quinone and derivatives [26, 56, 48], transition metal macrocyclic complexes [40, 51, 27]
transition metal chalcogenides [57, 32], and transition metal carbides [35, 36]. The oxi-
dation mechanism for oxygen is complex and depends strongly on the electrolyte and
the nature of the employed catalyst [24, 66]. In acid as well as alkaline environment the
ORR follows either a single step, where 4e− are transferred at the same time (see Equa-
tions (18)&(19)), or a 2 step mechanism, where 2e− are transferred in each step(see Equa-
tions (20)&(21)) and (22))&(23)).
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Figure 12: Scheme representing ORR pathways on a Pt surface, proposed by Markovic et al. [34]
indicating the related rate constant ki.
4e−−mechanism :
O2 + 4H
+ + 4e−
k1
 2H2O | E0 = 1.229 V (18)
O2 + 2H2O+ 4e
−  4OH− | E0 = 1.229 V (19)
2e−−mechanism:
O2 + 2H
+ + 2e−
k2

k4
H2O2,ad | E
0 = 0.70 V (20)
H2O2,ad + 2H
+ + 2e−
k3
 2H2O | E0 = 1.76 V (21)
O2 +H2O+ 2e
−  HO−2 +OH− | E
0 = −0.065 V (22)
HO−2 +H2O+ 2e
−  3OH− | E0 = 0.876 V (23)
Nowadays, carbon supported Pt nanoparticles are widely applied in PEMFCs for both the
ORR and the HOR. For an impurity−free Pt surface the 4e−−reduction mechanism was pro-
posed to be predominant [34], whereas the reduction mechanism under real operating
conditions, even being one of the most extensively studied mechanism, is still not com-
pletely understood and therefore a current topic in research. A summarizing scheme of
the assumed reduction pathways for oxygen is given by Figure 12. Thus, oxygen can be
reduced either in one step to water (k1) via a 4e−−mechanism or in two steps involving
adsorbed hydrogen peroxide species (k2 & k3) each time transferring 2e−. Furthermore,
the formation of hydrogen peroxide by desorption is possible (k5). Kinetic measurements
revealed two dierent Tafel slopes depending on the current density, indicating a potential
range dependent reduction mechanism on a Pt surface [42, 52, 67]. This phenomena was
attributed to the formation of PtO at cathode potentials > 0.88 V (see Equation (9)) and
is discussed more detailed in Section 5.1.1.
For low current densities Norskov et al. proposed a detailed form of the 4e−−mechanism
via theDissociativeMechanism (see Equations (24)–(26)) involving the cleavage of theO–O
bond to form atomically adsorbed O [42, 19, 67].
0.5O2+? −→ O? (24)
O? +H+ + e− −→ HO? (25)
HO? +H+ + e− −→ H2O+? (26)
? free Pt catalyst side.
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For high current densities, where a pure Pt surface is assumed, the Associative Mecha-
nism was proposed. Accordingly, this reaction mechanism does not involve the O2 disso-
ciation, but peroxo intermediates (see Equations (27)–(31)).
O2+
? −→ O?2 (27)
O?2 +H
+ + e− −→ HO?2 (28)
HO?2 +H
+ + e− −→ H2O+O? or H2O2+? (29)
O? +H+ + e− −→ HO? (30)
HO? +H+ + e− −→ H2O+? (31)
By contrast to the cathode side, where high and intermediate potentials are possible during
fuel cell operation the electrode potential at the anode side is not positive enough to form
PtO or PtOH on the catalyst surface. Hence, the HOR is assumed to take place at a pure
Pt surface over the entire current density range.
In the acid environment of a H2–PEMFC usually carbon−supported Pt nanoparticles are
employed for the HOR. Contrary to the sluggish reaction rates of the ORR, the HOR oers
several orders of magnitude higher current exchange densities (see Table 8 in Section 5.1.1).
The hydrogen oxidation mechanism on Pt surfaces was mainly investigated by Volmer,
Tafel and Heyrovsky [54, 22, 15] and is summarized by the Equations (32)–(34).
H2  2Had (32)
Had  H+ + e− (33)
H2  Had +H+ + e− (34)
H2  2H+ + 2e− (35)
3.3.6 The Methanol Oxidation Reaction
The direct oxidation ofMeOH in a DMFC is assumed to be advantageous especially in the
portable device sector due to its ease of transportation and storage as well as its availability
as primary fuel. Further advantages are related to a signicantly reduced weight of the fuel
tank compared with theH2−PEMFC, since no pressurized gas is employed, which simplies
considerably the complexity of the FC system. The net electrochemical reaction is given
in Table 2 and involves the oxidation of MeOH and the reduction of oxygen as counter
reaction. The greatest disadvantages of the DMFC are related to the sluggish MeOH oxi-
dation rates, the CO auto poisoning eect, and both the stability and permeability of the
employed PEM toward the aqueous MeOH solution. Thus, a signicantly reduced perfor-
mance compared withH2–PEMFC is observed (< 200 mWcm2 ). Figure 13 shows schematically
the possible pathways for the MeOH oxidation, which is mostly done via a step wise
dehydrogenization. Beside the desired oxidation product CO2 several side products are
possible such as formaldehyde (CH2O) and formic acid (HCOOH). The chemisorption of
MeOH onto the Pt surface was found to be faster as the following electrooxidation, since
the oxidation of the various intermediates to CO2 is very slow. Particularly negative is the
in situ formation of adsorbed carbon monoxide (COad) known for its poisoning eect due
to its dominant absorption, thus blocking active catalyst sites [49].
The oxidative removing of COad goes along with neighboring OHad species. In case
that a pure Pt catalyst is employed the Pt– OH is formed at potentials in the order of
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Figure 13: Square diagram summarizing the involved electrooxidation reactions forMeOH.
0.7 V , discarding pure Pt for the MeOH oxidation. The oxidative activity is increased
by an appropriate modication of the catalyst to form the necessary OHad species at
lower potentials. Common strategies are based on the Bifunctional Mechanism involving
the chemisorption ofMeOH on Pt, whereasOHad is formed on less noble metals. Further
metals are added on the Pt surface either via underpotential deposition as reported for Sn
[62] andBi [10] or via alloying such as forPt/Sn,Pt/Ru,Pt/Os,Pt/Co orPt/Ir catalysts.
Among them Pt/Ru has by far the highest activation eect on theMeOH oxidation since
OHad−species are formed already at potentials of 0.2 V [20, 21].
3.3.7 Hydrogen Storage and Generation
Hydrogen Storage
Three principal methods are employed for the storage of hydrogen. Since hydrogen can
be liqueed (LH2) or compressed at high pressures (CGH2) the storage in cryogenic or
pressure tanks is possible. Apart from these, a further storage possibility is represented by
metal hydrides, where hydrogen uptake and release are controlled kinetically.
The liquefaction of hydrogen, possible at temperatures below –20 K (LH2), provides ad-
vantages regarding the volumetric and gravimetric eciency (see Figure 14). Nevertheless,
the liquefaction process demand for a high energy amount and decreases the ease of fuel
handling [58, 28].
The hydrogen pressure storage is classied in low, intermediate and high pressure. Con-
ventional gasometers operate at low pressures, therefore large volumes are necessary. Inter-
mediate compression is realized at a pressure of around 30 bar employing metallic vessels
with low gravimetric eciency. The high pressure segment ranges from 200–700 bar. It
has to be mentioned though that the storage at even 900 bar is envisaged for the on-board
storage in vehicles. Nowadays, for the storage at high pressures plastic/composite materials
such as carbon bers on aluminum or plastic liners are preferred as low weight alternative.
In this systems the thin metal/plastic liner provides gas tightness, whereas the compos-
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ite reinforcement carries the main load. At present, the high pressure cylinder system is
Properties of Hydrogen
[14]
molar mass:
2.016 gmol
heat of combustion:
120 MJkg
heat of combustion:
8.8a)/0.16b)/0.01c)MJL
heat of vaporization:
445.4 kJkg
boiling point:
20.30 K
triple point:
13.80 K
triple pressure:
0.07 bar
critical temperature:
33.20 K
critical pressure:
13.1 bar
explosion limits in air:
4− 75.6 Vol%
detonation limits in air:
18− 58.9 Vol%
ignition temperature:
858 K
a): liquid phase
b): gaseous phase
c): at STP
assumed to be the most promising for the further use in the automotive domain [59, 28].
steel composite
internal volume / L 50 50
pressure / bar 200 700
weight / kg 70 85
stored H2 / kg 0.7 2.0
stored energy / kWhL 0.48 1.32
stored energy / kWhkg 0.35 0.78
Table 3: Comparison of a conventional steel with a composite−based pressure vessel for hydrogen
storage [59].
Solid metal hydride storage systems for hydrogen (MH) are classied into two main cat-
egories, namely alloys and complexes. One of the requirements for an appropriate fuel stor-
age system inH2–PEMFC is that the reversible temperature of the release and the loading of
hydrogen lies in the temperature range between 0–100℃. Hence, the envisaged operating
temperature range. Furthermore, a convenient dissociation pressure lies in the range of
0–10 bar. In this context, the alloys represent a promising class among the solid hydride
storage, where hydrogen is usually bound within interstitial sites. The most prominent
representatives are classied according to their chemical composition in AB5, AB2 and
AB compounds. More detailed information regarding the composition and the involved
elements can be extracted from Table 4 [59]. Figure 14 reveals that hydrogen posses the
Figure 14: Graphical comparison between the volumetric a) and gravimetric b) energy densities
of state−of−the−art energy storage systems, namely compressed and liquid hydrogen
(GH2, LH2), hydrogen in solid metal hydride storage (MH), Li-Ion battery, compressed
and liquid natural gas (CNG, LNG) and gasoline [16].
highest gravimetric energy density among the common pure fuels. Nevertheless, due to
the heavy storage vessel the gravimetric energy density of the overall system drops far
below that of carbon−containing fossil fuels such as natural gas and gasoline.
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AB5 type
A • one or more of the lanthanoids: Ca or Y, Zr, et cetera
• Lanthanide mixture misch metal (Mm): Ce+ La+Nd+ Pr
B • pure Ni or partially substituted by: Al,Co,Cu, Fe,Mn,Si,Sn, Ti
• Lanthanide mixture misch metal (Mm): Ni+Al,Mn,Co, et cetera
Examples: LaNi5, CaNi5, LaNi4.25Al0.75, MmNi4.15Fe0.85,
MmNi3.5Co0.7Al0.8
H2– wt%: 1.1–1.9
AB2 type
A • Hf, Ti,Zr including a variety of substitution
B • Cr, Fe,Mn,V including a variety of substitution
Examples: ZrMn2, TiMn2, ZrFe1.5Cr0.5, TiMn1.4V0.6
H2– wt%: 1.5–2.5
AB type
A • Ti
B • Fe, pure or partially substituted byMn and/or Ni
Examples: TiFe, TiFe0.85Mn0.15, TiFe0.8Ni0.2
H2– wt%: 0.4–0.8
Table 4: Comparison between the most prominent alloy type hydridesAB5,AB2 andAB including
typical compositions and the weight−related hydrogen storage capacities [59].
Hydrogen Generation
Since hydrogen is not a primary fuel, it needs to be generated from available starting materi-
als. The most commonly used techniques imply natural gas,MeOH steam reforming, gasi-
cation of biomass or coal, aqueous borohydride solutions, thermal ammonia cracking and
electrolysis of water powered by wind, solar or nuclear plants. For solar and wind−based
energy generation the conversion of the produced electrical energy in chemical energy,
such as hydrogen could be advantageous in case that spare capacities in the electrical grid
are absent. So, excess electrical energy can be used to form hydrogen by the electrolysis of
water, oering nowadays typical eciency in the range of 65–75% [17].
MeOH Reforming On the road to a carbon−free energy generation era the hydrogen generation from
MeOH is assumed to be promising, since methanol is available from biomass. Further-
more, well−established transport, storage and safety infrastructure is already existing and
employable. The conversion of MeOH to hydrogen is done via a steam reforming pro-
cess at temperatures in the range of 250–300 ℃ utilizing Cu−based catalysts (see Equa-
tion (36)).
CH3OH+H2O 3H2 +CO2 (36)
CO2 +H2  CO+H2O (37)
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The related water gas shift reaction, indicated in Equation (37), is responsible for the for-
mation of catalyst poisoning carbon monoxide. The usability in H2–PEMFCs implies a CO
level lower 50 ppm, which is reached by increasing the steam/water ratio and operating
at a maximum temperature of 300 ℃ and 5 bar. The so−produced hydrogen is stored and
used to fed H2–PEMFC or is directly combusted in an indirect methanol fuel cell (IMFC).
Hydrocarbon
Reforming
Nowadays, hydrogen is predominantly generated employing hydrocarbons (> 90 %).
An useful classication is based on their chain length as shown in Table 5.
chain length underlying reforming reactions
natural gas C1, C2+
CnHm +nH2O n CO+ (n+ m2 )H2
CO+H2O CO2 +H2
liquid petroleum gas C3, C4
natural gas condensate C5
naphta C5– C9
gasoline C7– C12
kerosene C10– C16
diesel C10– C25
Table 5: Chain length of typically employed hydrocarbon fuels for the hydrogen generation includ-
ing the principle reforming reactions.
From the hydrocarbon material hydrogen is usually generated via steam reforming re-
action at temperatures between 600–800 ℃, employing Ni−based catalysts. Co and other
noble metals from the VIII row exhibit high conversion rates but are rarely used due to
their elevated price. The co−produced CO during the steam reforming of hydrocarbons
is usually reduced by a two step water gas shift process. In the rst step the CO con-
tent is lowered to 1–5 vol% by the use of Fe/Cr/Cu or Cu/Zn/Al catalysts operating at
temperatures in the range of 300–360 ℃. The second step reduces the carbon monoxide
concentration to around 0.5 vol% and operates usually at 190–230 ℃.
Water ElectrolysisTo realize a carbon−free energy generation the evolution of hydrogen via electrolysis
of water, powered by wind, solar or nuclear plants is nowadays the most promising route
(see Figure 15). It has to be noted that water electrolysis is not the cheapest way for hy-
drogen production, however it oers a high purity level, essential for the electrochemical
combustion in H2–PEMFCs. Water electrolysis is possible in acid as well as alkaline condi-
tions using a similar setup as presented for PEMFC (see Figure 7). For an acid environment
the reductive hydrogen evolution is represented by the reverse reaction of Equation (2), at
the counter side oxygen is generated by oxidation (see reverse reaction of Equation (4)).
Both reactions need to be catalyzed by noble metals such as Pt. The related electrochemi-
cal reactions in an alkaline environment are summarized by Equation (38) and (39). In the
alkaline environmentNi is considered as the catalyst of choice due to its chemical stability
and high activity. For both acid and alkaline water electrolysis PEMs such as Naon® are
used in state−of−the−art electrolyzers as proton conductive separator.
2OH−  H2O+ 0.5O2 + 2e− | E0 = 0.401 V (38)
2H2O+ 2e
−  2OH− +H2 | E0 = −0.842 V (39)
H2O H2 + 0.5O2 | ∆E0 = 1.23 V (40)
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of the carbon−free generation of energy and fuel based on wa-
ter electrolysis.
Similar to the PEMFC, overpotentials at the anode and cathode side lower the eciency of
the water electrolysis (60–80%) and increase the decomposition voltage from the thermo-
dynamic expected value to values > 1.5 V .
4
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As already shown in Figure 7, a state−of−the−art PEMFC consists in principle of owelds
and the MEA, which is manufactured by assembling the GDEs with the PEM. The follow-
ing sections intend to give a summarizing overview of the state−of−the−art related to the
PEMFC components.
4.1 bipolar plate material
In a state−of−the−art PEMFC single cell or a stack the bipolar plates play a fundamental
role, since they ensure the distribution of fuel and oxidant to the anode and to the cathode
and they provide the electrical contact between adjacent cells. Thus, essential demands
on the material are good electrical and thermal conductivity as well as good gas barrier
properties. Since in the most cases PEMFCs are operated using humidied reactant gases, a
good resistance toward oxidative and reductive corrosion and water vapor must be ensured.
Further requirements characterizing a material for its use are good workability, low weight
and cost.
For the most applications in laboratories machined graphite is chosen since it oers a
good compromise between the aforementioned demands. Nevertheless, its lack of mechani-
cal strength makes a plate thickness of at least 4–6mm necessary. In combination with the
complex processing related to the milling of the meander structure the use of this material
in consumer applications especially in the automotive domain is avoided. The addition of
polymer resins or carbon powder llers eases signicantly the manufacturing of graphite
and enables for the compression molding technique. Nowadays, predominately polymer
llers belonging to the thermosetting resin family are employed such as phenoles, epox-
ides and vinyl esters. By contrast to thermoplastic llers, they provide a higher exibility
strength of the graphite−based composite material. Alternatively used materials are tita-
nium, aluminum and stainless steel [? ? 59? ].
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Fundamental structure of
an ionomer, where R rep-
resents the ion conducting
functional group.
In the course of the PEMFC development the introduction of proton conducting polymers
represented an important milestone to series production. These new kind of solid elec-
trolytes stood in direct competition to long−established, aqueous electrolytes such as potas-
sium hydroxide or sulfuric acid both featuring high ion conductivity at low price. The re-
lated disadvantages, which opened the door to PEM, were their highly corrosive potential
and the associated challenging connement. Generally, the electrolyte membrane serves as
an ion conductor, as a gas separator and as an electronic insulator. During a fuel cell life cy-
cle these functions must remain unimpeded, meaning that the proton conductivity should
be in the order of 0.1 Scm and its permeability for hydrogen should be i. e.< 20
mL mm
cm2 d bar
and < 2 mL mm
cm2 d bar
for oxygen, respectively [60? ? ].
In the eld of PEMFC the term ionomer is widely used, referring to a proton conducting
polymer containing xed ionic groups R, which are covalently bound to the side chain of
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a polymer backbone (see Figure in the page margin), this materials are also classied as
polyelectrolytes [59].
The rst concept using an ionomer membrane as solid electrolyte/separator in a FC ali-
mented with gaseous reactants goes back to W. T. Grubb in 1955 [? ]. For this purpose a
sulfonated poly(styrene−divinylbenzene) membrane was employed. The ion conductivity
could be remarkably increased by the use of humidied gases [? ]. Nevertheless, these hy-
drocarbon−based membranes, dating from the beginning, suered from a limited lifetime
of only several hundreds of hours, attributed to their weakness against chemical degrada-
tion.
In the further course of development perourinated membranes, based on a peruoro
PTFE backbone with an ether−linked perourinated side chain terminated by a strongly
acidic, ion conductive functional group were developed in the mid−1960s by DuPont [61? ].
PFSA membranes represent until nowadays the state−of−the−art for PEMFC application in
the temperature range 60–80 ℃.
Another promising class of ionomers is represented by the SAP, which are based on a poly
arylene backbone. The following paragraphs are intended to give a fundamental overview
on PFSA and SAP membranes with special emphasis on long side chain PFSA and sPEEK.
4.2.1 PFSA Materials
Historically PFSA materials were mainly employed as separators in the chlorine/alkaline
process, further applications related to their proton conductivity are the electrolysis of
water andHCl [? ? ? ]. The most prominent representatives of the long side chain PFSA ma-
terials for FC application are Aciplex®, Dow Ionomer®, Flemion®, Fumion® and Naon®.
They all share chemical inertness, high mechanical and good thermal stability paired with
an excellent proton conductivity at high relative humidity in the temperature range be-
tween 60–80 ℃ [? ]. Their common chemical structure is represented in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Structural formula of state−of−the−art PFSA materials for PEMFC application [61].
Main dierences among them arise from the length of the repeating backbone unit a
as well as the length of the pendant side chain b and c leading to dierent Equivalent
Weight (EW)s. The EW of an ionomer material is dened as the dry polymer mass per mole
of sulfonic acid groups ( gmol–SO3H ) [59]. The synthesis of PFSA materials proceeds basically
via polymerization of a co−monomer, which is obtained by the reaction of TFE! (TFE!) with
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SO3 leading to the related sultone. Sequent hydrolysis leads to the acid, proton conductive,
form (see Figure 17) [59? ].
Figure 17: Common PFSA synthesis route by the example of Naon®[59? ].
4.2.1.1 Morphology of PFSA Materials
Regardless of the numerous investigations dating from the last decades dealing with the
morphology of PFSA [? ? ? ? ? ] Gierke et al. were the rst to propose a phenomenological
ion cluster network model based on a periodic inverted micelle structure (see Figure 18) [?
]. The strongly acidic peruorosulfonic acid groups (pka = −6) in Naon [? ] dissociate
completely in water. The resulting absorbed water phase separates into spheric domains
accommodating the ion exchange sites promoting the ion clustering. In such a pore typical
distances between two adjacent SO3H groups range between 0.7–2 nm [? ]. Proton trans-
port through the cluster network is enabled by channels (1 nm in diameter) that are lined
with sulfonic acid groups and serve as interconnections between ionic domains [? ]. The
perourinated backbone constitutes the matrix for the ion clusters and is the location of
crystallinity and provides thus mechanical stability preventing the polymer from dissolv-
ing in water. The proposed structure satises the strong tendency of the sulfonic acid sites
to be hydrated, whereas the unfavorable interactions between water and the uorocarbon
matrix are minimized.
For one of the most utilized PFSA material, namely Naon®, a strong decay in the through
plane proton conductivity was observed at temperatures > 80 ℃ and high RH (see Section
4.2.1.3) [? ]. In addition, strong hysteresis loops in the water uptake of the test samples
were found (see Section 4.2.1.2) [? ]. Both observations indicate an irreversible change in
the polymer conformation, also called memory eect, which is intended to be responsible
for the observed performance loss of PEMFCs after several hundreds of hours, when oper-
ated at elevated temperatures [? ? ]. To understand more in−depth the hydration−induced
morphology change Alberti et al. approximated progressively starting from a simple os-
motic model using liquid solutions to the situation in solid membranes [? ]. In this connec-
tion, the introduction of the counter−elastic force index nc, representing on the one hand
the resistance of the polymer matrix to volume expansion caused by the water uptake, and
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Figure 18: Bilayer model for PFSA materials proposed by Gierke et al. [? ].
on the other hand being directly proportional to the permanent deformations provoked
by the swelling, has proven to be very useful [? ]. The counter−elastic force index nc is
available from simple water uptake measurements at room temperature via Equation (41).
nc =
100
λm − 6
, for λm > 10 (41)
λm : hydration number (see also Equation (42)) 1 nc unit corresponds to 1.35 MPa.
Based on the systematic measurement of nc as function of both temperature and RH
the related nc/T and RH/T plots are available facilitating the quantitative prediction and
determination of the permanent deformations (see Figure 19a). Furthermore, the stability
of conductivity in terms of T and RH is identied from these diagrams. From the Graph 19b
it can be deduced that for the Naon®sample under test, it is sucient to work at RH values
6 96% to avoid the decay of its proton conductivity in the temperature range 100–120℃ [?
]. In a further step the corresponding values for water uptake λm and counter−elastic force
nc were attributed to conformations proposed by Gebel et al. (see Figure 20)[? ]. Recent
investigations pointed out that the related anisotropic swelling may induce a change from
the initial to a so−called layered conformation exhibiting a very low through plane proton
conductivity [? ].
From the aforestated it can be concluded that a hydro thermal history can be stamped
on a PFSA material by storage at certain T/RH values. The related hysteresis loops are less
and less pronounced with increasing temperature and disappear totally at 140℃. Memory
eects induced by previous treatments can be canceled in large parts simply by heating
the sample at temperatures > 140 ℃ [? ? ? ].
4.2.1.2 Water Uptake
The water uptake in PFSA materials and more generally in ionomers for FC application is
a complex process involving the anity of the ionic sites to polar solvents such as water
and the resistance of the polymer backbone toward volumetric expansion in particular
due to its partial crystallinity. The membrane’s water uptake is a function of a variety of
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Figure 19: a) nc/T plots at constant RH values for a Naon®117membrane annealed at 120 ℃ for
15 h; taken from Reference [? ].
b) Conversion of the left plots in T/RH plots for constant nc values. The zone with nc
values < 6 represents an instability zone for temperatures > 80 ℃ at 100 %RH; taken
from Reference[? ].
Figure 20: Representation of Naon® conformations proposed by Gebel et al. [? ]. The values of
the hydration number λm, the tensile modulus E and the index of counter−elasticity nc
related to each conformations are also reported; taken from Reference [? ].
parameters such as temperature, reactant gas humidity and Ion Exchange Capacity (IEC) [?
? ]. Commonly, the water uptake of a PEM is expressed by the hydration number λm, which
is dened as the ratio of water molecules nH20 per sulfonic acid functionality nSO3H (see
Equation (42)).
λm =
nH2O
nSO3H
=
1000 · (mwet −mdry)
18 ·mdry · IEC (42)
nH2O: total water amount / mol
nSO3H: total sulfonic acid functionalities / mol
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mdry: membrane mass under dry conditions / g
mwet: equilibrium mass of the membrane after water uptake / g
Alberti et al. investigated the water uptake kinetics for thermally pre−treated Naon®117
membranes immersed in water at temperatures from 20–140 ℃
(see Figure 21). For membranes pre−treated at 120 ℃ for 15 h the water uptake equilib-
rium times varied from 170 h at 20 ℃ up to 220 h at 140 ℃. By contrast, the percentage
of the equilibrium value reached after 1 h drops from 95 % to 39 % (see Figure 21a). This
behavior indicates that the water uptake is the result of two distinct processes. A very fast
one attributed to the water diusion within the matrix and an additional slower one asso-
ciated with the modication of the ionomer conformation due to the increasing hydration.
Figure 21b clearly shows a considerable increase in hydration number with increasing
temperature. Furthermore, for samples equilibrated in hot water the hydration number re-
mains the same even in the case that the sample is cooled down to lower temperatures.
This hysteresis behavior, which was also observed in previous works by Hinatsu et al. and
Zawodzinski et al. [? ? ] is attributed to a permanent change in the morphological confor-
mation [? ? ] (see Section 4.2.1.1). The swelling of the membrane, which goes along with
the increasing water content inside the material is related to an increase in diameter of the
ion clusters. For a water−related mass gain of 20% the ion cluster diameter increases from
2 nm to 10 nm [? ].
Figure 21: a) Time−dependent water uptake for a Naon®117 sample pre−treated at 120℃ for 15 h
and then immersed in water at dierent temperatures; taken from Reference [? ].
b) Equilibrium hydration numbers λm for thermally pre−treated Naon®117 at dierent
temperatures. As indicated by the arrows pronounced hysteresis loops are observed due
to the non−reversible hydration; taken from Reference [? ].
4.2.1.3 Proton Conductivity
The elevated proton conductivity observed in highly hydrated PFSA membranes (see Fig-
ure 22) arises from the high proton mobility through the continuous water−containing
pathways and the high concentration of protons. The latter is provided through the solva-
tion of the terminal sulfonic acid groups by water. Consequently, an increase in sulfonic
acid groups may increase the proton conductivity by increasing the water content within
the membrane [? ]. However, this goes to the detriment of the mechanical properties and is
therefore limited. In highly hydrated membranes the proton transport activation energies
are in the order of 0.1 eV , which is close to the bulk water value, indicating a Grotthus−type
transport mechanism [? ]. By contrast, in dry membranes containing only residual water
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molecules, strongly bond to the pore surfaces, activation energies are in the range between
0.4–0.5 eV , indicating a clear distinction between the proton transport mechanism within
the rst water monolayer, that solvates the SO−3 sites, and the outer bulk like layers. These
high activation energies are explained via the predominance of largely separated SO−3
groups. Thus, the system has to overcome a high activation barrier to transfer the proton
from the xed SO−3 site to a neighboring water molecule [? ? 59? ]. The drop in proton con-
ductivity at low RH is attributed to an increased tortuosity in the percolation type transport
due to the less pronounced ion transport channel structure [? ? ]. An irreversible decay in
the through plane proton conductivity in Naon®117 was observed by Casciola et al. at
elevated temperatures and 98%RH after several hundreds of hours of operation. This loss
in conductivity, well known for Naon®membranes operated at temperatures> 80℃ [? ],
was accelerated in the case that the sample was clamped between two electrodes, usually
the case in an operating MEA, essentially due to an anisotropic swelling of the ionomer
parallel to the electrodes [? ]. Therefore, the decay in proton conductivity was related to
a permanent conformational change supposed to be induced by temperature, RH and pres-
sure (see Section 4.2.1.1).
Figure 22: Through plane () and in plane conductivity () of a Naon®117membranes as function
of the temperature at 98%RH. The values in parentheses indicate the utilization time in
hours; taken from Reference [? ].
4.2.1.4 Degradation in PFSA Materials
Membrane degradation in PEMFC applications is traced back to three dierent sources,
chemical degradation, mechanical degradation and thermal degradation. In all cases the
corresponding degradation rates depend strongly on temperature, humidity, applied cur-
rent density, cell voltage, MEA structure and employed catalyst [61]. For PFSA materials the
chemical degradation is basically due to the hydrogen peroxide formation at the anode
via combustion ofH2 andO2 oxygen permeated from the cathode side (see Equation (43))
[? ]. In state−of−the−art PEMFCs the permeation phenomena is not negligible, since very
thin membranes in the range 20 µm and even thinner are applied. In addition, the crossover
rates depend strongly on temperature and reactant gas humidity. However, the hydrogen
crossover from the anode to the cathode, which is double of the rate of oxygen, produces
just water [? ]. By contrast, hydrogen peroxide from the anode reacts in presence of cat-
alytic amounts of metal impurities such as (Fe2+ or Cu2+) to form hydroxyl radicals (see
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Equation (44)), which react in a further step to form peroxo radicals via the Haber−Weiss
mechanism (see Equation (45)) [? ].
O2 + 2 Pt–H+ 2e− −→ H2O2 (43)
H2O2 +M
2+ −→ ·OH+OH− +M3+ (44)
H2O2 + ·OH −→ ·OOH+H2O (45)
Both O radical species are supposed to initiate membrane degradation due to their high
nucleophility by initial decomposition of the sulfonic acid group followed by a continuous
unzipping reaction such as proposed by Curtin et al. (see Equation (46)). Inaba et al. re-
port signicantly enhanced degradation rates in case that reactant gases with low RH are
provided and FC is operated under open circuit conditions [? ], whereby the underlying
mechanisms are not fully understood so far [61].
∼ CF2SO3H
HO·−−−−→
−H2O
∼ CF2SO3· −−−−→
−SO3
∼ CF2· unzipping−−−−−→reaction [? ] (46)
In addition, the presence of multivalent metal ions such as Fe, Cr, Ni and Cu provided
by metal bipolar plates, humidiers, tubing materials or air leads to a cation exchange
lowering the ion conductivity and therefore the FC eciency. So, the tendency for the ex-
change of the proton by a multivalent cation in sulfonic acid−based PEMs increases with
increasing size and charge of the cation. Furthermore, the cation exchange provokes indi-
rectly a partial dry out of the membrane induced by the lower hydrophilicity of the metal
ions compared with protons [59? ]. De Almeida et al. investigated the thermal behavior of
Naon®117 in a wide temperature range using TG and DSC! (DSC!) techniques. The desul-
fonation of the material occurred in the temperature range between 290–400℃. A further
increase in temperature (400–470 ℃) initiated the decomposition of the pedant side chain.
Backbone decomposition was observed at temperatures from 470 ℃ up to 560 ℃. In the
case that the proton is exchanged by an alkaline metal such as Na, the decomposition
processes shift to higher temperatures [? ]. The same trend was observed by Yeo et al. for
the Glass Transition Temperature (Tg) of Naon®112 membranes. The acid form showed
a Tg in the range between 80–100 ℃, whereas for the Na−exchanged form a Tg in the
range between 210–240 ℃ was found. A further increase in Tg could be obtained by ionic
cross−linking of the membrane [? ]. In thin membranes, as usually employed in PEMFC
applications, the most common mechanical failures are related to pinholes, blistering and
crack formation. These phenomena are often observed at the reactant inlets, supposed to
represent locations of high mechanical load. In addition, non−uniform contact pressures
as well as fatigue from stresses induced by temperature and humidity cycling can lead to
mechanical failure of the membrane [? ? 61].
4.2.2 SAP Materials
SAPs were the rst materials used as proton conducting separators in PEMFCs in the 1960s.
This hydrocarbon−based membranes are nowadays back in the focus of FC R&D since oxi-
dant−resistant SAPs are available and as to establish a low−cost alternative for the
state−of−the−art material Naon®. The most important examples in this eld are based
on aromatic thermoplastics such as PEEK and PPSU (see Figure 23). They oer an unique
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combination of chemical and physical properties, such as high hydrolytic and thermal sta-
bility, excellent mechanical properties, remarkable durability under oxidizing and reducing
conditions combined with low cost and easy processability [? 59? ]. Among them sPEEK is
considered as one of the most promising alternatives to Naon®[? ? ].
DS as function of time for
the sulfonation of PEEK at
room temperature; taken
from Reference [? ].
The IEC is experimentally
available via the back
titration of dry membrane
samples in their acidic
form, preliminary equili-
brated with a NaOH so-
lution of known content
(generally for 24 h). The
resulting mixture is then
back−titrated with a HCl
solution.
Figure 23: Structure formulas of typical SAP precursor polymers, namely PEEK, PPSU, PEEK-WC [? ]
and PES!.
The subsequent paragraphs, summarizing the state−of−the−art for SAP materials, are
written with emphasis on sPEEK.
4.2.2.1 Sulfonation
Commonly SAPs are obtained by post−sulfonation starting from the corresponding polymer
precursor (see Figure 23). The SO3H groups are then introduced into the arylene backbone
using concentrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4) or chloro sulfonic acid (HSO3Cl). The tendency
toward sulfonation increases in the orderH2SO4(94%) < H2SO4(100%) << HSO3Cl
[? 59]. For the case that sulfuric acid is used, the sulfonic group is introduced into the hy-
droquinone segment via an electrophilic substitution reaction. Sulfonation of the aromatic
rings adjacent to the keto group is not favored, electron withdrawing character of the keto
group.
The fraction of sulfonated repeating units, also expressed as DS (see Figure 24), is con-
trolled by the sulfonation agent, the reaction temperature and time. Commonly reported
DS for sPEEK lay in−between 0.3 to 1.0 [? ? ? ]. The DS is experimentally available from
H1–NMR measurements or via the quantitative elemental analysis of sulfur [? ? ].
Figure 24: Repeating unit of sPEEK with a DS = x.
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Additionally, the DS is available form IEC measurements (see page margin), which is
directly connected with the amount of introduced sulfonic groups (see Equation (48) [?
? ]). The IEC refers to the maximum number of cations, which an ionomer is capable to
store within its matrix and is expressed as milli equivalents of SO−3 -groups per gram of
dry ionomer (meqg ) and is thus connected with the EW via Equation (47).
IEC =
1
EW
· 1000 (47)
DS =
288 · 10−3 · IEC
1− IEC · 288 · 10−3 (48)
The material properties of sPEEK are generally a function of the DS. So, the Tg of sPEEK mem-
branes increases with increasing DS related to decreased segmental mobility of the polymer
chains caused by the additional steric hindrance of the introduced SO3H groups and the
formation of strong hydrogen bonds in−between the sulfonic groups [? ? ? ]. With Tg values
in the range between 185 to 220 ℃ [? ? ] sPEEK exhibits a signicant higher Tg compared
with Naon® (see Section 4.2.1.4 and Table 7). Thermal degradation of sPEEK membranes
was intensively investigated by Xing et al. using TG analysis. The weight loss related to the
loss in sulfonic groups was attributed to a temperature range between 250–280℃ a further
weight loss at temperatures of 400–580 ℃ is due to main chain decomposition [? ? ].
4.2.2.2 Morphology of SAP Materials
The morphology of SAP materials was found to be similar to the ion cluster network model
proposed for Naon® [? ]. However, the nanophase separation in hydrophilic and hy-
drophobic domains is less pronounced in SAPs compared with Naon® [? 59? ]. This is
mainly associated with the less acidic SO3H groups (pka ∼ −2 in sPEEK [? ]), the less hy-
drophobic hydrocarbon backbone [? ? ] and the less exible sulfonic group since directly
bond to the sti arylene backbone [? ? ]. Based on Small Angle X−Ray Scattering (SAXS)
measurements Kreuer et al. compared the microstructure of sulfonated Poly Ether Ether
Ketone Ketone (PEEKK) with Naon®117 (see Figure 25). Main dierence was related to
the distribution of the cluster network channels within the matrix. Compared with PFSA
the channels in sulfonated PEEKK are narrower, less separated, more branched and exhibit
a higher amount of dead ends, which is thought to arise from to the aforementioned less
pronounced nanophase separation [? ].
4.2.2.3 Water Uptake
The water uptake in SAPs is similar to PFSA materials essential for the proton conductivity,
since it constitutes the water−mediated pathways for the protons. In SAPs the amount of
accommodated water is proportional to the membrane’s DS (see Table 6).
The excessive swelling of SAP membranes is observed as a direct consequence of the less
hydrophobic backbone and the absence of any crystallinity. For sPEEK membranes with
DS= 0.9 even the dissolution in liquid water at 60 ℃ is reported. By lowering the DS to
0.6 the dissolution temperature is increased to 75 ℃ [? ]. A commonly used strategy to
prevent excessive swelling and consequently to improve the mechanical properties of sPEEK
is the ionic cross−linking. So, alkaline blend components such as poly−sulfoneorthosulfone-
diamines are employed to ionically link adjacent polymer chains via R–SO−3 · · ·N+HR2
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Figure 25: Schematic representation of the micro structure of sulfonated PEEKK and Naon®117;
taken and modied from Reference [? ].
DS IEC / meqg λ
sPEEK 0.6 1.79 8
sPEEK 0.7 2.00 10
sPEEK 0.9 2.50 33
Table 6: Water uptake values for sPEEK membranes of dierent IEC, cast from DMSO and thermally
treated at 120 ℃ for 64 h [? ].
interactions [59]. Since this mechanical reinforcement decreases the amount of sulfonic
groups and therefore the proton conductivity, the initial DS of the sPEEK material has to be
chosen elevated enough.
4.2.2.4 Proton Conductivity
For the application as FC membrane rst and foremost an appropriate proton conductivity
is required. The proton conductivity in SAP and namely in sPEEK increases with the DS [? ].
For highly sulfonated PEEK membranes (IEC = 2.48 meqg ), corresponding to a DS ∼ 0.9 a
proton conductivity in the range of Naon®117 is possible at elevated temperatures (see
Figure 26 a) [? ]. However, an increase in DS is to the detriment of the mechanical and
morphological properties and leads to highly swollen or even water soluble products (see
Section 4.2.2.3). Further parameters aecting the proton conductivity in sPEEK membranes
are RH, temperature, casting solvent and thermal history of the material [? ].
Figure 26 b reveals the higher impact of the RH variation on the proton conductivity on
sPEEK membranes compared with Naon®117, indicating that the proton conductivity in
sPEEK depends more on the amount of water [? ].
Membranes casted from Dimethylformamide (DMF) or Dimethylacetamide (DMAc) ex-
hibit a decreased ion conductivity, which is attributed to the formation of strong hydro-
gen bonds between the solvent and the sulfonic groups lowering the number of protons
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available for charge transfer [? ? ]. Table 7 summarized the most prominent dierences
comparing sPEEK and Naon®.
Figure 26: a) Plot of the proton conductivity as function of the temperature at 75 %RH for
Naon®117 (), sPEEK with IEC = 2.48 meqg (N) and sPEEK with IEC = 1.6
meq
g (•);
taken from Reference [? ].
b) Conductivity of non pre−treated Naon®117 () and sPEEK (IEC = 1.6 meqg ) (•) as
function of the RH at 100 ℃.
sPEEK Nafion®
• IEC tunable over a wide range:
1.0–2.1 meqg [? ? ]
• IEC of Naon®112:
0.95–1.05 meqg
• acidity of the SO3H−groups:
pka : −2 to −1 [? ]
• acidity of the SO3H−groups:
pka : −6 [? ]
• nanophase separation less pronounced
compared with Naon® [? 59? ]
• σH = 2.7× 10−5 (IEC=1.4, 80 ℃, 50 %RH)
σH = 9× 10−3 (IEC=1.4, 80 ℃, 90 %RH)[? ]
• σH = 2.7× 10−2 (80 ℃, 50 %RH)
σH = 1.3× 10−1 (80 ℃, 90 %RH)[? ]
• the lower proton conductivity in sPEEK is
due to the decreased density of ionic
domains[? ]
• Tg in the range of 185–220 ℃,
depending on DS [? ]
• Tg in the range of 80–100 ℃
(Naon®112) [? ]
Table 7: Table summarizing the most noticeable dierences between sPEEK and Naon®.
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4.3 gas diffusion electrodes
The GDEs provide the platform for the electrochemical conversion of the gaseous reactants
in a H2–PEMFC. A Schematic cross−section of a GDE, as typically employed in PEMFCs, is
represented in Figure 27. In principle, a state−of−the−art GDE consists of maximum three
layers, a GDL, optionally a hydrophobized MPL and a catalyst−containing layer. The princi-
ple tasks related to a GDE are homogeneous supply of the gaseous reactants, catalysis of the
HOR and the ORR, conduction of the electrons and ecient removal of the waste product
water.
Figure 27: Schematic cross−section of a GDE consisting of a GDL, a MPL and a CL. The catalyst parti-
cles, typically Pt nanoparticles, are supported on high surface area carbon and are rep-
resented as silver spheres.
In the early days of PEMFCs, as employed in the Gemini space program, Pt black with
a loading of around 35mg–Pt
cm2
was used as catalyst material, which was bond via PTFE to
gold foils. For later applications typical Pt loadings in the range between 4–20mg–Pt
cm2
are
reported. The rst attempts to lower the catalyst loadings started in the late 1960s by
supporting Pt nanoparticles on carbon black and thus decreased the catalyst loading to
1–4mg–Pt
cm2
[? ? ? ? ]. Due to their low performance and short lifetime PEMFC R&D activ-
ities were reduced in favor of AFC and PAFC. The development of PAFC electrodes had a
signicant impact on the later GDE manufacture for PEMFCs. In this context, Niedrach and
Alford introduced successfully electrodes based on metal blacks or carbon−supported met-
als, hydrophobized with PTFE [? ]. Further fundamental research on the carbon support,
the catalyst particle size and loading, the PTFE content and the morphology was carried
out to increase performance and lifetime and resulted in a reduction of the Pt amount to
1–0.1mg–Pt
cm2
.
With the introduction of Naon® by DuPont the PEMFC sector experienced a scientic
renaissance. At the beginning, similar electrodes as employed in the PAFC sector were
employed. Despite the signicant higher catalyst loadings of the GDEs used in PEMFCs
(1–4mg–Pt
cm2
) compared with PAFCs they suered from poor performance. A signicant in-
crease in performance was achieved by reduction of the membrane thickness from initially
175 µm to 125 µm and then to 50 µm and by the increase of the FC operating pressure [?
? ]. Another important milestone in the GDE development was set by the introduction of
Naon® within the CL starting from a dispersed precursor [? ? ? ? ] increasing the 3−phase
boundary and therefore boosting the degree of catalyst utilization. Thus, the reduction of
the Pt loading to 0.4mg–Pt
cm2
was possible without any performance losses [? ].
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4.3.1 Gas Diusion Layer
Specic functions attributed to the gas diusion media used in PEMFCs are the followings.
• substrate for MPL and/or CL
• homogeneous supply of the gaseous reactant as well as removal of the produced wa-
ter from the ow channels to the CL and vice versa including an appropriate in−plane
permeability to access the land regions (see Figure 28)
• excellent electric conductivity, since it represents the connection between bipolar
plate and CL
• good heat conductivity
• high mechanical strength to avoid compression due to a pressurized FC operation or
to the force applied during the assemblage
Figure 28: Schematic representation of the reactant transport from the ow eld channel to the
CL including idealized through−plane (red arrow), in−plane (green arrows) and overall
permeability (blue arrows) of the gas diusion media.
To meet the demands, gas diusion materials for PEMFC applications are commonly based
on carbon bers that are applied in woven or non−woven structure. The predominant pro-
duction route uses Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) bers as starting material, preliminary stabilized
in an air atmosphere at 230℃. For carbon fabrics the desired structure is woven from the ob-
Structural formula of PAN.
tained PAN yarn, carbonization is done at temperatures ranging between 1600–1700℃ un-
der vacuum, to increase the carbon content to > 95%.
For non−woven applications (see SEM images in Figure 29) the stabilized PAN bers are
freed in a rst step from nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen at 1200–1350 ℃ under nitrogen
atmosphere. The so−called carbonization yields to a ber possessing a carbon content >
95 %. The obtained bers are cut in pieces of 3–12 mm and dispersed in a mixture of
water and polyvinyl alcohol (binder) with a typical weight percentage of bers amounting
to 0.01 %. In a sequent drying process water is removed to form a carbon paper with
∼ 5–15% by weight of binder. The carbon paper is impregnated with a carbonizable resins
such as phenolic resin and further treated at 150℃ to oligomerize the resin. Subsequently,
compression molding is eected at 175℃ and 400–500 kPa. In the nal graphitization step
at > 2000 ℃ bers with a carbon content > 99 % are generated. In addition, the physical
structure of the bers is changed from amorphous to crystalline graphite increasing the
electrical and thermal conductivity as well as the tensile modulus and the resistance toward
oxidation. An increased hydrophobicity of the gas diusion material, to avoid ooding
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during FC operation, is obtained by dip coating in aqueous PTFE suspensions followed by
sintering of the PTFE at 350 ℃. Typical pore sizes found in these carbon ber materials
range between 10–30 µm[59? ? ].
Figure 29: SEM images of a non−woven TGP–H–90 carbon paper from Toray. a) 95−fold magni-
cation and b) 900−fold magnication indicating an average ber diameter in the range
between 5–7 µm.
4.3.2 The Catalyst Layer
In state−of−the−art GDEs for PEMFC applications the CL is of fundamental interest, since
it accommodates the catalyst for the electrochemical conversion of the reactants. In spite
of its elevated price, Pt is still predominant in state−of−the−art electrodes due to its high
activity and its stability in the acid PEMFC environment. To assure high performance the
following key requirements are related to the state−of−the−art CL.
• high active surface area of the catalyst going along with a minimization of the cata-
lyst amount resulting in nano catalyst particles
• low amount of inactive catalyst particles
• high permeability toward the reactant gases
• low resistance toward proton, electron and water transport
CLs for PEMFCs using Naon® as membrane typically consist of nano−sized Pt supported
on carbon blacks and Naon®. In some cases a hydrophobizing agent such as PTFE is added
to improve the water management but is not strictly necessary since the Naon® backbone
provides sucient hydrophobicity. The optimum amount of Naon® in the CL was found
to be in the range between 25–40 w%. Consequently, 60–75 w% of the CL are represented
by the supported catalyst Pt/C [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ].
Nowadays, carbon blacks are widely employed as support material for the Pt nano cat-
alyst. They are manufactured by pyrolysis of hydrocarbons such as natural gas or oil frac-
tions from petroleum processing [? ]. Superior electrical and thermal conductivity, high
surface area as well as high permeability toward the reactants are key requirements. A
common problem related to the carbon−based support material is its oxidative degrada-
tion during FC operation (see also Section 4.3.4). The stability toward carbon corrosion is
increased by increasing the graphitization degree, which goes along with an increase in
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the electrical conductivity. Nowadays, a variety of carbon blacks are commercially avail-
able, which dier by the carbon/graphite ratio, the particle size and distribution, the crys-
talline structure and the porous texture. Depending on their properties the specic BET
surface can range between 50–1300 m2g [? ? ? ]. Alternatively, MCs! (MCs!), CNTs! (CNTs!),
CNHs! (CNHs!), CNCs! (CNCs!), CNFs! (CNFs!) or carbon aerogels are applied [? ].
Since the activity of a catalyst increases as the reaction surface area of the catalyst in-
creases, state−of−the−art Pt catalyst particles are typically employed in particle sizes rang-
ing between 2.5–4 nm. The use of Pt/Cwith 50 w% with regard to Pt allows the prepara-
tion of CL with a thickness of around 10 µm. The previously employed Pt/C with 20 w%
with regard to Pt lead to non−favorable thicker CLs. In a state−of−the−art GDE for PEMFC
the common catalyst loading amounts to 0.4mg–Pt
cm2
[59? ]. For the production of Pt/C
two methods are predominant, where the rst one is based on the impregnation of the
carbon support with Pt precursor solution, and the second one employs the adsorption of
platinum oxide or platinum metal colloids onto the carbon surface.
The impregnation method uses acid or alkaline Pt precursors such as H2PtCl6 or
[Pt(NH3)4]Cl2, which adsorb on the carbon support surface. The reduction to Pt is done
at 200–350 ℃ using hydrogen or alternative reducing agents. Fraga et al. observed that
the specic surface area of the carbon support had only a little eect on the Pt dispersion
quality [? ? ? ].
The colloidal method consists in the preparation of a Pt metal colloid followed by its
adsorption on the carbon support and its reduction. Alternatively, Pt oxide colloids are
reduced in a preliminary step and then adsorbed on the support surface, whereas the pre-
liminary adsorption followed by the reduction represents a further possible route [? ].
4.3.3 GDE Preparation
The general technique involved in the preparation of GDEs for PEMFC applications is based
on a so−called catalyst ink or a catalyst slurry. For the preparation of such an ink a wetting
agent such as water, to prevent ignition of the highly active catalyst, and a dispersing
agent, preferably chosen from the alcohol family, to assure a good dispersion quality and
stability are added to the Pt/C catalyst [? ? ]. One of the key components is represented
by dispersed Naon®, which is usually added as a surfactant−stabilized aqueous/alcoholic
dispersion with a content ranging between 5–20 w% [? ]. Optionally, foaming agents such
as alkali metal carbonates or bicarbonates [? ], dispersion stabilizers such as PEG! (PEG!),
mono or polysaccharides or polyelectrolytes [? ? ] or hydrophobizing agents such as PTFE
dispersion are added [? ]. The dispersion process usually employs the use of ultrasonic
and/or vigorous mechanical stirring. The dispersion quality of the prepared catalyst ink
depends on numerous factors such as dispersion medium, mechanical dispersion method
and ratio of carbon, Pt and ionomer.
Furthermore, the solid fraction of the ink, which is dened as the as ratio between the
mass of the dry components and the total mass of the ink, which is directly related to the
ink viscosity has to be adjusted depending on the employed coating technique.
The prepared ink is coated either on the GDL to form a Catalyst−Coated Substrate (CCS)
or on the PEM leading to a Catalyst−Coated Membrane (CCM) (see Figure 30). In both cases
a variety of coating techniques are found to be advantageous such as spraying techniques
[? ], decal process [? ], doctor blade techniques involving a spiral blade or a conventional
doctor blade, curtain coating, roll coating, slot coating, printing, et cetera [59? ].
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4.3.4 Electrode Degradation
The main degradation processes occurring at the GDE are related to the carbon corrosion,
and the Pt dissolution as well as Pt particle growth.
Carbon corrosion is thermodynamically possible at potentials around 0.2 V . In the pres-
ence of oxygen, carbon is oxidized as described by Equation (49) to form CO2.
C+ 2H2O CO2 + 4H+ + 4e− | E0 = 0.207 V (49)
In the presence of Pt nanoparticles, the oxidation of carbon monoxide species on the sup-
port surface is partially catalyzed (see Equations (50) and(51)) [? ]. In the common case
that humidied air/oxygen is used at the FC cathode the thermal carbon corrosion rate
was found to be signicantly higher, and has to be considered for operating temperature
> 100 ℃ [59? ? ].
C+H2O COsurf + 2H+ + 2e− | E > 0.3 V (50)
COsurf +H2O
Pt
 CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− | E = 0.8 V (51)
The Pt degradation is assumed to results from the various aggressive conditions during
PEMFC operation, such as nano−sized particles, acidic and oxidizing environment, humidity,
high currents and large potential gradients. A decrease in the active catalyst surface area is
observed in Pt−containing CL, since Pt tends to dissolve in an aqueous acid environment
in the potential range 0.85–0.95 V to form either Pt2+ or Pt4+ ions (see Equation (52)) [?
? ]. Thus, a decrease in the equilibrium potential was found with decreasing particle size
indicating that nano catalysts degrade already at lower potentials [? ? ].
Pt Pt2+ + 2e− | E0 = 1.19 V (52)
The generated Pt ions diuse into the PEM and replace the protons within the ionomer, de-
creasing on the one hand its proton conductivity and providing on the other hand reaction
sides for the chemical formation of water by permeating reactant gas. The released heat is
suspected as the source of pinhole formation in ionomer materials. This Pt reaction sides
are formed by chemical reduction of the Pt ions due to permeated hydrogen [? ]. How-
ever, Pt ions in the ionomer can also redeposit on other carbon−supported particles in the
cathode to form bigger particles. The driving force of the mentioned dissolution and depo-
sition process, also known as Ostwald ripening, is the minimization of the surface energy
by formation of bigger particles [? ? ? ].
Under FC operating conditions Pt oxidizes to form PtO starting from potentials> 0.88 V
(see Equation (9)). In acid environment PtOmay dissolve chemically as described in Equa-
tion (53) [? ].
PtO+ 2H+  Pt2+ +H2O (53)
The proton conducting ionomer, which is used in state−of−the−art GDE to partially embed
the Pt/C particles, represents also a source of degradation. The underlying degradation
mechanisms are assumed to be the same as for the PEM material (see Section 4.2.1.4) [? ].
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4.4 membrane electrode assembly
The MEA represents the centerpiece of a PEMFC. To achieve high performance a good inter-
facial contact between the CL and the PEM is indispensable, which maximizes the amount of
electrochemically active catalyst particles in the 3−phase boundary. For CCS−based method
the GDE and the PEM are assembled using a hot pressing technique providing a good inter-
facial contact between the components. The hot pressing is characterized by three values:
temperature, pressure and time (see also Figure 30). The hot pressing temperature is cho-
sen close to the Tg of the employed PEM material. The glass transition point in a polymer
is dened as the temperature at which the amorphous parts become exible resulting in a
softening of the before glassy polymer. Since the Tg of Naon® ranges between 120–150℃,
typical hot pressing temperatures are chosen between 120–130℃. The use of hot pressing
temperatures signicantly below the Tg results in a non−appropriate interfacial contact
and ergo in a poor performance. However, the use of temperatures higher 150 ℃ may in-
duce morphological changes (see also Section 4.2.1.1), acid−catalyzed PEM degradation and
delamination phenomena. Typically, the applied pressure during the assemblage ranges be-
tween 0.5–1.5 kN
cm2
. The pressure aims at the partial embedding of the CL into the PEM mate-
rial, and thus to assure good adherence. For Naon®−based MEAs commonly hot pressing
times in the range between 1–6 min are applied [59? ? ? ? ? ? ].
Figure 30: Schematic representation of a CCS (a) and a CCM (b) process for the preparation of a MEA
as typically employed in PEMFCs.
MEA degradation is mainly driven by the degradation processes of the PEM and the GDEs
(see Sections 4.3.4 and 4.2.1.4). In addition, delamination phenomena can occur during FC,
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which increases the interfacial resistance and therefore decreases the MEA performance
[59].

5
F U E L C E L L T E S T I N G
To meet the power density, reliability and cost requirements that will enable a widespread
use of FCs, many research activities focus on the understanding of the thermodynamics,
the uid mechanics as well as the electrochemical processes within a FC.
To date, in situ FC testing is imperative for the fundamental understanding of the oper-
ating parameters inuencing the performance of the FC and the phenomena occurring at
the GDE. Furthermore, FC testing helps to distinguish the structure−property−performance
relationships between a FC and its components and to provide benchmark−quality data
related to the screening for promising alternatives to the state−of−the−art solutions.
Nowadays, research on PEMFC characterization mainly aims at the understanding of the
thermodynamics as well as the uid mechanical and electrochemical processes. In this
context, the following issues are covered [65].
• In situ mass distribution diagnostic of reactant gases and especially of water at the
operating GDE, including ooding detection [? ? ].
• MEA resistance analysis for the detection of PEM dry out and the co−involved loss of
proton conductivity [? ? ].
• Space−resolved measurement of the current density in up−scaled GDEs [? ? ].
• Temperature variation analysis along the MEA due to non−uniform electrochemical
reactions or contact resistances in single FCs or stacks [? ].
• Visualization tools for the in situ observation of the liquid water removal in the cath-
ode ow eld channels of operating FCs [? ? ].
5.1 electrochemical diagnostic tools for pemfcs
The irreversible
losses of cell voltage
compared with its
steady−state value
Veq are called
polarization. When
the voltage losses
are referred to the
theoretical cell voltage
according to the
Nernst equation the
term overpotential is
used.
Electrochemical−based diagnostic methods, such as CVC, current interrupt and Electro-
chemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), have become
well−established techniques in the eld of FC diagnostics.
5.1.1 Polarization Technique
A standard characterization method employed for the investigation of the overall perfor-
mance of single FCs as well as stacks is the polarization technique. A denition for both
terms polarization and overpotential, often used interchangeably, is given in the page mar-
gin. A steady−state polarization curve, also know as CVC, describes the relationship be-
tween the cell voltage and the current density. Both are recorded under quasi−stationary
conditions regarding the operating temperature, the humidication level of the reactant
gases as well as their stoichiometry. Polarization curves are accessible either using a gal-
vanostatic or a potentiostatic operating mode. For the galvanostatic case, the cell voltage
is measured as function of the applied current, whereas in the potentiostatic case the varia-
tion of the FC current as function of the voltage change is detected. In both cases an increase
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in current is related to a decrease in cell voltage due to the irreversible losses. Further key
parameters related to the experimental method are the step size of the current or voltage
change (∆Ifc, ∆Ufc) and the related hold time ∆tfc [? 5, 59? ]. An example for an ideal
PEMFC polarization curve is given in Figure 31. The related overpotentials are discussed in
the following sections.
Figure 31: Schematic representation of an ideal polarization curve for a hydrogen−alimented PEMFC,
indicating the three main sources of polarization in the low, intermediate and high cur-
rent density region.
The typical appearance of a polarization curve is dominated by the irreversible voltage
losses, also called overpotentials η, which arise in the course that current is withdrawn
from the FC. In PEMFCs the voltage losses are mainly attributed to the activation overpo-
tential ηact = ηa + ηc, the ohmic overpotential ηΩ and the diusion overpotential ηdif.
The contribution of each overpotential source depends on the operating voltage and there-
fore on the magnitude of drained current [? 19]. The Equations (54) and (55) illustrate the
electrochemical reactions taking place in a PEMFC alimented with H2 and O2/air. In the
low current density range the voltage losses are assumed to arise exclusively from the elec-
trode charge transfer, they are usually summarized under the term activation overpotential
ηact. With increasing current density voltage losses related to ohmic resistances and mass
transport limitations have to be considered.
H2
kfa

kba
2H+ + 2e− |E0 = 0.00 V (54)
O2 + 4e
− + 4H+
kfc

kbc
2H2O |E
0 = 1.23 V (55)
kfa, kba : rate constants of the anodic (a) forward (f) and backward (b) reaction
kfc, kbc : rate constants of the cathodic (c) forward (f) and backward (b) reaction
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low current densities−the activation overpotential
In the high voltage region, > 0.8 V , of a PEMFC employing Pt−based GDEs both the anodic
and the cathodic reaction are purely controlled by electron transfer processes, whereas
mass transfer processes are negligible. Consequently, the change in electrode potential
with current is associated with the limiting rate of electron transfer through the phase
boundary between the electron conducting GDE and the ion conducting PEM [52, 59]. The
corresponding activation overpotential arises from the inevitable inhibition of the elec-
tron transfer between the catalyst surface and the reactant. For a PEMFC the Butler−Volmer
Equations (56) and (57) indicate the mathematical relationship between the anodic or ca-
thodic transfer current densities ic, ia and the activation overpotentials ηc, ηa related to
the HOR and the ORR, respectively. The Butler−Volmer equations clearly show that an in-
crease in transfer current density, which is a measure of the electrochemical reaction rate,
goes along with an exponential increase in the activation overpotential ηact. The rst ex-
ponential term in the Butler−Volmer equation relates to the forward reaction, whereas the
second term is related to the backward reaction.
ia = i
0
a·
[
exp
(
αa · zαaF
RT
· ηa
)
− exp
(
(1−αa) · zαaF
RT
· ηa
)]
(56)
ic = i
0
c·
[
exp
(
αc · zαcF
RT
· ηc
)
− exp
(
(1−αc) · zαcF
RT
· ηc
)]
(57)
i0: intrinsic exchange current density / A
cm2
; α: transfer coecient; z: number
of transferred electrons at the Rate Determining Step (RDS); F = 96485 A smol ; R =
8.3145 Jmol K ; T : temperature / K; η: overpotential / V .
Figure 32: Representation of the anodic and the cathodic exchange current densities as function
of the activation overpotential (blue). The resulting overall exchange current density is
represented by the purple solid line (α = 0.5). The purple dotted line represents the
situation for α = 0.9, the purple dashed line for α = 0.1, respectively.
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The Exchange Current Density
For an electrochemical reaction the exchange current density, also called apparent ex-
change current density i0app, is dened as the current density at quasi−stationarity. The
reaction rate as well as the reactant consumption rates are equal for the forward and the
backward reaction, thus the net current ow is zero (see Equations (54) and (55)). The
magnitude of i0 is related to the electrochemical reaction kinetics on the electrode surface
and is proportional to the rate constant k of the electrochemical reaction. Equation (58)
describes exemplary the exchange current density for the HOR and reveals its dependency
on the EASA, the reactant concentration and the temperature. Therefore, an increase in FC
operating temperature> 80 ℃, currently state−of−the−art, as well as an increase in the re-
actant partial pressure are both assumed to have a benecial eect on the reaction kinetics
[19, 52].
i0a = z · F · kfa · pH2 · exp
(
αa
zF
RT
E0
)
(58)
E0: Nernst potential at zero current; pH2 : partial pressure of hydrogen.
Ergo, i0 cannot be calculated such as the thermodynamic parameters like the standard
half cell potential, but has to be measured for each system. Experimentally, i0 is accessible
inter alia via EIS [? ? ] and polarization analysis [? ] (see Section 5.1.3). Since in GDEs the
active surface area diers signicantly from the geometrical area, the introduction of the
intrinsic exchange current density is convenient and widely used in the eld of PEMFC (see
Equation (59) [67]) [52, 67? ].
i0 = EASA · i0app ·
(
pi
p0i
)α
(59)
EASA: electrochemical active surface area / cm2
cm2
; pi: partial pressure of the reactant
i / atm; p0i : standard partial pressure of the reactant i / atm.
Typical current exchange densities for the HOR and the ORR found on Pt/C−based GDEs,
predominantly used in the PEMFC eld, are listed in Table 8.
T i0O2 i
0
H2
K mA
cm2
mA
cm2
298 5.02× 10−7 1.73× 10−3
313 1.85× 10−6 4.06× 10−3
333 3.44× 10−6 7.21× 10−3
353 6.25× 10−6 1.23× 10−2
373 6.88× 10−6 3.25× 10−2
393 1.05× 10−5 6.13× 10−2
Table 8: Reported current exchange densities for the HOR and the ORR in the activation controlled
region, for temperatures up to 120 ℃ [52].
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With increasing operating temperature the contribution of ηa to the total activation loss
diminishes since i0c >> i0a. Hence, the activation overpotential is governed by its cathodic
component ηact = ηa + ηc ≈ ηc, which is safely assumed for T > 60 ℃ (see Figure 33).
Song et al. investigated polarization curves and apparent exchange current densities of
Naon®−based PEMFCs in a temperature range between 25–120℃. Based on the measured
cathodic and anodic exchange current densities they simulated the corresponding voltage
losses due to the activation overpotentials ηc and ηa up to 0.4 Acm2 (see Figure 33).
Figure 33: Calculated anodic and cathodic overpotentials as a function of the current density in the
temperature range 25–120 ℃.
The Electron Transfer Number z and the Electron Transfer Coecient α
Two further key parameters in the Butler−Volmer equation are the number of transferred
electrons at the RDS z and the electron transfer coecient α. According to literature the
corresponding value for the HOR at Pt/C catalysts amounts to zαa = 1. Investigations deal-
ing with the ORR on Pt electrodes using either a solid electrolyte, such as Naon® or an
liquid acid electrolyte, revealed the presence of two Tafel slopes depending on the applied
current density. This was attributed to the dierence in reaction mechanisms between a
pure Pt and a partially oxidized PtO catalyst surface. For high potentials, where the cata-
lyst surface is partially covered with PtO a value of ∼ 60 mVdec is found indicating zαc = 2.
With increasing current and consequently decreasing potential the rst electron transfer
step might be the RDS. In this connection, a Tafel slope of ∼ 120 mVdec is reported in litera-
ture, which is linked to zαc = 1. The dierence between the obtained values is assumed
to arise from a current range−dependent mechanism of the oxygen reduction (see Section
3.3.5) [? ? 52? ].
For the ORR on Pt−based electrodes αO is a temperature−dependent parameter and is
expressed in the range of 20–250 ℃ as α0 = 0.00168 T . In addition, Zhang et al. revealed
its dependence from the cathode inlet humidity RHc. For an operating temperature of
120 ℃ they found α0 = 0.6099 · RHc + 0.0546. By contrast, αH, which is related to the
HOR, seems to be independent of temperature, here the value 0.5 is widely reported in
literature [? 52, 67? ].
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Tafel Plot
For large overpotentials, which are safely assumed for the kinetically sluggish ORR, the
backward reaction is negligible and therefore the Butler Volmer Equation (57) simplies to
Equation (60).
ic = i
0
O2
· exp
(
α · zαF
RT
· ηc
)
(60)
Starting from this equation the classical Tafel plot is obtained by taking the logarithm,
leading to the Tafel Equation (61).
|log(ic)| = log(i
0
O2
) +
zαF
2.303 · RT · ηc (61)
Plotting log(ic) versus ηc results in a straight line characterized by the Tafel slope and the
y−axis interception. From the slope zα is obtained viam = zαF2.303·RT , whereas the y−axis
intercept gives i0O2 [19].
intermediate current densities−the ohmic overpotential
When shifting to moderate current densities the primary electron transfer rate is usually
no longer limiting and almost constant. In this ohmic region the cell voltage varies linearly
with the current density, the related voltage loss with increasing current is due to
• the electrolyte resistance toward proton transport,
• the GDL and the CL resistance toward the electron transport,
• the contact resistances at the interfaces CL/membrane and GDE/bipolar plate and
• the electrical resistance of the various connections, such as wires and plugs.
For of Pt/C−based GDEs assembled with a PEM via a hot pressing step the overall resistance
is assumed to arise mainly from the hindered proton transport. As a consequence, the
corresponding ohmic overpotential ηΩ is described by Equation (62).
ηΩ = Ifc · Rm (62)
high current densities−the diffusion overpotential
At high current densities polarization is dominated by the limited mass transport of the re-
actant gas through the porous structure of the GDE decreasing the reactant concentration
at the CL close to zero. Especially the cathode side of PEMFCs suers from water ooding
arising from the liquid water produced by the ORR. Thus, the resistance toward mass trans-
fer is signicantly increased leading to a drastic decline in cell voltage. The theoretical
description of the cell voltage drop in the region of the concentration polarization is based
on the kinetic Butler−Volmer equation, Fick’s rst law of diusion and the limiting cur-
rent. So, the limiting current describes the situation of zero reactant concentration at the
catalyst surface. Since both the cathodic and the anodic polarization are large, the terms
for the backward reactions are safely neglected (see Section 5.1.1). The related equations
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for anode and cathode are represented by Equation (63) and (64), respectively [52, 65, 59?
].
ia = i
0
a·
[(
1−
ia
ia,l
)
exp
(
αa · zαaF
RT
· ηa
)]
(63)
ic = i
0
c·
[(
1−
ic
ic,l
)
exp
(
αc · zαcF
RT
· ηc
)]
(64)
ic,l: cathodic diusion limiting current density; ia,l: anodic diusion limiting current
density.
other polarization sources
Apart from the aforementioned primary polarization sources the cathode polarization is
additionally increased, in the high voltage domain, by the formation of a mixed potential.
So, the platinum catalyst, the carbon support and the permeated hydrogen are oxidized
on the one hand, whereas oxygen is reduced on the other hand. The corresponding eect
at the anode side is less pronounced since the oxygen permeability is signicantly lower.
Nevertheless, small amounts of permeated oxygen may form O radicals at the anode side
suspected to induce PEM degradation by oxidative cleavage of the polymer (see Equation
(46)). In addition, the permeation of fuel and oxidant through the PEM reduces the net
current by the equivalent faradayic current, which is lost.
The electrolyte is intended to transport exclusively ions. However, a very small electron
ow to the cathode side is possible, the so−called shunt current. This electron transport
through the PEM causes internal short cuts and represents therefore a further polarization
source.
5.1.2 The Current Interrupt Technique
Apart from the catalytic and mass transport properties of the GDEs the performance of
PEMFCs is mainly inuenced by ohmic losses. In state−of−the−art MEAs the main source of
ohmic losses is related to the resistance of the PEM toward the proton transport. In the eld
of PEMFCs basically two methods are available for the in situ determination of the MEA resis-
tance, namely the EIS and the current interrupt technique. In both cases the main challenge
lies in the quantitative separation of the fast ohmic−related overpotential, estimated in the
timescale 5 × 10−10 s and the slow charge transfer and diusion overpotentials, in the
range of 1× 10−8 s [? ]. Thus, EIS measurements imply the use of high frequency ac! (ac!)
waves in the kHz range, and the current interrupt experiment requires a time resolution in
the 10−9 s range. In the eld of the current interruption two techniques are predominant.
1. A current pulse with amplitude∆I is superimposed to an already applied current Ifc.
After the pulse duration∆t = toff–ton the superimposed current is interrupted and
set to its initial value I0.
2. The current withdrawn from the FC is interrupted to zero.
In both cases the overall ohmic resistance is available from the analysis of the voltage tran-
sient at the moment toff, where the current pulse is interrupted, using Equation (65). A
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schematic representation of the typical current and the voltage response for such exper-
iments is represented in Figure 34. Typically current amplitudes in the range of 0.5–5 A
with typical duration of 10 ns are applied [1? ? ].
RΩ =
∆Uohm
∆I
(65)
Figure 34: Idealized voltage transient for a PEMFC current interrupt experiment. At t = toff the
applied current is interrupted causing a nearly instantaneous voltage jump caused by the
vanished ohmic losses ηohm. In a slower sequent step the voltage rises exponentially to
its quasi−stationary value.
5.1.3 In situ Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
A powerful characterization technique in the PEMFC area is represented by the EIS. The
main advantage of the EIS lies in its capability to resolve the various sources of polarization
losses related to kinetic, ohmic and mass transport overpotentials in a single measurement
and short time. In a typical EIS experiment a galvanostatic−operated FC is perturbed by an
ac! input current signal with amplitude i0 and frequency ω (see Equation (66)). From the
analysis of the ac! voltage response signal (see Equation (67)) by means of phase shift ϕ
and amplitudeu0 as function of the perturbation frequencyw the impedanceZ is available.
The impedance spectrum is then obtained by data collection over a wide frequency range,
typically frommHz up to kHz.
i(t) = i0 cos(ωt) (66)
u(t) = u0(ω) · cos [ωt+ϕ(ω)] (67)
Z(ω) = Re |Z(ω)|− i · Im |Z(ω)| (68)
To predict the frequency−dependent answer of the test FC to the superimposed, alternating
current signal it is convenient to assign an electrical component, such as an ohmic resis-
tance or a capacitor to an electrochemical process and to combine them in an appropriate
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way to an equivalent circuit. A simplied equivalent circuit for a GDE is shown top right
of Figure 35. Conventionally, impedance spectra are represented by plotting the imaginary
part of the impedance−Im |Z(ω)| versus its real part Re |Z(ω)|, in a so−called Nyquist plot.
Figure 35 shows an ideal impedance spectrum expected for an oversimplied GDE model
[? 19, 1? ].
Figure 35: Top right: simplied equivalent circuit for an operating GDE. The GDE is represented by
a capacitor (electric double layer capacitance) Cdl, connected in parallel with an ohmic
resistance Rct (hindered charge transfer). The electrochemically inactive PEM is repre-
sented by an ohmic resistance Rohm. The Nyquist plot shows the typical semi arc related
to the simplied equivalent circuit.
The overall ohmic resistance Rohm, including the membrane resistance together with
the GDL, bipolar plate and contact resistances is given by the high frequency intercept. Since
the ohmic resistance in state−of−the−art PEMFCs is controlled approximately solely by the
PEM, any change in this value during operation is assumed to arise from a change in the
membrane water content. The diameter of the arc relates to the charge transfer resistance
at electrode/electrolyte interface Rct. Since the underlying model is oversimplied, signif-
icant deviations with regard to the curve shape are expected. So, Ciureanu et al. attributed
the appearance of a second low frequency loop, which was observed for PEMFC cathodes,
to the diusion limitation of oxygen across the pores of the electrode [? ]. Furthermore,
real systems show depressed or distorted arcs [65, 59]. For the exclusive determination of
the PEM resistance cost eective single−frequency devices are available (ω > 10 kHz).
5.1.4 In situ Cyclic Voltammetry
Typical triangular voltage
waveform used in a CV ex-
periment.
In the eld of PEMFC diagnostics the in situ CV technique has proven to be valuable for
the experimental determination of the EASA of GDEs [? ? ]. In a typical setup the test GDE is
purged with a humidied inert gas such as nitrogen or argon and acts as Working Electrode
(WE). Since the opposite side has to function as both counter and reference electrode, the
corresponding GDE is supplied with humidied hydrogen. For a GDE based on Pt/C the
overpotentials for both hydrogen oxidation and hydrogen evolution are small, therefore
such an electrode is assumed to act as a Dynamic Hydrogen Electrode (DHE). During the
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experiment the voltage between the WE and the DHE is swept continuously between two
voltage limits, typically: 50 mV to 1300 mV , using a constant sweep rate ν = ∆V∆t , which
ranges typically between 10–20 mVs . The current related to the ongoing electrochemical
processes at the test GDE (see Table 9) is recorded and plotted as function of the voltage
leading to the cyclic voltammogram (see Figure 36).
Figure 36: Cyclic voltammogram for a JM ELE0070 GDE in the quasi−stationary state. The applied
operating conditions are summarized in the top of the gure. A JM ELE0162 is used as
DHE. For the determination of the EASA the purple cross−hatched area is used after the
corresponding charge portion related to the double layer capacitance (red) is subtracted.
EWE−Zone Electrochemical Process
1 charging of the electrolytic double layer
2 Pt+H2O −→ Pt–OH+H+ + e−
2 Pt–OH+H2O −→ Pt–O+H3O+ + e−
2 Pt–O+H2O −→ Pt–O2 + 2H+ + 2e−
3 H2O −→ 0.5O2 ↑ +2H+ + 2e−
4 Pt–O2 + 4H+ + 4e− −→ Pt+ 2H2O
5 Pt+H+e− −→ Pt–H
6 2H+ + 2e− −→ H2 ↑
7 Pt–H −→ Pt+H+ + e−
Table 9: Electrochemical processes observed during an in situ CV measurement of a Pt/C−based
GDE as function of the working electrode potential EWE [59].
The voltammogram in Figure 36 shows split peaks for the hydrogen adsorption (cathodic
branch) and hydrogen desorption (anodic branch), which are related to the dierent cat-
alytic activity of the Pt(111) and Pt(100) sites. Since each electrochemically active plat-
inum atom adsorbs one hydrogen atom, the EASA is available from coulometric analysis of
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the hydrogen desorption zone [? ]. The corresponding charge QH is obtained by integra-
tion (see purple cross−hatched zone in Figure 36).
EASA =
QH
QH2,ads
, with QH =
1
ν
·
0.5∫
0.05
(I− Idl)dEWE (69)
EASA: Electrochemical active surface area / cm2; QH: integrated charge for the
hydrogen desorption / µC;QH2;ads: charge for a monolayer of hydrogen on a poly-
crystalline Pt surface = 210 µC
cm2
[? ]; ν: sweep rate / mVs I: overall current / mA;
Idl: current due to the double layer charging /mA.
5.2 fuel cell housing
To meet the project requirements with respect to FC operating temperatures > 100 ℃ an
appropriate FC housing is designed starting from a PAFC housing from Elcomax GmbH
(München, Germany) (Elcomax) (see Figure 38). The standard PEMFC housing utilized until
this point (see Figure 37) is identied as non−appropriate to meet the related requirements.
Main week points are related to:
• too thin end plates and ow elds might leading to a non−optimal heat distribution
at elevated temperatures.
• ow eld material not resisting operating temperatures > 100 ℃.
• ttings material for gas inlet and outlet neither resisting high temperature nor hu-
midied gases.
Figure 37: Image of the standard PEMFC housing employed for operating temperatures in the range
between 60–80 ℃. All ttings for the gas inlet and outlet are provided from Festo® .
Current is collected using gold−plated copper plates, whereas the voltage is measured
via gold−plated sensing tips.
All modied parts are manufactured in the faculty−belonging mechanical work shop us-
ing Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) milling machines. The end plates are made of
aluminum. As starting material for the ow elds blank Sigracet® BBP4 plates provided
from Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG (Osterode am Harz, Germany) (Eisenhuth) is chosen. Key
feature of this specic material is its formulation consisting of graphite and a phenolic
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resin as polymer binder, which increases the maximum operating temperature to 180℃ [?
]. To minimize voltage losses each ow eld is equipped with gold−plated plugs. Current
is collected via gold−plated copper plates. An initial chemical plating with nickel (thick-
ness: 20 + 2 µm) is performed to obtain a non−porous barrier layer on the copper sub-
strate, and thus to prevent the intercalation of Au within the Cu lattice. In a second step
a hard−plated gold layer with an average thickness of 3–5 µm is chemically deposited on
the surface. All plating steps are carried out at Drollinger Metallveredelungswerke GmbH
(Birkenfeld, Germany) (Drollinger). By contrast to the most other FC housings, where the gas
feed is realized within the ow eld, in our case the reactant gas is provided via the end
plates. To reach the meander channels of the ow eld the gas is fed through the current
collector plate.
Rough dimensions of the
FC housing utilized for test
measurements:
Figure 38: a) Image showing the anodic compartment of the FC housing including the ow eld
with its characteristic serpentine structure.
b) Photograph showing the entire PEMFC housing employed for operating temperatures
> 80 ℃. Fittings for gas inlet and gas outlet are of stainless steel. Current is collected
via copper plates hard−plated with gold, voltage is measured using gold−plated sensing
tips.
Apart from the aforementioned, the FC housing meets the further key points:
• 4−fold serpentine meander channels optimized for reactant gas supply and removal
of the waste water.
• Total area covered by the meander serpentines: 46.2 cm2
• Active area for FC reactions: 50.1 cm2
• Heating is realized by the use of heat cartridges in combination with a type K ther-
mocouple xed inside the end plate and a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) tem-
perature controller.
• Maximum operating temperature: 180 ℃
• Maximum operating RH: 100%RH at 90–95 ℃
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5.3 fuel cell test bench
5.3.1 Hardware
CVCs and Chronopotentiometry (CPM)s are employed as principal MEA characterization
tools, since both provide performance data under realistic FC operating conditions. The
corresponding measurements are carried out using a modular FC test bench, whose hard-
ware components are provided from ElectroChem Inc. (Woburn, USA) (Electrochem). The
initial setup consists of:
• an ECL−450 electronic load oering two working ranges, 20 V/20 A and 3 V/100 A,
• a MTS−A−150 reactant gas control unit consisting of two SmartTrak100 multi gas
Mass Flow Controller (MFC) from Sierra Instruments (Monterey, USA) (Sierra) oering
a working range of 25–1000 Standard Cubic Centimeters per Minute (SCCM),
• aCN77333C2 PID controller from OMEGA Engineering, INC. (Stamford, USA) (Omega)
for FC temperature control,
• an anodic gas humidier controlled by a FP−45 circulation laboratory thermostat
from Julabo GmbH (Seelbach, Germany) (Julabo) and a cathodic gas humidier con-
trolled by a RP−1845 circulation laboratory thermostat from Lauda Dr. R. Wobser
GmBH & CO. KG (Lauda−Königshofen, Germany) (Lauda) (see Section 5.5).
Due to an unrecoverable technical defect, the initial electronic load is replaced in the
course of the work by a TrueData Load from FuelCon AG (Magdeburg−Barleben, Ger-
many) (Fuelcon) with a working range of 35 V/100 A. For the current conduction the FC is
connected with the electronic load using 50 mm2 wires made of ne copper litz exhibit-
ing high exibility. Voltage measurement is featured by the use of standard 1 mm2 test
leads with jack plugs. A further key component of the test bench is represented by the gas
humidication unit, which is planned and build up contemporaneously (see Section 5.5).
The ohmic resistance of the MEA is estimated using the digital milli Ohm−meter 356E from
Tsuruga Electronic Corporation (Osaka, Japan) (Tsuruga) working with a constant perturba-
tion frequency of 10 kHz. The exact determination of the MEA’s resistance is not possible
due to the incompatibility of the milli Ohm−meter with the implemented electronic load.
Nevertheless, the device is employed for the qualitative determination of the MEA resis-
tance as function of time and operating conditions. The anodic MFC is fed with H2 (purity:
5.0), whereas on the oxidant side O2 (purity: 4.5) is utilized. All transport pipes for dry or
humidied reactant gas are made of stainless steel.
5.3.2 LabVIEW Software Development
Apart from the appropriate combination and assemblage of the hardware components for
the FC test bench, signicant emphasis is given on the development of a customized con-
trol software for automatized performance measurements. Thus, in the course of the work
two independent control programs are developed. One for the automatized measurement of
CVCs and the other for automatized CPM. This initial time demanding step is of high priority
to minimize data transcription errors, to maximize operating precision, to increase overall
safety and to make overnight and mid−term measurements possible without permanent hu-
man surveillance. Therefore, long−run stability and reliability of the developed programs
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Figure 39: Image a) shows the PEMFC test bench at its nal conguration level. The left part is
dedicated to data acquisition and software control, in the middle the hardware is located
and on the right part the setup for the gas humidication is shown.
Figure b) gives a detailed view of the test bench hardware consisting of electronic load,
gas control unit and temperature control unit.
are key requirements. The developed software solutions for the communication between
test bench and computer are based on the programming language LabVIEW® (LV), a sys-
tem design software from National Instruments Corporation (Austin, USA) (NI), namely
versions 2009–2012 are utilized. LV represents a powerful graphical development environ-
ment ideal for signal acquisition, measurement or control systems, industrial automation
and data presentation. Introduced in 1986 for Macintosh it become platform−independent
in the following years. A LV program is also called VI! (VI!) because it appearance is in-
spired by physical instruments. Roughly, a VI! consists of two parts the front panel and the
corresponding block diagram. The front panel or the interface through which the user in-
teracts with the program consists of controls such as knobs, buttons or dials and indicators
such as graphs or colored elements, whereas the block diagram contains the graphical G
source code resembling to a owchart [? ].
One of the biggest advantages encountered during the project development is the mod-
ularity of the programming language. So, it is possible to break down a complex task such
as the recording of CVCs including control and acquisition of all relevant parameters to sub
tasks. Therefore, LV represents the programming language of choice for the envisaged tasks.
The following subsections are intended to summarize the customized software solutions,
developed in the course of this work. Special attention is paid to:
• the communication between computer and the test bench devices,
• the working principle of the entire program and its constituting sequences,
• the user interface and
• the data output.
Device Communication
The communication between the test bench devices (see Section 5.3.1) and the computer is
based on RS−232 serial interfaces. For this purpose two 4−port RS−232 interface modules
(NI USB−232/4) from NI are employed.
In RS−232 a command line is sent or is received as a time series of bits. Since transmitted
and received data are separate circuits, the interface operates in a full duplex manner. Com-
monly, the code is based on ASCII! (ASCII!) nomenclature, codes for read out commands
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consist of 7 or 8 bits, whereas received data codes can contain more bits. DTE! (DTE!)
and DCE! (DCE!) are connected via appropriate cables using 9−pin DB−9 connectors. A
schematic representation of such a DB−9 connector is given in the page margin, the corre-
sponding pin out is summarized in Table 10.
Pin out for a standard
DB−9 connector used for
RS−232 serial communi-
cation.
Pin Signal Pin Signal
1 Data Carrier Detect 6 Data Set Ready
2 Received Data 7 Request to Send
3 Transmitted Data 8 Clear to Send
4 Data Terminal Ready 9 Ring Indicator
5 Signal Ground
Table 10: RS−232 pin out for a DB−9 connector.
Trouble−free communication of all relevant parameters such as baud rate, data bits, stop
bits, parity and handshake are synchronized on the device level, on the computer level and
on the software level. Table 11 summarizes the assigned serial addresses of the test bench
devices. In addition, the corresponding read and controlled parameters are listed.
Port
No
Test Bench Device Adjustable
Parameter
Measured
Parameter
3 cathodic Dewpoint (DP) control:
Lauda RP 1845
Tcdew,set Tcdew
4 PID T controller: cathodic supply pipe Tcp,set Tcp
5 PID T controller: fuel cell TFC,set TFC
6 PID T controller: anodic supply pipe Tap,set Tap
7 MFC: O2 QO2,set QO2
8 MFC: H2 QH2,set QH2
9 electronic load IFC,set IFC, VFC
10 milli Ohm−meter − Rohmic
11 anodic DP control: Julabo FP 45 Tadew,set Tadew
Table 11: Assignment of the serial addresses to the test bench devices and listing of the correspond-
ing read and controlled parameters.
5.3.3 Software for Current/Voltage Characteristics
Our rst concern during the development of the CVC software touches upon the operating
mode of the electronic load and therefore of the FC. In this connection, the galvanostatic
control, where the drained current by the electronic load is kept constant whereas the
cell voltage varies, is preferred compared with the potentiostatic operating mode. Basis for
decision are the facilitated λ management going along with a more stationary hydration
state of the PEM and furthermore the better control in the kinetically dominated part of the
CVC attributes to the galvanostatic operating mode.
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The core software for the automatized measurement of CVCs is build up during 3months.
In the following 6months after commissioning of the test bench 25 further updates are de-
veloped leading to the nal version, which presented and discussed in the next paragraphs.
The most important features of the CVC software are listed below.
• Implied processes: initial heat up, CVC, CWC.
• Customized graphical user interface for user friendly control and representation of
the FC performance.
• Independent adjustment of relevant parameters such as operating temperature, DPs,
reactant gas stoichiometry, current step size and hold time before and during the
measurement.
• Non−surveyed short−term (< 0.5 d) and mid−term testing (1–2 d) of MEAs.
• Full backup of all measured data for further data analysis.
Core elements of the developed software are the graphical user interface and the subor-
dinate G source code. Both hierarchy levels are connected with each other. So, the user is
able to change parameters online via the front panel without any interruption of the pro-
gram, the changed parameters are then processed in the G source code. Reversely, measured
values are represented on the front panel.
The Front Panel
Settings Tab
As design for the graphical user interface of the program a tab structure is chosen, which
is represented in Figure 40. So, the user can switch between 4 tabs.
• Settings
• Heat Up
• Polarization Results
• CVC
After initialization of the CVC program the Settings tab appears. On this tab all important
parameters for the later CVC measurement are adjusted, which are summarized in Table 12.
The top left side of the tab is dedicated to gas management settings. The initial gas ow
rates for both oxidant QO2,ini and fuel QH2,ini as well as the λ values (λO2 , λH2 ) are
dened here. The initial gas ow rates are of importance for the FC heat up and the low
current region of the CVC. They assure that the GDEs are purged continuously with the
reactant gases to establish the OCV. In addition, the PEM dry out is avoided in the case that
small currents are withdrawn since water vapor is provided to the PEM. In this context, the
λ value is dened as the ratio of the provided to the actually consumed reactant gas (see
Equation (70)).
λi =
Qi,provided
Qi,consumed
=
provided volume ow of reactant i
consumed volume ow of reactant i (70)
Thus, λH2 = 1 implies a stoichiometric FC operation with regard to hydrogen, whereas
λH2 = 1.2 indicates that the anode side is supplied with a 20 % surplus of hydrogen.
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Figure 40: Graphical user interface of the CVC program consisting of 4 tabs oering the adjustment
of parameters, the graphical presentation of measured values as well as the status of the
process.
Especially on the cathodic side a λ > 1 is favored to assure a permanent removing of
the produced water and therefore to avoid starvation phenomena. Standard values for the
initial gas ow rates and λs are: QO2,ini = QH2,ini = 50 SCCM, λH2 = 1.1 and λO2 =
1.2.
The T Setting zone on the Setting tab oers control of the FC operating temperature
TFC, the cathodic and anodic DPs Tcdew and Tadew, the temperature oset of the supply
pipes Tp,off and the safety temperature TFC,saf. To avoid condensation of the humidi-
ed reactant gas in the supply pipes their temperature is set preferably 5℃ to 10℃ higher
compared with the corresponding DP. TFC,saf is implemented in the program to enable the
test bench for the operation without monitoring. An accident scenario of an overheated FC
housing due to a dropped out thermocouple is classied as high risk for personal and/or
inventory damage. Therefore, after the heat up sequence TFC is continuously compared
with TFC,saf, which is chosen typically 10 ℃ to 15 ℃ higher with respect to room tem-
perature. In the unlikely case that the thermocouple is not inserted into the FC housing
a temperature around ambient temperature is measured, so TFC < TFC,saf triggers the
safety shut down of the entire test bench.
The box on the Setting tab’s bottom is related to the CVC parameters. The tabular in-
put eld allows ne tuning of the kinetic−controlled part of the CVC. Since the current step
size∆IFC for the ohmic region is generally to rough for the kinetic−dominated region, cus-
tomized current values (left column) with corresponding hold times (right column) are user
settable. Typically employed values are summarized in Table 13. The comparatively short
step times in the low current region are related to PEM material and its partially dry out in
the case that a non−sucient water amount is supplied. After the customized control of
the kinetic part of a CVC cycle the drained current IFC is increased steadily by an user set-
table step size ∆IFC, which is preferably in the range between 2–5 A (0.04–0.1 Acm2 ). Each
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current step is kept constant for an user adjustable time ∆tFC. To assure quasi−stationary
operating conditions ∆tFC is chosen between 120 s and 300 s.
Since the withdrawn current is steadily increased, the cell voltage decreases. To avoid
an operation of the MEA far above a realistic working point the current increase stops in
the case that the cell voltage falls below the user settable operating voltage limit VFC,lim.
Reasonable values for VFC,lim are between 0.2–0.3 V .
Adjustable parameter
Tcdew, Tadew, Tp,off
TFC, TFC,saf
λO2 , λH2
QO2,ini, QH2,ini
∆IFC, ∆tFC
VFC,lim
AGDE
Table 12: Listing of the CVC relevant parameters, adjusted through the front panel.
Apart from the parameter setting, the principal tab also oers the possibility to select
a customized path, where the generated les are saved. For the adequate exit of the pro-
gram the user is indented to click on the STOP Mean Switch, situated on the top left.
Furthermore, several colored elements inform the user about important events or reasons
of safety−related program aborts.
Heat Up Tab
Main function of the Heat Up tab are the graphical and the numerical representation of
the initial thermosetting process (see Figure 41). The left side is dedicated to the graphical
and the right side to the numeric representation of the results. In this context, the upper
graph provides information on TFC (black curve), the anodic and cathodic DP (red and
green curves) as well as the corresponding FC supply pipe temperatures (orange and blue
curves).
From this graph an average heating rate of 4 Kmin is deduced. The lower graph provides
essential information on the OCV of the investigated MEA. The graph clearly shows the
typical Beginning of Life (BOL) of a MEA including the rise of OCV due to the initial purge
of the anode and cathode side with fuel and oxidant. A quasi−stationary OCV is reached
typically within 45–60 s in the case that QO2,ini = QH2,ini = 50 SCCM. On the right
side the actually measured parameters are displayed together with their setpoints.
Polarization and CVC Tab
An overview of all data obtained during the CVC measurements is given on the Polariza-
tion and CVC Tab. A detailed view of the Polarization tab including measured data
is given in Figure 42. All voltage and current values collected during one current step
are displayed on the top left and right of the Polarization tab (black curves). Since the
electronic load works galvanostatically, the measured current values are nearly constant
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Figure 41: Heat up tab of the CVC program visualizing all relevant parameters during the initial
heat up step. Two graphs representing VFC, IFC, TFC, Tcdew, Tadew, Tp,c and Tp,a as
function of time are included.
during ∆tFC, assuming a failure−free scenario. The corresponding voltage values are sup-
posed to change vice versa to the sign of current change. After an initial transient state,
quasi−stationarity is commonly observed after 23 ∆tFC. Thus, the values collected in the
last 13 of ∆tFC are employed for arithmetic averaging (see green dots). The so−obtained
average values for current IFC and voltage VFC (red points) are representative for one cur-
rent step. By contrast to the two graphs on top, which are renewed after each current step,
the graphs on the bottom show the complete history of current (red curve) and voltage
values (black curve) collected until then. Since the current (red curve) is increased starting
from 0 A up to its maximum, the cell voltage decreases. For the case that VFC < VFC,lim
the maximum current is reached. So, from this point on the current is reduced gradually
to 0 A, analogously to its previous increase.
To maximize the information degree a vertical bar is introduced, where all measured
parameters are displayed. In this connection, the rising current branch is assigned to the
value +1, whereas the decreasing case is indicated by the value −1.
An extended view of the collected CVC is given in the associated CVC tab, shown in
Figure 43. For this purpose the average current and voltage values (IFC and VFC) are used
to construct the classical CVCs as displayed in the graph on the top left. The corresponding
value for the electrical power to construct the CWC is obtained using Equation (71) and is
represented on the top right of the CVC tab.
WFC = VFC · IFC (71)
The lower part of the tab contains two further graphs representing the time−depended
values of VFC and IFC.
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Figure 42: Polarization tab including 4 graphs for the precise monitoring of current and voltage
during ∆tFC (2 graphs on the top) and the total operating time (2 graphs on the bottom)
and a vertical bar summarizing all relevant parameters.
Figure 43: CVC tab consisting of 4 graphs. Top left all collected CVCs, top right all CWCs are dis-
played. In lower part of the tab the time−dependent values are represented.
The Source Code
The G source code of the developed control software is based on a 4−fold sequential struc-
ture, which is processed successively. Depending on the tasks the sequences are executed
one−time or are looped until the appropriate exit condition is reached. A schematic descrip-
tion of the software’s principle of work is represented in Figure 44. All relevant parameters
are fed via the front panel into the source code, where setpoints are transmitted to the cor-
responding devices, values are read out from the devices, data is analyzed and processes
are controlled. The software oers a full control of the initial heat up and of the CVC mea-
surement including additional safety aspects.
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Figure 44: Schematic representation of the underlying ow chart for the entire CVC program includ-
ing the fundamental sequences and a short description of their key tasks.
Sequence 1−Initiation
The program’s sequential structure is entered after preliminary tasks are processed. These
include the initialization of the electronic load device settings are transferred and the cur-
rent is set to 0 A. In addition, global and local variables, necessary for the further program
run are set. Finally, the time stamp is identied and saved as starting point.
A owchart overview representing the treated tasks in Seqence 1 is given in Figure 45.
In this initial sequence folders and txt les for the further saving of data provided by the
heat up and the CVC cycle are generated. Basing on the le path, which is specied by the
user on the front panel’s (Setting tab) the following le hierarchy is created.
le path\00_ HEAT–UP_ DATA\
HEAT–UP_ DATA.txt
le path\01_ POLARIZATION_ DATA\
ALL DATA\POLARIZATION_ ALL_ DATA.txt
CURVES\POLARIZATION_ CURVES_ ALL_ DATA.txt
Further treated tasks are the transfer of the initial gas ow rate setpoints QO2,ini and
QH2,ini as well as the transfer of the temperature setpoints TFC, Tcdew and Tadew. The
temperature setpoint for the supply pipes is obtained by addition of Tp,off to the corre-
sponding DP. All transferred setpoints trace back to the user input on the front panel’s
Setting tab. Since the GDE area AGDE is essential for the further determination of the
MEA current and wattage density jFC and wFC, a dialog box appears requesting its speci-
cation.
Sequence 2−Heat Up
After completion of the tasks related to seqence 1, the program continues by entering the
2nd sequence. The ow chart in Figure 46 indicates the main topics of this sequence. In a
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Figure 45: Schematic ow chart representation of Seqence 1, which is dedicated to initiation tasks.
The abbreviation FP stands front panel.
Figure 46: 2nd CVC sequence. The ow chart shows schematically the mainly involved processes
and tasks.
rst step all relevant serial ports for the communication with the devices are opened. The
main purpose of this sequence is the monitoring of the heat up process until the operating
temperature is reached. This is realized by a timed WHILE loop, whose exit condition is
conditional on the attainment of the operating temperature, TFC > TFC,set. With regard
to the run time, a duration of 1 s per loop passage is chosen, representing equally the
refresh/down time of the loop. During a single loop passage all relevant parameters are read
out form the corresponding devices and are displayed on the front panel’s Head Up tab.
Apart from the visual representation the entire amount of data is saved in the created le
...\00_ HEAT–UP_ DATA\HEAT–UP_ DATA.txt. The true case of the loop’s exit condition
indicated that the heat up process is accomplished, so seqence 3 is entered.
Sequences 3 & 4−Measurement & Control
Since seqence 3 and seqence 4 are both responsible for the measurement of CVC, they
are discussed together in the following paragraphs. Figure 47 shows schematically the main
tasks of both sequences.
seqence 3 is dedicated to the read out, the graphical output and the saving of the
parameters. These tasks are realized by the utilization of a timed WHILE loop. Within the
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Figure 47: Schematic representation of the 3rd (a) and 4th (b) sequence. seqence 3 deals with the
measurement of parameters and their saving, the safety monitoring and the temperature
control. seqence 4 is dedicated to the current and gas ow rate setting.
loop all parameters are read out from the corresponding devices with a sampling rate of
1 1s . The repetition of the WHILE loop is directly bond to the ∆tFC, which is user−set
via the Setting tab. Hence, for ∆tFC = 180 s the WHILE loop is repeated 180 times
before being ended, thus 180 values of each parameter are collected. The data are saved in
the le ...\POLARIZATION_ ALL_ DATA.txt. The current and voltage data obtained during
a present cycle are represented in the two upper graphs of the Polarization tab (see
Figure 42). By contrast, the entirety of read out current and voltage data is shown in the two
lower graphs. Starting from the values collected during one time step the determination
of the characteristic values is based on arithmetic averaging to obtain a result in the form
x± σ (see Equations (72) & (73)).
x =
1
n
·
n∑
i=1
xi (72)
σ% =
σ
x
· 100% ,with σ = 1
n− 1
·
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(xi − x)2 (73)
For the further data analysis the parameters are classied in two categories. All values
beside VFC build category I, whereas the VFC values represent category II. The variance
of the temperature values is assumed to originate solely from the incertitude of the temper-
ature regulation devices. Due to the galvanostatic operating mode a change in the current
value during one time step is assumed to depend just on the device uctuations. Basing on
these assumptions the averaging of the category I values is made using the entire amount
of collected data.
After a change of IFC, typically a short transient followed by quasi−stationarity is ob-
served with regard to the category II values, which is illustrated in Figure 48b. In agree-
ment with the empirical data quasi−stationarity is assumed after 23 ∆tFC. Thus, averaging
is made using the last 13 portion of the collected data. In Figure 48a a typical set of current
and voltage values collected during 1.3 h is represented. The graph illustrates the voltage
response (blue curve) for a step wise current increase (purple curve). At intermediate cur-
rents (5–30 A) the voltage response shows the aforementioned early transient followed
by quasi−stationarity. For high currents (30–65 A) the aforestated voltage transient is not
observed. This behavior is assumed to be directly related to the PEM’s hydration state. At
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high currents a signicant amount of water is formed, in combination with the high elec-
tro−osmotic water drag a high PEM hydration level is reached, whereas, at low currents
(< 3 A) the PEM tends to dry out causing a decrease in proton conductivity. So, shifting
from low to high currents increases the PEM conductivity leading to a regeneration of the
FC voltage with time (see Figure 48b). The voltage regenerating eect decreases with in-
creasing current since the PEM’s hydration level tends to quasi−stationarity.
Figure 48a also indicates the voltage averaging zone, which is represented for each cur-
rent step as a red dots. The corresponding averaged value VFC is represented as green
point. By contrast, the current mean value IFC (orange point) is obtained by averaging
over the entire data collected during ∆tFC. Typical relative errors with regard to the cur-
rent averaging amount to σ% < 1%.
Figure 48: Graph a) shows the voltage and current data collected during 1.3 h of a polarization
experiment (blue and purple curve). The voltage averaging zone is indicated by a red
dots, the related mean values as green dots. The current mean values are represented as
orange points. In the header the operating conditions are summarized.
Graph b) shows the obtained voltage signal during a time step ∆tFC = 300 s after a
current increase from 5 A to 10 A.
From the determined mean values the CVC and the CWC are constructed and visualized
on the corresponding Front Panel Tab (see Figure 43). All averaged values are saved in
the le ...\POLARIZATION_ CURVES_ ALL_ DATA.txt.
Further exit conditions are implemented to assure the overall safety and the MEA op-
eration within the user−dened voltage range. The afore discussed case TFC < TFC,saf
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is related to a non−desired, dangerous scenario, therefore triggering the controlled shut
down o all test bench devices. So, the MFCs, all heating controllers, the DP devices as well
as the electronic load are turned o. A further exit condition is bound to the voltage VFC.
For VFC < VFC,saf, which indicates a cell potential drop below the user−set voltage limit,
IFC is decreased subsequently by the step size ∆IFC instead of being further increased. In
addition, this sequence handles all temperature−related setpoint changes for TFC, Tcdew,
Tadew, Tcp and Tap. Accordingly, any setpoint change induced by the user via the front
panel, is automatically detected and triggers the transfer of new setpoint value to the de-
vice.
The 4th sequence of the CVC program controls the current as well as the fuel and oxidant
gas ow rates. In a rst step the current value to be set is determined before its transfer to
the electronic load. The determination procedure is divided in two parts, the rst one deals
with the kinetic region of the CVC, whereas the second one is related the Ohmic part.
current set in the kinetic region
In the kinetic region the step size between two currents is not imperatively constant
and depends solely on the user input via the front panel (see Figure 40). Typical cur-
rents IFC and related step times ∆tFC applied in the kinetic region are summarized
in Table 13 and in Figure 49b.
IFC / A ∆tFC / s
0 60
0.125 30
0.250 30
0.500 30
1.0 30
2.5 60
5.0 120
Table 13: Typical values for current IFC and step time ∆tFC, employed in the kinetic region of the
CVC.
current set in the Ohmic region
For currents exceeding the kinetic zone a constant, user settable step size ∆IFC is
applied. The sequent current setpoint is determined by adding ∆IFC to the actual
setpoint. Typical values for ∆IFC are chosen between 2–5 A. In this context, the
maximum current is related to the current limitation of the electronic load, which
amounts to 96 A.
scan and back−scan
The applied procedure for the current change implies the use of a scan and a back−scan.
A CVC measurements starts with IFC = 0. After passing the kinetic current region,
IFC increases progressively up to its maximum in the scan mode, characterized in
the software with a factor s = 1. Once the maximum value has been reached, the cur-
rent is decreased analogously to its further increase in the back scan mode (s = −1).
This procedure is repeated continuously up to the user−induced stop of the program.
A schematic representation of both scan modes is represented in Figure 49a.
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Figure 49: Graph a) shows a typical current evolution during a polarization measurement. The
initial current is set to 0 A and increased up to its maximum following by a decrease. In
the Ohmic region a constant ∆IFC is applied, whereas in the kinetic region, represented
in Graph b), an user−dened step size is applied.
After the current setpoint for the sequent step is determined the stoichiometric gas ow
rates for H2 and O2 are calculated combining the law of Faraday (Equation (75)) and the
ideal gas equation (Equation (74)).
ni =
pi · Vi
R · T (74)
ni =
I · t
z · F (75)
ni: amount of substance / mol; pi: pressure / bar; Vi: volume / L; R: ideal gas con-
stant = 0.083143 L barmol K ; T : temperature / K; I: current /A; t: time /min; z: number
or transferred electrons; F: Faraday constant = 96, 485 Cmol .
For standard conditions (1.013 bar, 298 K) the necessary gas ow rate Q for a current
IFC is implicitly calculated by the program using Equation (76).
QH2 =
VH2
t
= IFC · R · T
z · F · patm = 2 ·QO2 (76)
So, the stoichiometric ow rate to maintain a current of 1 A amounts to 7.6 SCCMA with
respect to H2 and to 3.8 SCCMA for O2, respectively. Taking into account the limit of the
used MFC (25 SCCM) and the standard λ values (1.1 for hydrogen and 1.2 for oxygen) a
λ−driven FC operation is achieved after 3.0 A for H2 and after 5.5 A for O2. The calcu-
lated reactant gas ow rate setpoints are transmitted to the corresponding MFCs. To avoid
reactant gas starvation at the GDE a safety period of 5 s is maintained before the current is
increased.
In a next step a rapid test investigating the cell voltage after the current setting is carried
out for 5 s. For the likely case that VFC > VFC,saf the program run is continued by
re−entering the 3rd sequence, whereas VFC 6 VFC,saf triggers the analogous repetition
of the procedure with a reduced current.
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5.3.4 Chronopotentiometry Software
Apart from the CVC program a further software is developed enabling intermediate−term FC
testing with a more exible current management. For this purpose a CPM−based technique
is employed allowing measurements up to 1–2 d, where all parameters are independently
settable. The typically applied time steps ∆tFC related to one current are chosen in the
range of 1600–7200 s. The more extended time scale compared with the CVC method en-
ables the investigation of the cell voltage evolution as function of the operating conditions,
such as RH and T .
Figure 50: Front panel of the CPM program including a graphical visualization of the measured data
as well as user−settable input elds.
The developed CPM program oers 3 operating modes, which can be combined according
to the user demand during the same measurement. So, the user can select between a manual
mode, a loop mode and an automatized mode.
• manual mode
In this operating mode all relevant parameters are adjusted manually by the user
via the program’s front panel (see Figure 50). By contrast to the CVC program, the
current is not changed automatically by the program, oering an additional degree
of freedom, regarding the testing conditions.
• loop mode
For the simulation of an alternating performance stress a loop mode is implemented.
In the loop mode the current is alternated between 0 A and an user−settable cur-
rent IFC > 0 A. The hold time of both current levels (toff, ton) is independently
selectable. A schematic representation of the related current square prole is shown
in Figure 51.
• autopilot mode
In the course of intermediate−term FC testing overnight measurements are essential.
For this purpose an additional automatized mode is implemented. Core part is the
le−based measurement routine, which is imported into the software at the moment
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Figure 51: Exemplary square current prole applied in a looped performance test.
the autopilot mode is activated. The routine le is an user−edited txt le, containing
commando lines with tab−separated setpoints. Once the routine le is imported the
setpoints to be applied are extracted by the program line−by−line. So, the following
line is read after ∆tFC from the present operating line is elapsed. Figures 52a and
52b show a typically applied routine. This operating principle, employing an external
routine le, oers a high degree of versatility. During a running measurement the
in situ change of an already load routine le is possible.
Figure 52: Graph a) and tabular b) representation of an exemplary CPM routine for intermedi-
ate−term FC testing.
In situ visualization of the obtained values is done using graphical and numerical repre-
sentations of all process relevant parameters such as temperature, reactant gas ow rates,
voltage and current on the program’s front panel. Further key aspects of the program are
• λ−controlled FC operation
• user adjustable voltage working range
• safety aspects including overheating protection and controlled test bench shut down
A schematic overview of the source code structure developed for the CPM program is
given in Figure 53. Basically, the block diagram consists of a repetitive sequence structure.
The 1st sequence is related to the autopilot mode. When activated, the corresponding
routine le is imported after a dialog box requesting the routine le location appears. The
containing command lines read line−by−line in the course of the program . Once the step
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time ∆tFC is elapsed the line counter variable is increased by one and the next setpoint
line is read.
The 2nd sequence is related to the loop mode. Similar to the aforesaid sequence the set-
points are arranged in a 2D array and are read linewise. Since the current is alternated just
between two levels including the corresponding time steps∆tFC, an array with dimension
2x2 is obtained (see Figure 51).
The 3rd sequence is dedicated to the setpoint transfer and is only passed in the case
that a setpoint−related change compared with the previous pass through is detected by the
program.
Since the 4th sequence is responsible for the data read out, data saving and front panel
representation, this sequence is run independent from the chosen operating mode. In addi-
tion, this sequence hosts the overheating protection and the voltage limit VFC,saf control.
Consequently, in the manual mode the 3rd and 4th sequences are repeated without mak-
ing any use of the remaining sequences.
Figure 53: Schematic representation of the sequence structure used for the CPM program. The source
code consists of 4 main sequences, which are passed depending on the user−chosen op-
erating mode.
5.3.5 Test Bench Evaluation Measurements
A key point in the nal development of the FC test bench including hardware, software and
housing is represented by the evaluation of the entire setup. For this purpose benchmark
MEAs consisting of commercial components are tested employing the self−developed test
bench as well as an certicated test bench at the Paul Scherrer Institute (Villingen, Switzer-
land) (PSI). The used test MEAs consists of JM GDEs, namely two ELE0162 are used as anode
and cathode. As solid proton conductor a Naon®212 membrane is employed. Figure 54
shows the obtained CVCs as function of the employed test bench. The PSI test bench deter-
mines a higher FC performance compared with ours. Taking into account the higher back
pressure and the higher humidication level employed at the PSI measurement, which are
both in favor of the fuel cell performance the results are assumed to be in a good agreement.
As a consequence, the build up test bench is proved with regard to an adequate operating.
Envisaged improvements for the future
Instead of the xed zone for the averaging of the voltage values an algorithm with
quasi−stationarity criteria might be implemented. This improvement is not suspected to
have a signicant impact on the calculated mean values itself. Nevertheless, in the case
of a less pronounced voltage transient after a current change the averaging zone would
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Figure 54: CVCs for a MEA based on a Naon®212membrane and two commercial JM GDEs. The blue
curve represents the performance result obtained at the PSI test bench. The purple CVC
is obtained applying our test bench. The related operating conditions are summarized in
graph’s legend.
be increased compared with the currently used criteria and therefore a better mean value
statistics is expected.
Additional information on the MEA resistance would improve signicantly the process.
This could be achieved either by the purchase of an EIS device, compatible to the presently
used electronic load, or better by replacement of the electronic load by a high current
galvanostat with EIS option, which is currently topic of the work of Dan Durneata et al..
5.4 testing protocols
A fuel test protocol is dened as the sum of all testing conditions and parameters applied to
the MEA after its last preparation step, which is represented in our case by the hot pressing
step. In the course of the work test protocols for the following standard characterizations
are developed:
• preconditioning−MEA’s BOL
• polarization measurements−CVCs & CWCs
• chronopotentiometric measurement−intermediate−term fuel cell testing
Standardized protocols for the most characteristic fuel cell test procedures are necessary
to assure reproducibility and comparability of the obtained results, not only within one
research group but more important between all project groups dealing with fuel cell test-
ing activities. A further point, which is taken into account during the development, is the
comparability with literature−cited benchmark results. In addition, the test protocols are
employed as screening base for the GDEs and XL−SPEEK membranes development to maxi-
mize the fuel cell performance and lifetime.
Dierent sources of information are selected for the determination of the most appropri-
ate test protocols. The review of the accessible literature dealing with performance testing
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of sPEEK−containing MEAs, indicated some parameters such as time and current steps com-
monly applied in a polarization experiment (∆tfc, ∆Ifc). Further, knowledge provided
from project partners, such as Edison and Fumatech, both possessing a longstanding exper-
tise in fuel cell performance testing, had an impact on the preconditioning and the polar-
ization test protocols. However, most of the information are obtained during the initial
MEA development. So, especially the MEA failures are analyzed very carefully, the identi-
ed critical parameters are optimized and provide the basis for the preconditioning and
the intermediate−term test protocols. In the following paragraphs each protocol including
its key parameters is presented in detail.
5.4.1 Fuel Cell Preconditioning
A chronopotentiometric preconditioning for the MEA’s BOL is found to be convenient for
both the MEA lifetime and performance. This initial step is responsible for the adequate acti-
vation of the MEA and uses both water vapor as well as in situ formed water on the cathode
side due to the electrochemical reactions. Figure 55 represents the applied time−dependent
program for the current density j, the operating temperature Tfc and the DPs Tdew =
Tadew = Tcdew. The total preconditioning time amounts to 11 h. During the entire pro-
cedure the RH of fuel and oxidant is kept constant at 95%. With regard to the reactant gas
stoichiometry constant λH2 = 1.1 and λO2 = 1.2 are applied. A numerical breakdown
of the parameters including their hold times is summarized in Figure 55b. To prevent the
MEA from a damage arising from the abrupt change of the water management, due to cut
of current, the current is decreased step wise. So, every 120 s the current density jfc is
decreased by 0.4 A
cm2
until open circuit conditions are reached. After the preconditioning
step the further fuel cell characterization implying polarization or chronopotentiometric
measurements is enabled.
Figure 55: a): Graph indicating the chronopotentiometric preconditioning routine for a MEA with
regard to current density (blue), operating temperature (wine) and DPs (cyan).
b): Tabular summary for the rst 10 h.
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5.4.2 Polarization Measurements
The applied test protocol for the polarization experiments is based on a galvanostatic op-
eration mode and is graphically shown in Figure 56. The increase of current as function
of time is characterized by the applied current step size ∆Ifc and the corresponding hold
time ∆tfc.
Figure 56: a): Graph representing the employed current scan and back scan procedure.
b): Zoomed part related to current program applied in the kinetic region
(0–5 A) of the polarization curve.
The value of the upper current returning point depends on the lower voltage limit, which
amounts to 0.35 V , and on the current limitation of the used electronic load (96 A). After
the maximum current is reached a step wise decrease, analogously to its further increase, is
applied instead of a sudden cut−o . In the kinetic region of the polarization curve (0–5 A)
a specic protocol is used (see Figure 56b). In this regime the duration of each current step
is set as short as possible to avoid a PEM dry out. For currents exceeding 5 A a constant
current step size ∆Ifc amounting typically to 2 A and a corresponding step time ∆tfc of
120 s is applied in the standard polarization test protocol.
5.4.3 Chronopotentiometric Experiments
In order to ll the gap between the classical short−term polarization measurements, the
long−term fuel cell tests planned by Matgas and the accelerated tests envisaged by Edison
a fuel cell routine for intermediate−term testing is developed based on a chronopotentio-
metric method. Main issue is related to economize time by creating a screening tool, able
to identify promising MEAs with regard to intermediate−term stability and to resistance
at high operating temperature before dissemination to the project partners, charged with
the time demanding testing. Therefore, the procedure takes especially one of the project
principle goals into account, which is represented by the rise of the MEA operating temper-
ature> 100℃. In this context, some test bench−related limitations are considered, such as
the atmospheric operating pressure. Consequently, the DPs of the reactant gases are xed
to a maximum value of 90–95 ℃. A further increase might be detrimental, since the reac-
tant gas mixture contains mainly water vapor may leading to starvation phenomena and
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therefore to a performance loss. In Figure 57 an exemplary test protocol is represented. To
assure good PEM hydration for T 6 90 ℃ the reactant gases are provided with 95% RH, in
addition the current density is maintained constantly on a high level of 1 A
cm2
.
Figure 57: a): Graph related to a chronopotentiometric intermediate−term routine. The
time−dependent change in withdrawn current density (blue), operating tempera-
ture (wine), DPs (cyan) and the RH (purple) are represented. The applied DPs are chosen
the same for fuel and oxidant.
b): Tabular summary of the applied parameters.
For operating temperatures exceeding 90℃ the withdrawn current density is reduced to
the project relevant value of 0.7 A
cm2
. To prevent the MEA from dry out the further temper-
ature increase is carried out by small steps of 2.5 ℃ and 5 ℃, respectively. In combination
with the elevated current density producing a signicant amount of water at the cathode
side, which hydrates the PEM. This approach is thought to compensate the decreasing RH
of the reactant gases and to oer the MEA a gentle heat up to the critical operating temper-
atures > 100 ℃.
5.5 gas humidification
In the eld of FCs employing SAPs as core part water and vapor have an essential eect on
both proton conductivity and PEM life time. With decreasing water content of the mem-
brane also its ability to transport protons diminishes and its electrical resistance increases,
consequently fuel cell performance decreases and membrane failure may occur. The proton
conductivity of such SAP depends mainly on
• the structure of the repeating unit inuencing the pka of the sulfonic groups[? ],
• their DS and thus their IEC, acting on the overall water uptake of the membrane
(especially for sPEEK [? ? ? ], see also Section 4.2.2.1),
• the hydrothermal history of the PEM [? ? ? ],
• the temperature and
• the provided humidity.
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Water, nevertheless
used quotidian, provide
extraordinary physical
properties. Apart from
the well know density
anomaly water oers 62
further anomalies [? ? ].
Ergo, water and thus humidity play a pivotal role for fuel cell type, since the proton trans-
portation mechanism is based on the existence of water molecules within the ionomer
channels (see Section 4.2.2.3). So, a profound understanding in the eld of humidity and
especially humidication of gases as well as its determination is indispensable. The follow-
ing paragraphs are indented to give a fundamental overview in the eld of humidity with
focus on humidication of gases. In Figure 58 the phase diagram of water is represented.
The corresponding points for the phase boundary curves are calculated using the Equa-
tions (77)[? ], (78)[? ] and (79) as recommended by the International Association for the
Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS) [? ].
ln
(
psubl
p∗
)
= 1+
3∑
i=1
ai
(
1− θbi
)
(77)
ln
(
pmelt
p∗
)
=
1
θ
·
3∑
i=1
ciθ
di (78)
θ = TT∗ with T
∗ = Tt = 273.16 K; psubl: sublimation pressure; pmelt: melting
pressure; p∗ = pt = 611.657 Pa;
The related coecients ai,bi, ci and di are listed in Table 15. With respect to the range
of validity, Equation (77) is valid for the entire melting pressure curve of ice Ih, i. e. from
251.165 K to 273.16 K, whereas Equation (78) is applicable in the range from 50–273.15 K.
With focus on the humidication of a gas by the use of liquid water the liquid/gas phase
boundary line is of most interest. Basically, the vaporization of a liquid starts when the
kinetic energy of the molecules inside the liquid phase exceeds their intermolecular forces.
Hence, the value of the vapor pressure depends on the intrinsic adhesive forces of the
molecules and increases with temperature, since the kinetic energy of the molecules is in-
creased. Since the presence of gases other than vapor above a liquid is neither aecting the
kinetic energy of molecules inside or outside the liquid nor aecting the magnitude of the
intermolecular forces in the liquid, the vapor pressure does not depend on the total pres-
sure above the liquid [? ]. So, the saturation vapor pressure ps denes the highest possible
pressure generated by water vapor, which is in contact to a liquid water surface of a given
temperature. The implicit quadratic Equation (79) describes the saturation line, which is
solved with regard to both ps and Ts in a temperature range between 273.15–647.096 K
(see purple curve in Figure 58) [? ].
A = ϑ2 + e1ϑ+ e2
B = e3ϑ
2 + e4ϑ+ e5
C = e6ϑ
2 + e7ϑ+ e8
ϑ = TT∗ +
e9
T
T∗−e10
pw,s
p∗
=
(
2C
−B+
√
(B2 − 4AC
)4
(79)
with p∗ = ×106 Pa, T∗ = 1 K.
The corresponding coecients are summarized in Table 15. Besidepw,s, which describes
the maximum amount of vapor at a constant temperature a variety of denitions are estab-
lished dealing the vapor concentration or absolute humidity in the non−saturated case [?
].
• DP / ℃ :
the temperature to which a vapor/gas mixture (with T ,pw,p = const) must be
cooled down in order to be saturated with respect to liquid water.
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Figure 58: Phase boundary curves of water represented in a p/T diagram. For better visibility the
axis of ordinates is truncated in between 4 bar to 205 bar. The coordinates of various
characteristic points are indicated on the corresponding axes.
• RH / %:
ratio of the present water vapor pressure pw to the saturation vapor pressure pw,s
for a given temperature.
RH =
pw
pw,s
and %RH = 100% · RH
• water vapor density Dv/
gH2O
m3
:
ratio of the water vapor mass to the volume occupied by the mixture.
Dv =
pw
T
· 18.016
g
mol
8.3145× 10−5 m3 barmol K
• Specic humidityMs/
gH2O
kgmoist air
:
ratio of the mass of water vapor to the mass of moist air.
• Mixing ratioMr/
gH2O
kgdry air
:
ratio of the mass of water vapor to the mass of dry air.
For temperatures in the
range between −50 ℃ to
150 ℃ and pressures not
exceeding 1000 kPa,
non−saturated water
vapor gas mixtures
practically behave like an
ideal gas.
The behavior of non−saturated vapor gas mixtures can be assumed as ideal over a wide
temperature and pressure range (see left page margin). Thus, in an open system the water
vapor partial pressure pw is not aected by temperature but by variations of the pressure
or the amount of vapor. In a closed system of constant volume the partial pressure can
vary only if the absolute temperature or the amount of vapor changes, whereas a change
in total pressure has no eect [? ].
For the determination of the absolute humidity amount in a gas/vapor mixture a variety
of HM has been developed over the time. Table 14 shows a classication of the most impor-
tant HMs based on their working principle. It has to be mentioned though that the chilled
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Hygrometer (HM) Classification
Working Principle I:
Thermodynamic energy stationarity of
both heat and water vapor transport be-
tween the measured medium and the sen-
sor.
Working Principle II:
Energy absorption of the gas/vapor mix-
ture when penetrated due to the water va-
por.
Stationary
Eqilibrium
Static
Eqilibrium
Electromagnetic
Properties
Acoustic
Properties
• Electrolysis HM
• Psychrometer
• Chilled Mirror
• LiCl Dewpoint
• Electr. Cond.
HM
• Gravimetr.HM
• Hair HM
• Fiber HM
• Capacitive HM
Metal oxide
Polymer
Ceramic
• Carbon Layer HM
• Lyman Alpha
HM
• Infrared HM
• Microwave HM
• Discharge HM
• Acoustic HM
Table 14: Tabular overview of the most important hygrometers, systematically classied by their
physical working principle [? ? ].
mirror HM and the capacitive HM are the most widespread devices for the determination of
the absolute vapor content in a moist gas.
Depending on the used material the capacitive hygrometers are further divided in three
categories: polymeric, metal oxide or ceramic sensors. For all cases the water vapor content
of the test gas changes the dielectric value of the corresponding material and therefore the
measured capacity between two electrodes. Due to their comparatively low price and small
dimensions they are widely used in industrial processes, such as steam reforming, for the
humidity monitoring. Nevertheless, the short calibration intervals (at least semi−annually)
combined with the low accuracy (i. e. ±2–3%RH) are disadvantageous [? ? ? ].
A method oering an excellent precision (0.1℃ in terms of DP) as well as long calibration
intervals (i. e. 4–5 years) is based on the determination of the DP of a gas/vapor mixture. The
corresponding device−the chilled mirror dewpoint meter−consists principally of a minia-
ture mirror cooled by a solid state Peltier thermoelectric heat pump (see Figure 59). In the
case that the dewpoint of the test gas is reached the condensation process initiates on the
mirror’s surface. The consequent decrease in the intensity of the light reected from the
mirror’s surface is detected by an electro optical loop. This modulates the cooling power
applied to the Peltier. The mirror surface temperature is then controlled in an equilibrium
state, whereby evaporation and condensation are occurring at the same rate. In this condi-
tion the mirror temperature is equal to the dewpoint of the gas [? ? ? ? ].
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Figure 59: Schematic representation of a chilled mirror for the experimental determination of dew-
points in gas/vapor mixtures.
i ai bi
1 −0.212 144 006 × 102 0.333 333 333× 10−2
2 0.273 203 819 × 102 0.120 666 667× 101
3 −0.610 598 130 × 101 0.170 333 333× 101
i ci d1
1 −2.121 440 06 × 101 3.333 333 33 × 10−3
2 2.732 038 19 × 101 1.206 666 67
3 −6.105 981 30 1.703 333 333
i ei
1 0.116 705 214 527 67 × 104
2 −0.724 213 167 032 06 × 106
3 −0.170 738 469 400 92 × 102
4 0.120 208 247 024 70 × 105
5 −0.323 255 503 223 33 × 107
6 0.149 151 086 135 30 × 102
7 −0.482 326 573 615 91 × 104
8 0.405 113 405 420 57 × 106
9 −0.238 555 575 678 49
10 0.650 175 348 447 98 × 103
Table 15: Coecients ai and exponents bi of the sublimation pressure equation, Eq. (77);
Coecients ci and exponents di of the melting pressure equation, Eq. (78);
Coecients ei of the saturation pressure equation, Eq. (79)
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5.5.1 Experimental Setup
A further step with regard to the build up of a FC test bench is represented by the de-
velopment of an appropriate gas humidication system. The envisaged MEAs are based on
XL−SPEEK as PEM material with working temperatures> 100℃. Based on the structural dif-
ference compared with Naon, MEAs based on sPEEK are supposed to need a higher amount
of residual water to maintain a high proton conductivity [? ? ]. Hence, the requirements
for the gas humidication system are dened as the followings:
a) maximum dewpoint in the range 90–95 ℃ for gas ow rates between
25–1000 mLmin ,
b) ambient working pressure,
c) gases to be humidied: oxygen & hydrogen,
d) adjustment of the RH at the humidier outlet and
e) independent humidication of both gas streams.
The system of choice meeting the above−mentioned requirements and the budget costs is
identied as a gas bubbler system. A schematic draft of the humidier as well as a picture
of the laboratory setup are represented in Figure 61 and Figure 60, respectively.
Figure 60: Laboratory setup for the humidication of hydrogen and oxygen based on a gas bubbler.
Accordingly, each humidication channel consists of a water reservoir held under boil-
ing conditions, a gas bubbling device, a condensation unit and an independently heated
outlet.
The water reservoir is maintained under boiling conditions using a laboratory heater
system from Horst GmbH (Lorsch, Germany) (Horst). The initially dry gas (DP< −20 ℃)
is saturated by bubbling through the boiling, deionized water increasing therefore its DP
to ∼ 100 ℃. The DP adjustment is realized in the following condensation unit consisting
of a stainless steel tubular cooler LGT−2 from M&C TechGroup (Düsseldorf, Germany)
(MC). Gas tightness at the glassy ask/metal tubular cooler junction is assured employing a
specic at gasket based on silicone rubber. Inside the tubular cooler the vapor−saturated
gas passes a 9−fold pipe bundle, surrounded by a water−cooled jacket. The application of
high precision circulation laboratory thermostats, namely a FP 45 from Julabo and a Proline
RP 1845 from Lauda, assures an accuracy better then 0.1 ℃ in terms of DP (see Section
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Figure 61: Schematic representation of a gas humidication channel, based on the bubbler method.
5.5.2). To avoid condensation of the humidied gas in the column head of the tubular cooler
and/or in the pipe outlet both are heated independently. The column head is thermo−set to
Supporting information:
• 3 L ask as water
reservoir:
• gas dispersion via frit
with porosity
100–160 µm
• technical schemes of
the tubular cooler:[? ]
110 ℃ using a heating jacket from Horst. The pipe outlet is heated 5–10 ℃ higher then the
corresponding DP using a high exible heating cord from Horst in combination with a PID
temperature controller from Omega and a type K thermocouple. Acquisition and control of
the entire humidication setup are realized by the use of an especially−developed software,
based on LV.
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5.5.2 Evaluation & Discussion
Evaluation of the gas humidication system is carried out using two routes. In a rst test
the temperature distribution along the humidier is determined, which is followed by a
second test dealing with DP measurements at the pipe outlet.
For the determination of the temperature distribution within the humidier a exible
NiCr/Ni thermocouple is inserted into the gas humidication system entering from the
pipe outlet up to the surface of the water reservoir. The corresponding testing conditions
are indicated in the right page margin. The thermocouple is allowed to reach quasi−
stationarity before reading the corresponding temperature (e. g. in between 15–20 s). In
a next step the thermocouple is moved up 1 cm within the humidier. The procedure is
repeated in an analogous way to obtain a detailed temperature prole.
Testing conditions:
• set DP: 75 ℃
• gas ow rate:
200 SCCM–N2
• column head:
110 ℃
• pipe outlet:
80 ℃
• time before start:
3 h
Figure 62: Representation of the temperature distribution along the gas humidier, while operated
at a DP of 75 ℃ and a N2 gas ow rate of 200 SCCM.
Figure 62 shows the results for the temperature distribution along the humidier. The
temperature prole shows clearly that the saturated vapor enters the condensation unit
with a temperature ∼ 100 ℃. Within the rst 5 cm the saturated vapor is cooled to the
desired DP indicating a sucient cooling capacity of the employed circulation thermostats.
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Up to the column head a very uniform temperature distribution is observed. Condensation
phenomena at the column head is not possible, due to its appropriate heating. Inside the
outlet pipes an uniform temperature of the humidied gas is observed. In sum, the carried
out measurements evaluate the envisaged humidication method.
In a further step the accuracy of the humidication system is investigated by means
of DP measurements. The dewpoint measurements are realized at the pipe outlet using an
Optidew Vision dewpoint mirror from Michell Instruments Ltd. (Cambridgeshire, England)
(Michell) (see Figure 63).
Figure 63: Laboratory setup for the dewpoint evaluation measurements. The dewpoint mirror is
placed after the pipe outlet replacing the fuel cell housing.
A representative result is obtained by comparison of the set DP with the experimentally
determined one as function of the applied gas ow rate.
Supporting Information:
• applied N2 ow rates:
25 SCCM
50 SCCM
100 SCCM
500 SCCM
900 SCCM
• set DPs:
25 ℃
65 ℃
75 ℃
85 ℃
90 ℃
95 ℃
Figure 64: Graph showing the measured DP (purple line) as function of applied N2 gas ow rate
(blue line).
To assure quasi−stationarity, after a change in DP, the system is allowed at least 30 min
to equilibrate before the N2 gas ow rate is changed. In Figure 64 the obtained evalua-
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tion results are represented. In this context, the humidication system oers a typical DP
changing rate of 2.5 Kmin for the heating and 1.3
K
min for the cooling, respectively. The
good accordance between the set and the determined DP is clearly seen. In addition, the DP
is not inuenced by the N2 ow rate. Starting from these results the accuracy of the hu-
midication system is calculated by averaging the measured dewpoint over the entire gas
ow rate range. The corresponding results are summarized in Table 16. Within the testing
conditions the outstanding performance of the build up humidication system, assuring
an accuracy of at least 0.02 ◦C in terms of dewpoint is revealed.
Tdew Tpipe Tmirror
℃ ℃ ℃
25.000± 0.018 40 45
65.000± 0.005 70 75
75.000± 0.011 80 85
85.000± 0.006 90 95
90.000± 0.003 95 100
95.000± 0.003 100 105
Table 16: Average DPs including standard deviation and the corresponding temperatures of the out-
let pipes and the dewpoint mirror.
5.5.3 Alternative Methods for Gas Humidication
Apart from the presented humidication system also other methods are possible, but were
discarded because of the high acquisition costs. These include direct evaporators using a
heated chamber or a misting devices employing ultrasonic to create water micro droplets
injected into the reactant streams. For PEMFC applications, where the proton conductivity
of the PEM is less dependent on a high humidication level employing operating tempera-
ture well below 100 ℃ also the very compact and economic alternative based on bundled
Naon® tubes is possible.
6
N E W C O N C E P T G A S D I F F U S I O N E L E C T R O D E S
One of the main objectives of the LOLIPEM project deals with the replacement of the
state−of−the−art PEM material Naon® due to its high production and disposal costs [?
? ? ? ? ], its loss of proton conductivity at high temperature and RH [? ? ] and consequently
its lack of durability, especially at a temperature > 80 ℃ [? ? ] (see also Section 1). For
this purpose the introduction of stabilized PFSA and cross−linked SAP as alternative PEM
materials is assumed to be advantageous.
The replacement of the PEM material has a far−reaching eect on the GDE preparation
method. As already described in Section 4.3.3, the general introduction of the ionomer in
the CL has a performance increasing eect since more Pt catalyst particles are electrochem-
ically available due to the improved 3−phase contact.
Therefore, the change of PEM material also implies the replacement of the ionomer in-
side the CL. It has to be mentioned though that signicant research activities were devoted
to Naon® as PEM material but comparatively less research for the development of the
ionomer−containing CL [? ]. In the case that non−compatible materials are employed as PEM
and as ionomer binder inside the CL a dierent hydratization/dehydratization behavior of
the materials during FC operation is expected. This may lead to an increase in the GDE/PEM
interface resistance caused by micro/macro delamination due to the dierent swelling be-
havior. As a result, a lost in lifetime and long−term performance is expected [? ? ? ].
The conventional preparation route for GDEs is based on a catalyst ink which is applied
on the GDL or the PEM by coating, spraying or printing techniques (see Section 4.3.3). Until
today, the disadvantages related to conventionally prepared CL are the followings.
• Since the Pt catalyst is statistically distributed within the CL up to 30 % of the elec-
trocatalyst is not available for reaction due to the lack of contact to the 3−phase zone
and is thus wasted [? ? ].
• Poor electrochemical kinetics particularly for the rate determining ORR. Electrochem-
ical kinetics are strongly inuenced by the activity of the electrocatalyst, i. e. by the
electrocatalyst particle size, the surface morphology and the bonding to the carbon
support and to the ionomer phase. These are responsible for the signicant voltage
losses in the low current region.
• Flooding of the porous GDE especially occurring at the cathode side under high cur-
rent density loads, causing mass transport problems and thus leading to a sharp volt-
age decrease.
Additional disadvantages may arise from the introduction of SAP materials such as sPEEK in
the CL. As a consequence, SAP−containing GDEs feature signicant lower FC performance
compared with PFSA−based GDEs [? ? ? ? ]. By contrast to Naon®, which is available as dis-
persion, sPEEK forms polymer solutions [? ]. So, the unfolded polymer chains tend to cover
the Pt nanoparticles during the conventional CL preparation. The lower gas permeability
of sPEEK materials compared with Naon®, which is on the one hand advantageous for the
application as PEM, increases on the other hand signicantly the mass transport limitation
within the CL for the case that the electrocatalyst is covered and is therefore considered as
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disadvantageous. Furthermore, the lower hydrophobicity of the sPEEK polymer backbone
(see also Section 4.2.2) necessitates the introduction of an additional hydrophobizing agent
such as PEG! or PTFE [? ]. Beside the hydrophobizing eect, the introduction of PTFE within
the CL is advantageous due to its higher oxygen permeability compared with sPEEK [? ? ? ].
The above mentioned points clearly show that the GDE improvement is an interdisci-
plinary challenge, essentially dealing with the development of electrocatalyst deposition
techniques as well as the development of porous CL. By contrast to most papers cited in lit-
erature, which are focusing on one of these topics, the aim of this work is the simultaneous
advancement of Pt electrodeposition and optimization of sPEEK−containing CL. As a direct
consequence the increase of the 3−phase zone contact and the improved mass transport
properties are expected to increase the FC performance.
A schematic representation of the preparation steps of a GDE is shown in Figure 65.
Figure 65: Schematic representation of the two conventionally used routes for the production of
GDEs in our research group. Starting from the GDL, an ink containing the carbon support,
the ionomer and optionally a hydrophobizing agent is coated thereon. After a drying
step the Pt precursor is added via impregnation, which is followed by a further drying
step. The Pt nanocatalyst is nally formed applying a PPED technique (yellow route).
Alternatively, the ionomer is added in via an additional impregnation step before the
electrodeposition of the catalyst (green route).
6.1 screening for gas diffusion layer
6.1.1 Experimental
Firstly, work is devoted to the screening of commercially available GDLs representing the
substrate for the CL. In order to identify the most appropriate GDL for the further GDE devel-
opment GDLs with and without MPL are purchased from Freudenberg FCCT KG (Weinheim,
Germany) (Freudenberg) and investigated. In this context,
H2315 CX165, H2315 I2 C8 and H2315 I3 CX190, specied by the supplier as optimized
for PEMFC and diering only in the specication of the MPL, are employed. In addition, a
MPL−free carbon ber paper (H2315 T10A) is used. The GDL materials are characterized by
means of CVCs. For this purpose the GDLs are coated with a standard Naon®−containing
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ink and impregnated afterwards with a Pt precursor (H2PtCl6). A catalyst loading of
0.5mg–Pt
cm2
is realized by electrochemical reduction of the Pt precursor using the PPED tech-
nique, which is described more in detail in Section 6.5.2. The MEA is assembled by hot
pressing employing the prepared GDEs as anode, a Naon®212 membrane from DuPont as
PEM and an ELE0070 from JM (4mg–Pt
cm2
) as cathode. Moreover the standard hot pressing
parameters for Naon®−based MEAs are employed. For the fully commercial benchmark
MEA the self–prepared anode is replaced by a JM ELE0162 anode (0.43mg–Pt
cm2
). CVCs are
investigated at 75 ℃.
6.1.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 66: CVCs of MEAs based on Naon®212. As anodes either self−developed GDEs based on var-
ious GDL or a JM ELE0162 are used. For all MEAs an ELE0070 cathode from JM is em-
ployed. The polarization result for the fully commercial benchmark is represented by
squares. The circles represent the current/voltage results for the MPL−free H2315 T10A
GDL, whereas triangles, diamonds and hexagons are related to MPL−containing GDLs. De-
tailed information on the CVC operating conditions are available on top of the graph.
Figure 66 summarizes the experimentally obtained polarization curves as function of
the employed anode. The commercial JM benchmark MEA exhibit the best current/volt-
age performance. The graph clearly shows that among the self−made GDEs the one based
on the MPL−free GDL oers the highest performance. Furthermore, in the low current re-
gion (< 0.3 A
cm2
) a slightly better performance compared with the JM benchmark is ob-
served, which is mainly attributed to the better catalytic activity of the electrodeposited Pt
nanoparticles. The higher ohmic overpotential in the linear part of the polarization curve
(0.3–1.4 A
cm2
) is related to an increased ohmic resistance that is possibly arising from
the non−optimized CL morphology. For all MPL−containing GDLs signicant lower perfor-
mances are observed. In this context, the tested GDLs varied in the specication of the
superimposed MPL in terms of hydrophobicity and porosity. Hence, theH2315 CX165 GDL
is discarded for further use due to the low performance.H2315 I3 CX190 andH2315 I2 C8
show a lower performance over the entire CVC compared with the MPL−free GDL as well
as to the JM MEA. This is mainly attributed to an increased mass transport limitation. The
superimposition of a further layer onto an already existing MPL has apparently a negative
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eect on the overall porous structure resulting in an increased ohmic and mass transport
resistance and therefore a decreased fuel cell performance especially at intermediate and
high current densities. Since the best results in terms of fuel cell performance are obtained
using a GDL without MPL, a carbon paper from Toray is chosen for the future GDE prepara-
tion development. Namely the carbon paper TPG−H−90 from Toray is used, with a thickness
amounting to 280 µm and a porosity of 78% (see also Figure 29).
6.2 optimization of speek−containing microporous layers
The method of choice for the preparation of a new concept GDE with an improved catalytic
activity and a reduced amount of electrochemically inactivePt is based on a PPED technique.
Therefore, the preliminary introduction of a MPL on top of the GDL oering the below listed
features is considered as mandatory.
• Excellent electronic conductivity to minimize the electrical resistance of the addi-
tional porous layer.
• Optimized porosity to ensure an enhanced supply of the reactant gases to the elec-
trodeposited catalyst particles.
• Appropriate hydrophobicity to avoid water ooding of the MPL during high current
density loads.
• Introduction of the ionomer, acting as binder for the carbon support and improving
the 3−phase contact of the electrochemically deposited Pt particles.
• Uniform thickness of the applied layer to avoid MEA delamination and a
non−homogeneous through−plane resistance.
The aforementioned points clearly show that the optimization of the porous layer, in which
the electrocatalyst is embedded in a further step, is essential for an improved catalytic
activity, low electrical resistance and good mass transport.
6.2.1 Experimental
As shown in Figure 65 the rst step in the preparation of a GDE is related to the addition of
the MPL, implying the preparation of a so−called ink. By contrast to conventional inks, that
include the electrocatalyst in terms of Pt/C, the ink employed for the preparation of the
new concept GDE consists of a dispersion agent, a high surface area carbon and optionally
a hydrophobizing agent such as PTFE. Moreover, that the ionomer binder is added either
directly to the ink or via an additional impregnation step (see Figure 65).
For sPEEK−containing inks an appropriate dispersion agent is characterized in a rst step.
For this purpose dispersion agents oering a good dispersion capacity and a minimum of
Employed materials:
• IPA HPLC grade
(Sigma) CAS: 67–63–0
• EG p. a. (Sigma)
CAS 107–21–1
• DMSO HPLC grade
(Sigma) CAS: 67–68–5
• DMAc HPLC grade
(Sigma); CAS: 127–19–5
• SPEEK bers
(Fumatech) (IEC=1.91)
• PTFE dispersion (Sigma)
(60 w%)
CAS: 9002–84–0
• Ensaco 350G conductive
carbon (Timcal)
CAS: 1333–86–4
• TGP−H–90 carbon
paper (Torray)
toxicity are tested, such as Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA), Ethylene Glycol (EG) and DMSO. The
interaction between the dispersion medium, the sPEEK precursor and the hydrophobizing
agent is tested by mixing the aforesaid components in a 77 : 18 : 1 ratio (see Figure 67a)).
For this purpose a sPEEK solution is prepared by dissolving sPEEK bers from Fumatech
(IEC = 1.91) in DMAc to obtain a 5% solution per weight of sPEEK.
PTFE is employed as commercially available aqueous dispersion from Sigma−Aldrich
Laborchemikalien GmbH (Seelze, Germany) (Sigma) with a PTFE concentration of 60% per
weight.
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Figure 67a) clearly shows the formation of a white sediment in the case that EG or DMSO
are used as dispersion agents. For the case that IPA is employed the formation of a stable,
milky−white dispersion is observed for at least 1 h. Further tests investigating a mix of
the dispersion medium with either a sPEEK solution in a 77 : 18 ratio (see Figure 67b))
or with a PTFE dispersion in a 77 : 1 ratio (see Figure 67c)) reveal that the initially ob-
served white sediment is most likely related to the sedimentation of PTFE in case that EG
or DMSO are utilized. Consequently, pure IPA is chosen as dispersion medium of choice for
all sPEEK−containing MPL precursor inks.
Figure 67: Dispersions test images. a) Mix of the dispersion agent, sPEEK solution and PTFE disper-
sion in a 77 : 18 : 1 ratio showing the formation of a milky−white sediment in case that
EG or DMSO are used as dispersion agent. b) Mix of dispersion medium and sPEEK in a
77 : 18 ratio. c) Mix of dispersion agent and PTFE in a 77 : 1 ratio.
In a next step the ink preparation route as well as the solid fraction are optimized. The
optimization of the ink recipe is done with emphasis on ink homogeneity, ink stability and
dispersion quality. The solid fraction of the ink is adjusted to obtain a homogeneous MPL
after coating and drying.
Preparation Route for
SPEEK−Containing Inks
For standard ink preparation half of the necessary amount of IPA is poured into a plastic
baker. In a rst step the PTFE dispersion and the high surface area carbon Ensaco 350G
from TIMCAL Graphite & Carbon Ltd. (Bodio, Switzerland) (Timcal) are added. Initial dis-
persion of the components is carried out using ultrasonication for 5 min. After adding
the remaining IPA and optionally the sPEEK solution (5 w% in DMAc) the ink is vigorously
stirred at 20, 000 rpm for 45 min using a dispersing unit from IKA−Werke GmbH & CO.
KG (Staufen, Germany) (IKA) (T 25 digital ULTRA−TURRAX®). To avoid thermally induced
evaporation of the dispersion agent during stirring, and consequently a change in solid frac-
tion, the ink container is cooled down to room temperature employing a thermo−set water
bath. Additionally, a specic silicon−sealed lid is used. After 45min of stirring the rotation
speed is diminished to 10, 000 rpm and maintained constant until the further processing
of the ink. Irrespective of whether sPEEK is directly added to the ink or via an additional
impregnation step the weighted amounts related to the ink preparation are chosen in or-
der to maintain a 7.5/1.5/1 weight ratio between carbon, sPEEK and PTFE with regard to
the dry MPL, which is found to be a convenient ratio in terms of hydrophobicity, ionic and
electrical conductivity [? ? ? ].
Ink Coating
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Previously performed work by Jens Mitzel et al. dealing with the optimization of
Naon®−based MPLs revealed that the use of a spiral lm applicator (see schematic repre-
sentation in the page margin) is more desirable in terms of layer homogeneity and uniform
MPL thickness distribution by contrast to the quadruple lm applicator [38, 37]. Conven-
Schematic representa-
tion of a spiral lm ap-
plicator.
Schematic representa-
tion of the spiral blade
coating principle assur-
ing a homogeneous dis-
tribution of the wet
layer.
tionally, a spiral blade consists of a metal bar, whereon a wire of dened thickness is coiled
(see schematic representation in the page margin). For ink application the spiral blade is
pressed onto the carbon paper TGP−H–90, which is xed on the glass plate of a Coatmas-
ter 509C from ERICHSEN GmbH & Co. KG (Hemer, Germany) (Erichsen) (see Figure 68).
By using an ink of appropriate viscosity a homogeneous coating layer is formed when the
crests and troughs run into each other. A spiral blade (width = 220 mm) for a wet layer
thickness of 200 µm is employed. The typically drawn down speed amounts 5 mms .
Figure 68: Image showing the utilized Coatmaster 509C from Erichsen.
Ink Drying Drying of the samples is done in two steps. In a rst step the GDL containing the wet
MPL is dried overnight, preferably at pressures in the range of 1–0.1 mbar. In a second
step the sample is heated overnight in an oven to remove residual dispersion agent. The
drying parameters are chosen as function of the dispersion agent. For purely IPA−based
inks drying is done at 80 ℃ for 30 min, whereas MPLs containing also DMAc are dried for
24 h at the same temperature.
SPEEK
Impregnation
For the case that sPEEK is added, via an additional impregnation step (see Figure 65) a
sPEEK−free MPL solely consisting of high surface area carbon and PTFE is added on the GDL.
In this case PTFE sintering is achieved by heating the coated GDL at 220℃, 280℃ and 360℃,
each for 30 min. The ionomer solution is brought then into the carbon/PTFE layer using
the dip−coating technique. To this end, the prepared MPL−coated GDL is immersed into a
sPEEK solution as schematically represented in Figure 69. For this purpose the appropriate
amount of 5 wt% sPEEK solution (to obtain 15 % of sPEEK in the dry MPL) is diluted with
2 mL of DMAc and is equally distributed into a leveled impregnation vessel. Elimination of
supplement DMAc is done at 80 ℃ as aforestated.
6.2.2 Results and Discussion
To identify an appropriate ink composition oering both good dispersion properties and a
homogeneous MPL with improved mass transport, three sPEEK−containing inks with a solid
fraction ranging from 2.7–9.9 % are prepared following the aforementioned ink prepara-
tion route. The compositions of the investigated inks are summarized in Table 17.
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Figure 69: Schematic representation of the sPEEK addition into the MPL via impregnation. The GDL
coated with the C and PTFE−consisting MPL is immersed into a leveled vessel containing
sPEEK, which is dissolved in DMAc.
Mass / g Ink A Ink B Ink C
IPA 41.8 38.9 20.5
Ensaco 350G 0.9 2.0 1.6
PTFE (60 w%) 0.325 0.455 0.570
sPEEK (5 w%) 3.9 8.2 6.9
solid fraction / % 2.7 5.5 9.9
Table 17: Compositions of the inks A, B and C, including the associated solid fractions.
With increasing solid fraction of the ink a remarkable increase in the ink viscosity is
observed. Moreover, ink A shows a watery behavior whereas ink C with a solid fraction of
9.9% is pasty. For all investigated solid fractions a good dispersion quality, which implied
the absence of both visible agglomerates and segregation by sedimentation for at least
30 min, is observed. Coating experiments using ink A and ink B result in a homogeneous
wet layer. For ink C, non−homogeneity is already observed on the wet layer, as shown in
Figure 70.
Figure 70: Image showing the coating result for ink C on a Toray carbon paper. The wet layer is char-
acterized by a non−homogeneous ink distribution onto the carbon paper. The presence
of visible grooves indicates a too viscous ink.
Figure 71 shows images of the dry MPLs related to ink A, B and C. As already stated for
the wet layer the high solid fraction of ink C leads to a non−homogeneous MPL appearance
causing aking of the coating. A reduction of the solid fraction to 5.5 % has a benecial
eect in terms of MPL appearance. Nevertheless, the presence of visible grooves discarded
the related ink composition from further investigation. Best results with regard to visible
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homogeneity are obtained with ink A, characterized by a reduced solid fraction of 2.7 %.
A tabular summary rating the ink and the MPL quality is given in Table 18. Further experi-
ments show that best results are obtained with inks possessing a solid fraction in the range
of 2–2.5% [? ].
Figure 71: Images of the prepared dry MPLs originating from the coating of inks with dierent solid
fractions. Best results with regard to MPL homogeneity are obtained using an ink with
2.7 % of solid fraction (a). An increase in the ink’s solid fraction to 5.5 % (b) and 9.9 %
(c) results in the disadvantageous formation of grooves and even in aking of the applied
MPL.
Ink A Ink B Ink C
dispersion stability ++ ++ ++
viscosity aqueous medium pasty
wet layer quality ++ ++ -
dry layer quality ++ + -
Table 18: Summary of select parameters characterizing the ink and MPL quality as function of the
solid fraction of the corresponding precursor ink. Symbols: ++: good; +: acceptable and
−: discarded
Schematic representa-
tion of the punching
patterns for the MPL
weight distribution
analysis.
In addition to the visual analysis, the MPL weight distribution is used as further quality
index. For this purpose 12 circles, each with a diameter of 16 mm, are punched from a
rectangular MPL−coated GDL (70 mm× 150 mm) using a hollow punch. The MPL loading
LMPL is obtained by subtraction of the GDL weight per unit area (12.3 mgcm2 ) from the total
weight of unit area of the circle. To assure a representative result the punch positions are
evenly distributed over the surface area (see schematic representation in the page margin).
The results of the weight analysis are summarized by a color−mapped plot and a table in
Figure 72. Both reveal a statistic weight distribution of the MPL along the GDL surface. For
the applied ink, possessing a solid fraction of 2.2 %, an average MPL loading of 0.84 mg
cm2
is obtained, the relative deviation is 5.4 % and indicates a good homogeneity of the MPL
in terms of mass distribution. This result underlines the visual observation. So, a reduc-
tion of the ink’s solid fraction has a benecial eect on the MPL weight distribution and
homogeneity.
Furthermore, the MPL surface morphology is investigated by means of light microscopy
(see Figure 73) and SEM analysis (see Figure 74). Light microscopy images are recorded us-
ing a Nikon Instruments Inc (Melville, USA) (Nikon) SMZ 800 optic and aDS–2Mvmodule
for picture capturing. SEM images are obtained using a JXA 840A from JOEL GmbH (Ech-
ing, Germany) (Joel) with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV . From both techniques the mud-
crack structure of the coated MPL is clearly observable. The mudcrack structure is thought
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Pos N◦ mMPL/mg
1 0.86
2 0.89
3 0.79
4 0.84
5 0.80
6 0.84
7 0.76
8 0.83
9 0.89
10 0.91
11 0.85
12 0.87
mean 0.84± 0.04
dev 5.4%
Figure 72: Color−mapped plot representing the MPL weight distribution on the GDL. The color scale
on the right of the plot indicates the dierent MPL loadings. A tabular summary of the
mass loadings including the averaged loading and its standard deviation is given on the
right side.
to improve the transport of the reactant and water across the MPL and therefore to reduce
the mass transport related voltage losses at high current densities [? ]. Generally, a mud-
crack is obtained by tuning the ink’s solid fraction, using an appropriate dispersion agent
and optimizing the drying conditions in terms of time and temperature. From SEM images
(see Figure 74) typical crack widths in the range of 20–40 µm are revealed. Typical MPL
thickness amounts to 18–25 µm and is investigated by means of cross−sectional SEM im-
ages of a complete MEA (see Figure 75).
Figure 73: Light microscopy images of a typical sPEEK−containing MPL recorded at a 1−fold, 3−fold
and a 6.3−fold magnication. The corresponding scale is indicated top right of each im-
age.
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Figure 74: SEM images of the sPEEK−containing MPL. a) 100−fold magnication, b) 1, 900−fold mag-
nication. Additional information on acceleration voltage and scale are summarized at
the bottom of the images.
Figure 75: Cross−sectional SEM image (190−fold magnication) of a MEA consisting of a
sPEEK−containing GDE.
6.3 optimization of nafion−containing microporous layers
The optimization of Naon®−containing MPLs is carried out in collaboration with Jens
Mitzel et al. in a preliminary step. A detailed overview of the development process includ-
ing the screening for an appropriate coating technique, ink composition and ink solid frac-
tion is given in literature [38, 37]. Additional optimization is done with regard to the ink
preparation route, which is chosen similar to the already described for sPEEK−containing
inks. The method basically consists of dispersing the Naon® and the high surface area
carbon black in IPA using vigorous stirring and ultrasonication in a sealed vessel, which is
thermo−set to room temperature. The resulting precursor ink is coated onto a GDL by using
a 200 µm spiral blade (width = 220 mm) and then dried. A comparison of characteristic
parameters related to Naon® and sPEEK−containing MPLs is available in Table 19.
6.4 platinum precursor impregnation
A further step on the pathway to the preparation of the new concept GDE is the impregna-
tion of the MPL−coated GDL with an appropriate Pt precursor (see Figure 65). For this pur-
pose Pt is preferably employed quadrivalently using the Hexachloroplatinic Acid (HCPA)
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Naon® MPL SPEEK MPL
solid fraction ink % 6.8 2–2.5
average MPL thickness µm 45 18–25
average MPL loading mg
cm2
1.7 0.8
ionomer content % 35 15
carbon content % 55 75
PTFE content % 10 10
Table 19: Typical parameters characterizing Naon® and sPEEK−based MPLs.
(H2PtCl6). In a rst step a precursor solution is prepared by dissolving the appropriate
amount of HCPA in IPA, which is in a HPLC! (HPLC!) grade. Analogous to the impregnation
with sPEEK (see Section 6.2) the solution is equally distributed into a leveled vessel. The
sample to be impregnated is then dipped, with the MPL side rst, into the precursor solu-
tion (see Figure 69). Drying of the sample is done overnight under vacuum (10−1 mbar).
To avoid humidity induced migration of the Pt precursor within the MPL the samples are
stored under vacuum in desiccators until the deposition process. Immediately prior the
electrochemical deposition the samples are removed from the desiccator and are stored
over n−hexane before mounting them in the deposition housing. The described impregna-
tion method goes along with an average Pt loss of around 10–15%. It has to be mentioned
that an optimization of the impregnation process is considered as mandatory before its use
in order to signicantly decrease the noble metal precursor loss.
6.5 electrochemical catalyst deposition techniqes
Conventionally, the catalyst in commercial GDEs for H2–PEMFC application is represented
by a nano−sized noble metal – most preferably Pt – which is bond to a high surface area
carbon support (Pt/C). The statistically distributed supported catalyst forms together with
the ionomer binder, the PTFE hydrophobizing agent and the non−functionalized conduc-
tive carbon the microporous catalyst layer. According to a literature−based estimation the
statistical distribution decreases the amount of electrochemically active catalyst particles,
available for all 3−phases (see Figure 7), by around 30% [? ].
A convenient way to increase the amount of electrochemically active catalyst particles
is represented by an electrochemical−based deposition of the noble metal particles exclu-
sively in the 3−phase zone. Apart from an increase in the catalyst utilization degree further
Exemplary galvanos-
tatic pulse prole. The
duty cycle is dened as
ratio between ton and
the total pulse time
(ton + toff).
key requirements are deposition of nano−sized metal particles oering a low degree of ag-
glomeration and a narrow particle size distribution in order to maximize both availability
and reaction surface area for the electrochemical conversion in the FC. Furthermore, the
electrochemical deposition of the catalyst oer the possibility to investigate separately the
MPL optimization and the catalyst introduction, which is not possible for the conventional
process.
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6.5.1 The Galvanostatic Electrodeposition
In the case that constant current is used for the electrochemical deposition, the undesired
formation of big particles with a high degree of agglomeration is thermodynamically fa-
vored, since the overpotential for the deposition of a metal particle on an existing metal
surface is signicantly lower compared with the deposition on the carbon surface. There-
fore, the use of a pulsed prole characterized by short on−times (ton) and high current
densities favored the formation of new metal nucleation sites instead of the growth on
already existing ones [? ].
In principle the noble metal precursor for the electrochemical deposition process is em-
ployed either by means of a galvanic bath or a precursor layer.
Liquid Electrolyte
Electrodeposition
Facts:
• 5–10 nm Pt
crystallite size [? 37]
• FC performance
0.02–0.15 A
cm2
at
650 mV [? 37]
• only for small
loadings
• catalyst
agglomeration
• Coulomb eciency
< 1%
• expensive
A galvanic bath generally consists of aPt salt, which is dissolved in sulfuric or hydrochlo-
ric acid, and acts thus as both ionic Pt reservoir for the electrodeposition and electrolyte.
A schematic representation of an electrodeposition process based on a galvanic bath is rep-
resented in Figure 76. Conventionally, the MPL−coated GDL is used as cathode, where the
Pt ions are reduced, at the Counter Electrode (CE), which is represented either as bulk Pt
or as Pt−plated material such as Ti expanded metal, water is oxidized to oxygen [? ]. The
convenient use of a Reference Electrode (RE) is only possible in case that small electrodes
of some cm2 are employed, for larger electrodes as preferably used in FCs this is not nec-
essarily applicable [? ? ]. Since the potential of the RE, where the OER! (OER!) takes place,
is strongly dependent on the applied current density the deposition process is typically
operated using a pulsed galvanostatic technique. Due to the lack of potential control the
competing HER! (HER!) takes place, signicantly lowering the Coulomb eciency to val-
ues below 1 % [37]. In this disadvantageous case the produced hydrogen reduces the Pt
precursor chemically leading to catalyst particles not necessarily in the 3−phase zone [?
? ]. Further disadvantages of this method arise from the high catalyst particle agglomera-
tion tendency for Pt loadings > 0.2mg–Pt
cm2
. Furthermore, the elevated costs related to the
recycling of the usually toxic galvanic baths and the waste of the expensive Pt precursor
prevents from making this technique the method of choice for nano catalyst deposition for
GDEs [? ? ? ].
Internal Development In order to lower the waste of Pt compared with the conventional galvanic bath process
Keller et al. used a MPL−coated GDL, which is preliminary impregnated with a Pt precursor
such as H2PtCl6. One of the advantages related to this precursor−based method is that
the nal amount of Pt in the GDE is already predened by the impregnation step. Sulfuric
acid (0.5–1 M) without any Pt precursor is used as electrolyte. The electrodeposition is
characterized by a typical pulse current density amounting to 1 A
cm2
with a duty cycle of
50 % and an on−time (ton) amounting to 0.5 ms [? ? ]. The initial process dealing with
surface areas in the order of 1 cm2 is upscaled by Mitzel et al. to geometrical GDE surfaces
up to 50 cm2 [37]. In both cases the deposited catalyst particles suer from particle ag-
glomeration. Furthermore, an increase in crystallite size of the deposited Pt particles with
increasing Pt loading is observed, going along with a reduction of EASA.
The elevated humidity at the WE, where the Pt reduction reaction takes place, is considered
in this connection a critical parameter. An improvement with regard to a reduced agglom-
eration tendency is expected in the case that the liquid electrolyte is separated from the
WE by means of a proton conducting membrane, preferably Naon®115, decreasing the
migration tendency of the Pt precursor ions (as represented in Figure 76). Consequently,
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Figure 76: Schematic representation showing the dierent development stages of the catalyst elec-
trodeposition technique using a liquid electrolyte. Top left the conventional process is
represented implying a MPL−coated GDLs and Pt ion−containing galvanic bath. In a rst
work the galvanic bath is replaced by a Pt−free acid electrolyte, the Pt precursor is
brought directly in the MPL by means of impregnation (top right). In a further work the di-
rect contact to the liquid phase is avoided by the use of a PEM, preferably Naon® (down
right).
a modied setup for the galvanostatic deposition is proposed by Mitzel et al., where the CE
is placed in direct contact to the PEM surface using sulfuric acid (1M) as electrolyte.
Optimization is done with emphasis on minimizing of the crystallite particle size and
agglomeration degree, where the corresponding characterization is based on XRD, TEM and
EASA measurements. The use of a pulsed prole with ton = 0.1 ms and toff = 0.5 ms in
combination with a pulse current density of 0.8 A
cm2
is found to give the best results. Fur-
ther optimization is done in order to reduce the inuence of the water lm formation on the
WE side during the deposition process due to the elevated water drag. For this purpose the
MPL−coated and Pt−impregnated sample is soaked with n−hexane. The additional reduc-
tion of aqueous water results in a diminution of the agglomeration degree, in a reduction of
the Pt crystallite size from 10 nm to 7 nm and in a 30% increase in the EASA. Further ex-
periments deal with the use of a non−hygroscopic Pt(II) precursor, namely K2PtCl4 and
the introduction of additives such as saccharin and sodiumdodecylsulfate. Saccharin is a
grain rener, which is employed generally to reduce the crystallite size, whereas sodium-
dodecylsulfate blocks the metal surface and reduces therefore actively the agglomeration
tendency. This additional changes decrease the crystallite size to 4–5 nm and increase the
EASA to 344 cm2mg–Pt . The benecial eect of the applied changes is observed in the signif-
icant increase in EASA compared with the initial parameters. A comparative plot dealing
with the EASA as function of the Pt loading is shown in Figure 77. For both techniques
a signicant decrease in EASA with increasing Pt loading is observed. Since the crystal-
lite particle size is not signicantly inuenced by the Pt loading the decrease in EASA is
attributed to the agglomeration of the catalyst particles. Nevertheless the improvement
of the EASA by the optimization of the galvanostatic testing conditions, a lack of catalyst
performance is still present especially for Pt loadings > 0.5mg–Pt
cm2
, which excluded the
technique for GDE preparation for DMFCs and H2–PEMFCs. Furthermore, the comparison
with the commercially available catalyst from JM reveals a non−competitive EASA (see Fig-
ure 77). In combination with the marginal Coulomb eciencies in the order < 1 % and
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Figure 77: Plot showing the EASAs as function of the Pt loading and the galvanostatic deposition
techniques. For the optimized process signicantly higher EASA is observed indicating
a lower degree of agglomeration as well as smaller crystallite size compared with the
initial deposition parameters. A commercial benchmark based on a HiSPEC 9100 car-
bon−supported Pt catalyst has been added to the diagram for comparison purposes.
the lower FC performance compared with the benchmark system emphasis is given on the
development of a potentiostatic driven technique avoiding the use of any liquid electrolyte.
6.5.2 The Pulsed Potentiostatic Electrodeposition
In order to overcome the aforesaid disadvantages related to the galvanostatic catalyst de-
position a new potentiostatic technique is proposed by Mitzel et al. [38]. The aim during
its development is the elimination of deposition conditions, which are identied as critical
for an improved FC performance. The requirements are dened as:
• Control of the potential between the WE and the CE to avoid hydrogen evolution in
the course of the deposition.
• Absence of any liquid electrolyte to minimize the precursor ion migration tendency
and to avoid the formation of an additional ionomer phase.
• Method transferable to geometrical surfaces > 50 cm2.
The developed method for the deposition of Pt catalysts employed the FC housing pre-
sented in Section 5.2. The absence of a liquid electrolyte is realized by the use of a solid
PEM, preferably a Naon®115 membrane. A reduction in membrane thickness is assumed
to be advantageous in terms of ionic conductivity but is supposed to exhibit a higher
hydrogen permeability, which is classied as strongly disadvantageous. Nevertheless, to
maintain the proton conductivity of the Naon® membrane the anode side is humidied
(DP = 25 ℃). The provided water vapor is sucient to humidify the PEM but is too low to
form a non−desired liquid water lm at WE surface. As CE a commercially available GDE
from JM is used, namely an ELE0070 (4mg–Pt
cm2
) with a geometrical surface amounting to
50 cm2. To minimize the contact resistance the CE is hot−pressed on the Naon® mem-
brane at 125 ℃ and 0.5 kN
cm2
for 6 min to form a what is called a semi MEA. The WE,
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which consists of a MPL−coated GDL impregnated with a Pt precursor, is placed on the
Naon® surface. A good contact between electrolyte and WE is assured by closing each
screw of the housing with a constant torque amounting to 200 cN m.
After the deposition procedure and the dismounting of the cell the GDE is removed,
whereas the semi MEA is reused for further electrodepositions. In all cases the activation
of the Pt surface, as well as the removing of the remaining non−reduced Pt precursor, is
obtained by several purication steps after the catalyst deposition procedure. For this pur-
pose the GDE is alternately leached at room temperature using 1 M sulfuric acid in 2 M
IPA and deionized water.
Figure 78: Schematic representation of the employed setup for the potentiostatic electrodeposition
of Pt particles. In this context, the GDL including the Pt precursor is operated as WE.
As CE a commercial ELE0070 from JM is employed, which is ushed with humidied
hydrogen and thus acts as both HDA and DHE. As solid electrolyte a Naon®115 is used.
An enlarged scheme of the involved processes including the oxidation of hydrogen, the
proton transport across the PEM and the reduction of the Pt precursor is represented in
the lower part of the scheme.
During a typical deposition experiment the cathode side is lled with n−hexane to avoid
the humidity induced migration of the Pt precursor ions before and during the deposition
procedure. The Pt precursor−preferably H2PtCl6−is reduced in the further course of the
experiment to form Pt nano particles (see Equation 80). The CE is purged with humidied
H2 (150 SCCM) and acts therefore as HDA (see Equation 81). The innovative idea to use
the HOR instead of the OER! as CE reaction opened the possibility for a potentiostatic driven
process, where the potential between WE and CE is controlled.
[PtCl6]
−2 + 4e− + 6H+  Pt+ 6HCl | E0 = 0.74 V (80)
H2  2H+ + 2e− | E0 = 0 V (81)
Since the variation of HOR’s overpotential with current is assumed to be marginal (see
Section 5.1.1) the CE works as a RE, and so acts as a DHE. Moreover, the undesired hy-
drogen evolution at the WE is suppressed simply by setting a positive potential dierence
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during the entire electrodeposition. Best results in terms of EASA and Pt crystallite size
are obtained by the use of a potentiostatic double pulse including a nucleation, a growth
and a relaxing period. Each cycle starts with a pulse of Enuc = 50 mVversus DHE, dedi-
cated to the nucleation of Pt particles. The subsequent pulse at a potential of Egrowth =
150 mVversus DHE allows the crystallites to grow. After this double pulse the system is
turned on Open Circuit Potential (OCP) (Eoff) for 50ms to relax the system. The pulse pro-
le, which is shown in detail in Figure 79, is applied using a SP150 potentiostat combined
with a current amplier VMP3B–10 both from Bio−Logic SAS (Claix, France) (Bio−Logic).
The related total deposition time typically amounts to 15 min.
Figure 79: Optimized double pulse prole applied for the potentiostatic electrodeposition of Pt.
Optimized pulse pro-
le for the galvanos-
tatic electrodeposition
using an HDA.
Alternatively, the presented setup oers the possibility for a galvanostatic−controlled
deposition process. In this case the potentiostatic double pulse is replaced by a galvano-
static pulse, which is represented schematically in the page margin. Best results with re-
gard to EASA and Pt crystallite size are obtained in the case that a pulse current density
of 0.3 A
cm2
, a ton of 0.5 ms and a duty cycle amounting to 17 % are applied. In the gal-
vanostatic−controlled case a nitrogen ow (30 SCCM) is used at the cathode instead of
n−hexane.
A comparison between the two methods is initially done by an EASA analysis using a CV
technique, which is represented in Figure 80. The corresponding graph clearly shows the
positive eect of the new deposition technique employing the HDA. For both the pulsed
potentiostatic and the galvanostatic deposition technique a signicant increase in EASA is
observed compared with the aforementioned processes, which is mainly attributed to the
use of the HDA and the dry deposition conditions. Both techniques are in a position to oer
EASA in the same range such as commercially available Pt catalysts. For Pt loadings >
0.2mg–Pt
cm2
the PPED oers a signicantly higher EASA, which is attributed to the decreased
agglomeration degree. The before stated results are underlined by a CVC analysis, which
is carried out using the FC test bench. For this purpose GDEs with a Pt loading of around
0.4mg–Pt
cm2
are prepared using both the galvanostatic and the potentiostatic method. The
self−developed electrodes are used as anodes, whereas as cathode a commercially available
GDE from JM, namely an ELE0162 (0.43mg–Pt
cm2
) is employed. In both cases the electrodes
are hot−pressed on a Naon®115membrane to form a MEA using the standard hot pressing
parameters (see Section 7.2). The related CVC results are represented in Figure 81. For the
galvanostatic−deposited Pt a lower FC performance is observed over the entire current
density range compared with the potentiostatic−controlled technique. In consideration of
the non−signicant dierence in EASA this behavior is attributed to the decreased amount
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Figure 80: Plot showing the EASAs as function of the Pt loading and the dierent electrochemical de-
position techniques. The invented process employing a HDA leads to signicantly higher
EASA compared with the conventional techniques. With increasing Pt loading the PPED
technique shows higher EASA. With both techniques EASAs in the range of commercially
available Pt catalyst from JM are obtained.
of electrochemically active Pt particles. In the galvanostatic mode the hydrogen generation
at the cathode side is supposed to induce a Pt reduction not necessarily at the 3−phase
zone, which lead to Pt particles contributing to the EASA but not to the electrochemical
reactions in the FC. Further experiments dealing with XRD and TEM reveal a low degree
of agglomeration paired with comparable cyrstallite sizes in the range of 7 nm for both
deposition methods underpinning the before made statements. Basing on the signicant
advantages of the dry potentiostatic electrodeposition compared with the galvanostatic
method, which are:
• signicantly higher fuel cell performance,
• electrochemical deposition of Pt nano particles exclusively in the so−called 3−phase
zone maximizing the degree of utilization and therefore catalytic eciency,
• independent control of both nucleation and crystallite growth,
• inhibition of precursor migration leading to narrower particle size distribution and
a reduced agglomerate degree both resulting in a higher EASA.
So, the PPED technique is selected as method of choice for the further preparation of GDEs.
6.6 internal and external evaluation of the pped techniqe
Internal evaluation of the PPED technique is based on polarization measurements and
in situ CV. The techniques oers the opportunity to obtain performance results as well as a
value of the de facto electrochemical active surface of the GDE under realistic FC operating
conditions.
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Figure 81: CVCs and CWCs for MEAs using either a potentiostatically (blue) or a galvanostatically
(purple) deposited anode. In both cases a Naon®115 is used as PEM. An ELE0162 is
employed as cathode. The FC operating conditions are summarized at the headline of the
graph.
Polarization
Experiments
The polarization measurements leading to CVC are performed using the FC test bench.
The corresponding MEAs consist of a gas diusing anode and cathode, which are chosen
in−between the Electro−Deposited GDE (ED GDE) and the commercially available
state−of−the−art ELE0162 electrode from JM. The corresponding Pt loading amounts to
0.45mg–Pt
cm2
and 0.43mg–Pt
cm2
, respectively. For all prepared MEAs a Naon®212 membrane
is employed as solid proton conductor. To assure comparability of the results identical MEA
preparation parameters and polarization testing conditions are utilized. The standard hot
pressing procedure for Naon®−based MEAs, as described in Section 7.2, is applied. All
polarization experiments are carried out using the operating condition indicated in the
headline of Figure 82.
The polarization results in Figure 82 show a decreased potential loss in the kinetic region,
indicating improved catalytic properties, for the case that ED GDEs are used as cathode.
Nevertheless, in the case that electrodeposited GDE are employed as anode slightly lower
catalytic properties are found. Analysis of the slope in the ohmic part (0.3–1.4 A
cm2
), which
is related to the overall resistance of the system, shows a similar behavior. For the MEA
based on commercial electrodes (purple squares) a slope of 1.7× 10−2 Ωcm is determined,
where the replacement of the commercial cathode by an ED GDE (blue circles) causes no
signicant change. Whereas, in the case that the ED GDEs are employed as anode (orange
diamonds) or on both electrode sides (red triangles) an increase in the ohmic slope to 2.0×
10−1 Ωcm is observed indicating a higher ohmic resistance.
The dierent behavior in the kinetic and in the ohmic region of the CVC in the case
that the ED GDEs are employed either as anode or as cathode is mainly attributed to MPL
structure, which is assumed to be more appropriate for the cathodic conditions. The better
catalytic properties of the electrodeposited cathode underlines the advantage of the PPED
compared with the conventional GDE preparation process. Since the cathodic reaction is
sluggish an increase in the catalytic properties is strongly desired. The performance loss in
the case that an electrodeposited anode is used is supposed to arise from a non−optimized
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Figure 82: CVCs for MEAs consisting either of ED GDE or commercial state−of−the−art GDEs
(ELE0162). In all cases a Naon®212 membrane is employed as PEM. For identication
of the consisting components of the dierent MEAs the denotation anode / PEM / cathode
is utilized. The shown CVCs represent the quasi−stationary state for each polarization
experiment. Top right of the graph the kinetically controlled region of the polarization
curves is represented in a current density range between 0–0.15 A
cm2
.
MPL structure, increasing the ohmic resistance compared with the commercial electrode.
Since the further optimization of the Naon®−based MPL structure is assumed to have a
major impact on FC performance Marinkas et al. worked on this topic specically.
For a better comparison of the performance results the current densities at a xed oper-
ating point of 650 mV are summarized in Table 20. To correct dierences arising from the
dierent catalyst loadings of the GDEs the current density at 650 mV is normalized to the
total Pt amount of the MEA. A performance increase in the range of 3 % compared with
the fully commercial MEA is detected when the JM cathode is replaced by an ED GDE. On
the other hand the replacement of the anode by the ED GDE lead to a performance loss of
around 22 %. As expected the MEA consisting of two electrodeposited electrodes shows a
performance laying in−between the aforestated values.
MEA j at 650 mV Pt loading Pt−normalized current
anode / cathode A
cm2
mg–Pt
cm2
A
mg–Pt
ELE0162 / ED GDE 1.03 0.88 1.17
ELE0162 / ELE0162 0.98 0.86 1.14
ED GDE / ED GDE 0.90 0.90 1.00
ED GDE / ELE0162 0.77 0.88 0.88
Table 20: Summary of the performance results related to an operating point of 650 mV as function
of the utilized gas diusion anode and cathode. For a better comparability of the results
the current densities at the operating point are normalized to the total Pt amount in the
MEA.
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6.6.1 Polarization Experiments for Temperatures > 100 ℃
In a next step the inuence of the operating temperature on the fuel cell performance of
both MEAs employing commercial and self−developed, electrodeposited GDEs is studied. For
this purpose the FC temperature is successively increased from 80–110℃, which represents
the target temperature for the envisaged CHP application. During the FC test bench experi-
ments the reactant gases are held at > 95 % RH with regard to the operating temperature.
Due to the limitation of the gas humidication system the highest applicable DP amounts
to 85 ℃ and is therefore employed for temperatures exceeding 90 ℃. Two ED GDEs (each
0.45 mg–Pt
cm2
) assembled with a Naon®212 serves as test MEA. For the benchmark MEA the
ED GDE are replaced by two ELE0162 GDEs from JM (0.43mg–Pt
cm2
). In both cases the MEAs
are prepared using the standard hot pressing process for Naon®−based MEAs, which is
discussed in detail in Section 7.2. The corresponding polarization results as function of the
operating temperature and the employed MEA are represented in Figure 83.
Figure 83: Graph comparing the FCs performance of ED GDE (purple) and JM−based (blue) MEAs in the
operating temperature ranging from 80–110 ℃. In both cases a Naon®212 membrane
is utilized as PEM. The polarization−related parameters are summarized in the headline.
For all applied operating temperatures the benchmark MEA shows a slightly better per-
formance. The more pronounced overpotential losses of the ED GDE−consisting MEA at high
current densities are most likely related to the porous microstructure of the catalyst layer,
leading to a higher mass transport resistance. For both MEAs a decrease in fuel cell perfor-
mance with increasing operating temperature is observed, a superior loss of performance is
observable at temperatures> 100℃ and is related to the vaporization of water also the loss
of membrane conductivity. In Table 21 the fuel cell performance at dierent temperatures
is recapitulated for a potential of 650 mV .
In situ
Cyclic Voltammetry
In addition to the polarization measurements, in situ CV experiments are carried out in
order to determine the EASA under realistic FC operating conditions. For this purpose MEAs
utilizing a commercial CE (ELE0070 from JM) and a Naon®212 as PEM are prepared. As,
an ELE0162 from JM as commercial benchmark and the ED GDE are employed. The stan-
dard procedure is applied to assemble the components via the hot pressing process (de-
scribed in detail in Section 7.2). The prepared MEAs are mounted in a FC housing. Before
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JM MEA ED GDE MEA
T / ◦C j at 650 mV / A
cm2
80 0.98 0.90
90 0.70 0.68
100 0.46 0.43
110 0.27 0.21
Table 21: Current densities at an operating point of 650 mV in a temperature range be-
tween 80–110 ℃ for MEAs employing commercial or electrodeposited GDEs, both using
Naon® 212 as PEM.
measurement the test MEA is pre−conditioned using a polarization technique to reach an
appropriate hydration state of the PEM. Prior to the measurement both electrode sides are
purged with humidied hydrogen and nitrogen to remove all gas traces originating from
the preconditioning step. A SP150 potentiostat linked to a current amplier VMP3B–10
both from Bio−Logic are utilized to vary the potential from 0.065 V to 1.365 V with a sweep
rate amounting to 20 mVs . Quasi−stationary state of the collected cyclic voltammograms
is observed starting from the 20th cycle. The determination of the EASA is done using the
technique described more in detail in Section 5.1.4. The results reveal an EASA amount-
ing to 377 cm2mg–Pt for the electrochemically deposited Pt versus an EASA amounting to
638 cm
2
mg–Pt related for the ELE0162 benchmark electrode. The smaller EASA obtained for
the ED GDE is attributed to the higher platinum crystallite size (7 nm) compared with the
commercial one (2–3 nm). In spite of the 42% smaller EASA, polarization experiments re-
veal an increase in catalytic activity and a competitive fuel cell performance compared with
the commercial state−of−the−art benchmark. This may arise from the increased catalyst
utilization degree neutralizing the eect of the signicantly smaller EASA. Furthermore, big-
ger catalyst particles are supposed to be less prone to Ostwald ripening due to their smaller
surface energy and thus a decreased GDE degradation is expected (see Section 4.3.4).
External EvaluationAn external evaluation of the electrodeposited GDEs is done at the PSI. Two MEAs are
tested, one employing a commercial anode and cathode (ELE0162), and another where
the commercial anode is replaced by an ED GDE with a Pt loading of around 0.5mg–Pt
cm2
.
As PEM two dierent Naon® materials are employed mainly diering in their thickness,
consequently the fully commercial MEA used a Naon®212, whereas a Naon®115 is uti-
lized for the ED GDE MEA. Figure 85 a) shows the polarization results for both MEAs tested
at the PSI excluding the iR drop correction. For a better comparability of the results the
obtained CVCs where corrected by means of iR drop (see Figure 85 b)). Since the potential
loss in the intermediate current density range is mainly governed by the ohmic resistance,
a change in PEM thickness has a signicant impact on the FC performance. The iR drop
correction reveals the high performance of the ED GDE (blue squares), being competitive to
the employed state−of−the−art benchmark GDE (black circles).
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Figure 84: In situ CV results for the electrodeposited GDE (purple) and the commercial JM ELE0162
(blue). In both cases an ELE0070 from JM and a Naon®212 are used as CE and PEM,
respectively. The operating conditions for the in situ CV measurements are summarized
in the headline of the graph.
Figure 85: a) CVCs of MEAs consisting of an USaar ED GDE as anode, a Naon®115 as PEM and an
ELE0070 cathode from JM (blue squares) in comparison with a benchmark MEA employ-
ing an ELE0162 anode, an ELE0070 cathode both from JM and a Naon®212 membrane
(black circles). In addition, the high frequency resistance for each tested MEA is repre-
sented as hollow symbols. b) CVCs obtained after iR drop correction. In both cases the
corresponding operating conditions for the polarization experiments are at the top of
each graph.
6.7 transfer of the pped to speek−containing mpls
The nal step on the road to new concept GDEs is achieved by the transfer of the PPED tech-
nique, which is initially developed on Naon®−based MPLs, to sPEEK−containing layers.
SPEEK−Containing
Anodes
Therefore, sPEEK−containing MPLs are prepared using two dierent routes. First route
consists of directly adding sPEEK in the catalyst ink (MPL S1) (see Section 6.2.1). For the
second route in a rst step a layer consisting of high surface carbon and PTFE is coated onto
the GDL. After drying the coated substrate is immersed in a sPEEK solution as described in
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Section 6.2.1 (MPL S2). Additionally, a Naon®−based MPL (MPL N) is prepared by the
method described in the previous Section 6.3 and serves as state−of−the−art reference.
For all MPLs the Pt precursor (HCPA) is brought into the prepared MPLs by means of an
impregnation technique, which is described in detail in Section 6.4. Electrodeposition of the
Pt precursor is carried out using the innovative PPED technique. All experimental details
related to the deposition process and the subsequent GDE activation are summarized in
Section 6.5.2.
Figure 86: XRD pattern related to MPL S1 (purple) and MPL S2−based GDEs (blue). The corresponding
Miller indices of the lattice planes are given at the characteristic reexes in the dirac-
togram.
For the MPL S1 and MPL S2−based GDEs average Pt loadings amounting to 0.52 ±
0.06mg–Pt
cm2
and 0.33 ± 0.07mg–Pt
cm2
are determined using an ICP-OES! (ICP-OES!) analy-
sis method. From XRD analysis of both MPLs (see Figure 86) the deposited catalyst particles
are clearly identied as Pt via phase analysis. The average crystallite size is obtained by
the Scherrer method investigating the Pt[220] reex at 2Θ ∼ 67.7◦. The obtained crystal-
lite sizes for the deposited Pt in MPL S1 and MPL S2 amounts to 9 nm and 10 nm, re-
spectively. These results reveal that the Pt crystallite size is not inuenced by the method
of ionomer introduction into the MPL. For Naon®−containing MPLs an average crystallite
size of 7 nm is observed (see Section 6.6). Bigger catalyst particles are in general less active
because of the decreased catalytically active surface for a given Pt loading. On the other
hand smaller crystallites are more subjected to growth during fuel cell operation especially
at temperatures > 100℃ (see Section 4.3.4). Thus, the increased crystallite size is thought
to have a benecial eect on the stability of the electrocatalyst during fuel cell operation
and therefore on the long−term performance at elevated operating temperatures.
Additional TEM analysis of MPL S1 and MPL S2−related CLs (see Figure 87) conrmed the
previous results obtained from the XRD analysis. For both investigated MPLs agglomerates
in the range of 20 nm are observed consisting of particles having sizes in the range of
5–10 nm.
To characterize the FC performance of the GDEs and to minimize possible side eects
the ED GDEs (50 cm2) are employed as anodes. MEA preparation is done by hot pressing
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Figure 87: TEM images of the deposited electrocatalyst on a high surface carbon support.a) is related
to MPL S1 and b) to MPL S2.
the sandwich consisting of an electrodeposited GDE, an ELE0162 cathode from JM and a
Naon®212 as PEM at 125 ℃, 0.5 kN
cm2
for 6 min.
Evaluation of the new concept GDEs is done by means of polarization experiments. Reac-
tant stoichiometry for hydrogen (1.5) and oxygen (2.0) is kept constant during the po-
larization experiments. Humidied hydrogen (purity: 5.0) and oxygen (purity: 4.5) are
used as fuel and oxidant, respectively. Preconditioning is done by immersing the assem-
bled FC including the mounted MEA into ultrapure water at room temperature in order to
pre−humidify the ionomer membrane. Steam related parameters like RH and DP are con-
trolled in situ using a DP mirror from Michell. Polarization curves are collected in a poten-
tial range between OCV and 400 mV . For all polarization curves a galvanostatic operation
mode is used. Typical current steps amounts to 2–5 A with corresponding times steps in
the range of 300–600 s. For a given set of operational parameters quasi−stationarity of the
CVCs is reached after 4–5 cycles, corresponding to an operation time of at least 10 h. Cur-
rent/voltage as well as current/wattage characteristics of the MEAs are investigated using
the prepared GDEs (MPL S1, MPL S2 and MPL N) as anode. Figures 88a) and b) show the
fuel cell performance results in the temperature range between 60–110 ℃.
For the investigated MPL S1 and MPL S2 a loss in performance is observed with increas-
ing temperature, especially for temperatures > 100 ℃. This is mainly attributed to the
low RH of the reactants leading to dehydration of the ionomer membrane and therefore
to a signicant increase in the ohmic resistance lowering the overall FC performance. For
the MPL S1−based MEA a nearly identical fuel cell performance is observed at 60 ℃ and
80 ℃ indicating good mass transport properties at high current densities. For MPL S2 a
signicant performance loss in the temperature range between 60–80 ℃ is observed indi-
cating a non−appropriate mass transport of the MPL. In our opinion, this is mainly due to
the higher water uptake going along with a higher swelling of the sPEEK ionomer within
the MPL in the case that temperature is increased. In combination with the dierent dis-
tribution of the ionomer inside the MPL this is supposed to lead to mass transport related
voltage losses at high current densities. Due to the dierent loadings of the investigated an-
odes in the current densities at the reference point of 650mV are normalized to the total Pt
loading of the corresponding MEA Figure 89. For an operating temperature of 60℃ MPL S2
shows a slightly better performance compared with MPL S1. At 80 ℃ the MPL S1−based
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Figure 88: Polarization (circles) and CWCs (squares) in the temperature range between 60–110 ℃.
The results for MPL S1−based MEA are shown in a) and results for MPL S2−based MEA
are shown in b). In both gures the blue curves are related to the Naon®−containing
reference MPL. The color code as well as the related operating conditions corresponding
to each obtained characteristic curve are summarized in the headline and the legend of
each graph.
anode shows a signicantly better performance. The comparison of the sPEEK−containing
MPLs (MPL S1 & MPL S2) with the Naon®−containing MPL (MPL N) at 80 ℃ reveals the
competitive performance of the MPL S1−based GDE. Based on the obtained results a quali-
tative model, which is represented in Figure 90, is developed explaining the observations.
So, Figure 90 a) represents the MPL obtained by the conventional preparation route start-
ing from Pt−supported carbon particles (Pt/C). In this case, a statistical distribution of
Pt within the MPL is expected containing a signicant amount of non−electrochemically
active catalyst particles, i. e. without contact with the 3−phase zone [? ]. Furthermore the
catalyst particles can be covered by a layer of sPEEK ionomer, increasing the mass transport
limitations due to the high gas barrier properties of this material [? ]. Figures 90 b) & c)
represent the case related to the preparation route of MPL S1 and MPL S2. The PPED method
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Figure 89: Plot showing the Pt loading−normalized current densities at 650 mV as function of the
employed anodic MPL and the operating temperature.
assures contact to the electronically as well as to the ionically conducting phase, contact to
the gaseous phase is further improved using the direct hydrogen evolution at the catalyst
particle surface, described in literature [? ? ]. Thus, contact to the 3−phase zone is assured.
The technique also prevent the particles of being coated with a sPEEK layer. Therefore, the
mass transport limitation should be signicantly decreased. For the MPL S1−based MEA
the absence of the mass transport limitation is clearly seen in the CVCs. The situation for
MPL S2 is represented in Figure 90 c); in this case we assumed that the a posteriori impreg-
nation of the MPL with sPEEK lead to an irregular distribution of the ionomer across the MPL.
The higher content on top of the MPL is supposed to increase the mass transport limitation
due to the more pronounced swelling of the ionomer at elevated temperature (> 80℃) and
high RH (> 95%).
Figure 90: Schematic representation of the MPL cross section as function of the employed prepa-
ration methods. a) conventional preparation, b) MPL S1−related preparation and c)
MPL S2−related preparation.
With respect to the increased fuel cell performance the MPL S1−related preparation
method of sPEEK−containing GDEs is characterized for further reproducibility tests. A set of
three independent GDEs are prepared following the MPL S1 route and are tested in terms of
fuel cell performance using the FC test bench. Starting from the prepared electrodeposited
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GDEs, which are employed as anodes, the test MEAs are manufactured utilizing an ELE0162
cathode and a Naon®212 PEM. The related polarization curves are measured in a temper-
ature range between 60–110℃ and are represented in Figure 91. For all measurements the
reactant gas stoichiometry is kept constant at 1.2 for hydrogen and 2.0 for oxygen. Reac-
tant gas humidication is preferably set to 100% RH. For operating temperatures> 90℃ a
DP of 90 ℃ is set representing the upper limit of the gas humidier. As index for the re-
producibility of the overall GDE preparation process the average current density and the
related standard deviation for a given operating temperature are determined at 650 mV .
The corresponding results are summarized in Table 22.
Figure 91: Summarizing plot showing the polarization curves of four MEAs consisting of four inde-
pendently prepared sPEEK−containing electrodeposited gas diusion anodes. As common
cathode an ELE0162 is employed. Naon®212 is used as solid proton conductor. The po-
larization experiments are carried out in a temperature range of 60–110 ℃.
MPL S1(a) MPL S1(b) MPL S1(c) MPL S1(d) mean± dev dev
T / ◦C j at 650 mV / A
cm2
A
cm2
%
60 0.78 0.80 0.74 0.73 0.76± 0.03 3.9
80 0.78 0.70 0.62 – 0.70± 0.08 11.4
90 – 0.39 0.45 − 0.42± 0.04 9.5
100 0.23 – 0.30 – 0.27± 0.05 34.8
110 0.10 0.15 0.15 – 0.13± 0.03 30.8
Table 22: Current densities at an operating point of 650 mV in a temperature range between
60–110 ℃ for MEAs based on four independently prepared GDEs containing sPEEK as
ionomer binder (MPL S1(a)– (d)).
The results shown in Figure 91 and in Table 22 indicate the good reproducibility of the
entire GDE preparation process including the coating of the sPEEK−containing MPL and the
impregnation of the Pt precursor, which is followed by the PPED for catalyst generation. In
the operating temperature range of 60–90 ℃ relative errors in the 10 % range are deter-
mined representing a good result in view of the non−automated preparation process. For
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operating temperatures > 100 ℃ a reasonable deviation in the range of 30 % is observed,
which is attributed to the non−ideal operating conditions of the MEA. The non−appropriate
humidication level of the inlet reactant gases is thought to induce the dry out of the PEM.
Therefore, the related deviation is not purely of a statistical nature but is assumed to be
also originated from operating the test bench at limiting parameters with regard to the
reactant gas humidication.
To recapitulate, the transfer of the PPED technique to sPEEK−containing systems is re-
alized successfully, indicating an innovation with regard to the disadvantageous conven-
tional process, where the noble metal catalyst is already added in the catalyst ink. In this
context, the developed PPED technique oers a high degree of versatility with regard to the
utilized ionomer within the MPL. The separation between MPL coating and catalyst deposi-
tion oers numerous advantages, such as
• an increase in the catalyst utilization degree,
• prevention that the catalyst nano particles are covered with a thin layer of sPEEK
amplifying the mass transport limitation, which is commonly observed following
the conventional preparation route and
• independent optimization of the MPL including hydrophobicity, micro−and macro
porosity.
Furthermore, the direct addition of the sPEEK ionomer to the MPL ink is found to be ad-
vantageous in terms of fuel cell performance compared with the addition of sPEEK via an
additional impregnation step. Polarization experiments employing independently prepared
sPEEK anodes reveal the reproducibility of the entire GDE preparation process oering a FC
performance in the same range as Naon®−containing GDEs.
SPEEK−Containing
Cathodes
In a further step the GDEs based on MPL S1 are investigated on the cathode side (see Fig-
ure 92). For this purpose a test MEA consisting of a sPEEK−containing cathode, an ELE0162
anode and a Naon®212 PEM is prepared. A signicant decrease in terms of fuel cell per-
formance is observed compared with the use of the same material as anode. The low OCV
(< 800 mV) is related to an undesirable small current ( 6= 0) drawn by the electronic
load. The signicant decrease in performance is thought to be related to a non−appropriate
porous structure of the MPL S1 for its use as cathode. The optimization of the MPL struc-
ture for its use as cathode is assumed to be time demanding. Facing the limited time of
the project this task is encapsulated as an autonomous PHD (Marinkas et al.). A further
point could be the incompatibility of the used ionomers in the MPL and as PEM. In combina-
tion with the formation of water this could lead to an increased interfacial resistance and
delamination, signicantly decreasing the FC performance.
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Figure 92: Polarization curve at 80 ℃ for a MEA consisting of a sPEEK−containing cathode, an
ELE0162 anode and a Naon®212 PEM.
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M E M B R A N E E L E C T R O D E A S S E M B LY
Apart from the development of new concept GDEs the assembling of the electrodes with
the solid, proton conducting membrane to form the MEA represents a crucial step. During
this step the intimate contact between the electrode and the solid electrolyte is generated,
which is of vital importance for the MEA performance. A non−appropriate interfacial con-
tact between the components increases the ohmic resistance and is consequently detrimen-
tal to the developed improvements with regard to the catalytic properties of the electrodes.
Therefore, the optimization of the assembling step is of inherent interest, especially facing
the changed material properties of cross−linked sPEEK compared with the native material.
Nowadays, two techniques are predominately applied for the MEA preparation, namely
the CCM−and the CCS−based method (see Section 4.4). Since our new concept GDE prepa-
ration is based on the CCS method the alternative technique implying the coating of the
MPL directly on the PEM is not further investigated. The CCS−based assembling techniques
are further distinguished in hot pressing and in situ pressing. For the in situ pressing the
PEM is assembled between two GDEs and is mounted into the fuel cell housing. The assem-
bly is then generated by screwing together the housing with a constant torque preferably
amounting to 5 Nm. Since initial tests using the in situ pressing technique proceeded in a
quite unsatisfactory way, this method is discarded and the hot pressing technique is chosen
as method of choice for the MEA preparation.
7.1 experimental setup
The experimental setup for the MEA hot pressing consists of a customized Enerpac (Wis-
consin, USA) (Enerpac) hydraulic workshop press (see Figure 93). The basic setup consists of
a VLP256PAT1 pressing frame. The force between the xed upper and the movable lower
pressing plate is manually adjustable using a P–392 hand pump.
Photograph of the
utilized stainless steel
pressing plate coated
with a ber−reinforced
PTFE foil.
Customized features of the hot pressing device are the independently heatable upper
and lower pressing plates (maximum: 250 ℃). Setting and controlling of the plate tem-
perature is done using two 3216 process controller from Invensys Eurotherm (Ashburn,
USA) (Eurotherm). Fast cooling rates are achieved using a water cooling system. A detailed
analysis of the heating and cooling characteristics of the employed hot press is carried
out by Kasperowitsch et al. [? ]. To avoid shifting of the components once introduced
in the hot pressing device the electrodes and the PEM are xed in−between the stainless
steel plates (250 × 250 mm) by additional fold back clips. The steel plates are coated
with a self−adhesive, ber−reinforced PTFE foil. Once introduced in the pre−heated hot
press, the xed sandwich is thermo−set at the envisaged pressing temperature within 60 s.
This apparatus specic dead time is found to be constant in a temperature range between
80–140 ℃ and is taking into account for MEA preparation. Applying the water cooling cir-
cuit, the cool down to ambient temperature is done typically within 240 s. In this context,
the cool down to ambient temperature is carried out while the force between the pressing
plates is perpetuated. This cooling method is found to be the most appropriate in order to
avoid any delamination phenomena.
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Figure 93: Image of the employed hot pressing system consisting of a customized Enerpac hydraulic
workshop press. Upper and lower plate are independently thermo−settable by the use of
heating cartridges and thermo controllers.
7.2 pfsa−based meas
As already discussed in Section 4.4 the hot pressing parameters to be applied, namely time,
pressure and temperature, depend strongly on the properties of the used PEM material.
For Naon®, representing the state−of−the−art material for PEMFCs, numerous scientic
publications dealing with the optimization of the MEA hot pressing parameters are available
[? ? ? ? ]. In good accordance with these results the utilized hot pressing parameters for
Naon® or more generally PFSA−based MEAs are summarized in Table 23.
temperature pressure time
℃ kN
cm2
s
Naon® 125 0.5 360
native SPEEK 140 0.5 360
Table 23: Hot pressing parameters for Naon®and sPEEK−based MEAs.
7.3 speek−based meas
native SPEEK The change in the PEM material from PFSA to SAP materials also necessitates a change in
the set of hot pressing parameters. Since the Tg of native sPEEK is higher compared with
Naon® (see also Section 4.2.2.1), the hot pressing temperature for sPEEK−based MEAs is
increased to 140 ℃, which is in good accordance to the values found in the accessible
literature [? ? ? ]. The related pressure and time amount to 0.5 kN
cm2
and 6min, respectively.
cross−linked SPEEK For the project relevant XL−SPEEK alternative hot pressing parameters are investigated.
A hot pressing temperature close to the Tg is intended to assure a good interfacial con-
tact between the membrane and the employed GDEs. The Tg of the material depends on
the cross−linking degree. Corresponding measurements revealing its dependence are per-
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Figure 94: Elastic modulus E and Tg of a sPEEK membrane as function of the annealing time. (Results
by Knauth et al. )
formed by Knauth et al. from AMU and are represented in Figure 94. The graph clearly
shows the increase in Tg with increasing annealing time, which is for his part directly
related to an increase in the cross−linking degree. The inuence of the hot pressing tem-
perature on MEA performance and lifetime is studied using a cross−linked EX–330 sPEEK
membrane (thickness: 30 µm), thermally annealed for 7 h at 180 ℃. Two ELE0162 elec-
trodes from JM with a Pt loading amounting to 0.43mg–Pt
cm2
are applied as gas diusion
electrodes. Based on this test system the hot pressing temperature is increased systemati-
cally from 160℃ up to 250℃, representing the highest realizable temperature. In all cases
a constant pressure amounting to 0.5 kN
cm2
is applied. After introduction of the xed sand-
wich, consisting of the electrodes and the PEM, in the hot press a pressing period of 6 min
is maintained for each MEA.
temperature pressure time
℃ kN
cm2
min
160 0.5 6
190 0.5 6
220 0.5 6
250 0.5 6
Table 24: Set of applied hot pressing parameters during the screening for the optimal hot pressing
temperature for MEAs based on XL−SPEEK.
Furthermore, the hot pressing is characterized by a Fast Heating (fh) and a Fast Cool-
ing (fc) rate. In the fh case the sandwich is introduced in the already pre−heated hot press.
A fc rate implies the water−assisted cool down of the hot−pressed sandwich to ambient tem-
perature, which is commonly achieved within 4–5 min. The pressed MEAs are mounted in
a FC housing and preconditioned before polarization experiments employing a chronopo-
tentiometric technique (see Section 5.4.1).
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Figure 95: Quasi−stationary polarization curves at 80℃ as function of the applied hot pressing tem-
perature. The test MEAs consist of a cross−linked sPEEK membrane and two ELE0162 GDEs
at various temperatures. Further parameters related to the experiment are summarized
in the headline of the graph.
The inuence of the hot pressing temperature on the FC performance is investigated
by means of polarization curves. Figure 95 represents the quasi−stationary results for an
operating temperature of 80 ℃. Table 24 summarizes the corresponding hot pressing pa-
rameters of each test MEA. Best results in terms of FC performance are obtained using a
hot pressing temperature in the range of 160–190 ℃. A further increase is found to have
a performance−decreasing eect. So, the MEA hot−pressed at 220 ℃ showed a non−steady
performance in the low and mid current density region (0.1–0.5 A
cm2
). A more detailed
view of the related polarization experiment is given by Figure 96, where the collected po-
larization data are represented as function of the time.
temperature End of Life (EOL) time j at 650 mV
℃ h A
cm2
160 25 1.1
190 > 4.5 1.0
220 26 0.8
250 1.5 0.04
Table 25: Summary of the current densities at 650 mV and the EOL times as function of the applied
hot pressing temperature, extracted from Figure 95.
As seen in the graph, in the rst 26 h of operation an increase in the fuel cell performance
is observed with increasing cycle number. After a total operating time of around 26 h a
non−steady behavior at 0.2 A
cm2
arise. The current density range showing this anomaly
gets broader with increasing cycle number. Surprisingly, at higher current densities the
MEA returns to a reasonable performance. This eect is probably related to a beginning
mechanical failure of the MEA, which signicantly decreases the performance at low and
mid current densities. At higher current densities the co−generated water causes a more
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Figure 96: Polarization curves as function of the operating time for a MEA based on cross−linked
sPEEK and ELE0162 electrodes, hot−pressed at 220 ℃. The color transition ranging be-
tween black to blue indicates a progressing operating time. In this context, black repre-
sents the situation for ∼ 14 h (including preconditioning) and blue for ∼ 30 h of total
operation. Detailed parameters related to the polarization experiment are given in the
top of the graph.
pronounced membrane swelling, which probably has a sealing eect on the already formed
micro cracks at the PEM/GDE border. Regardless, the MEA hot−pressed at 250 ℃ oers a
non−competitive fuel cell performance.
Table 25 summarizes the results focusing on the fuel cell performance at 650 mV and
the EOL time of the investigated MEAs. The results clearly underpin that the most appro-
priate hot pressing temperature range for cross−linked sPEEK is between 160–190 ℃. The
investigated sPEEK membrane with a thermal annealing time of 7 h is characterized by a
Tg of around 225 ℃ (see Figure 94). Nevertheless, an increase in hot pressing temperature
to this region has a disastrous eect on both fuel cell performance and MEA lifetime.
In addition to the optimization of the hot pressing temperature, the inuence of heating
and cooling rates during the pressing step are investigated in the further course of the work
with emphasis on lifetime maximization (see Section 9.1).
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S C R E E N I N G O F A L T E R N AT I V E P E M M AT E R I A L S
8.1 hydrothermal−treated nafion
A principle point in this project is represented by the hydrothermal treatment of PFSA mem-
branes thought to increase the long−term stability at elevated temperatures/RH values (see
Section 4.2.1.1). For this purpose comparative CVC experiments dealing with MEAs con-
sisting of native and hydrothermal−treated Naon®212 are carried out. The hydrother-
mal−treated membranes are provided from the university of Perugia, namely by G. Alberti
et al.. The denomination HT indicates a hydrothermal treatment at 140 ℃ under dry con-
ditions to erase the conformational memory of the PFSA material. In Figure 97 the corre-
sponding polarization results for operating temperatures up to 110 ℃ are summarized. In
both cases commercial benchmark electrodes from JM, namely an ELE0162 anode with
0.43mg–Pt
cm2
and an ELE0070 cathode with 4.2mg–Pt
cm2
are used. Hot pressing is done in an
analogous way as described in Section 7.2.
Figure 97: Polarization results for MEAs employing either native (blue curves) or hydrother-
mal−treated Naon®212 (purple curves) as PEM. Identical commercial electrodes from
JM are used in both cases. Further details characterizing the operating conditions are
indicated in the headline of the graph.
The measurements reveal that the aforestated hydrothermal treatment has a perfor-
mance decreasing eect, regardless the fuel cell operating temperature. It has to be men-
tioned though that the results are obtained in short−term, which means 4–5 h of operation
at each temperature. Since the hydrothermal−treatment is supposed to have a lifetime in-
creasing eect, a slight decrease in performance is compensable, and thus acceptable. Table
26 summarizes the fuel cell performance at 650 mV as function of the operating tempera-
ture.
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native hydrothermal−treated
T/ ℃ anode/cathode j at 650 mV/ A
cm2
85
ELE0162 / ELE0070
1.16 0.90
95 0.70 0.53
105 0.45 0.32
110 0.32 0.24
Table 26: Current densities at an operating point of 650 mV in a temperature range between
85–110 ℃, extracted from Figure 97.
8.2 fumapem f950
As alternative to the state−of−the−art PFSA material Naon®, a Fumapem® F950 mem-
brane from Fumatech is employed. To assure comparable results two MEAs are prepared us-
ing identical GDEs from JM, namely the ELE0162 (0 .43mg–Pt
cm2
) and identical hot pressing
parameters (as indicated in Section 7 .2). The Fumapem membrane is characterized by an
EW amounting to 900 gmol– SO3H and a thickness of 50 µm.
Figure 98: Polarization curves obtained for Naon®212 (blue) and a F950−based (purple) MEAs. For
both MEAs ELE0162 GDEs from JM are employed. Comparability is assured by utilization
of identical hot pressing parameters. Further information dealing with the applied polar-
ization conditions are summarized in the header.
Figure 98 shows the obtained polarization results for the two prepared MEAs. The rep-
resented quasi−stationary CVCs are reached after 5–6 h for the Naon®212−based MEA,
whereas for the F950−based MEA an equilibrium time of around 5 d is necessary. Never-
theless the signicantly longer conditioning time, a peak performance of the F950−based
MEA of 0.7 A
cm2
at 650 mV is found, which is 28% less compared with the Naon®−based
analogue oering 1.0 A
cm2
at 650mV . Facing the signicant lower FC performance of F950
for all PFSA−based samples Naon® is employed as PEM.
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The degree of cross−linking as well as the related annealing conditions have a signicant
impact on the material properties such as the mechanical, chemical and thermal resistance
as well as the proton conductivity. Optimization of the thermal annealing conditions is of
vital interest since increasing the cross−linking degree oers an improved chemical, ther-
mal and mechanical resistance, which is considered as essential for shifting the operating
temperatures> 100℃. Nevertheless, the cross−linking process goes along with a reduction
in sulfonic acid groups, lowering the conductivity, which is disadvantageous with regard
to the fuel cell performance.
To study the inuence of the membrane’s cross−linking degree on the FC performance a
series of EX−330 sPEEK membranes diering in the cross−linking conditions are employed
to prepare MEAs. In all cases commercial ELE0162 electrodes from JM are utilized (Pt load-
ing: 0.43mg–Pt
cm2
). Table 27 lists the membranes (thickness: 30 µm) applied for these tests.
They dier signicantly in the annealing time ta, which correlates with the cross−linking
degree, whereas the annealing temperature Ta is identical for all samples. In addition, the
applied hot pressing parameters are listed. For the sample EX−330 180–9 with the highest
degree of cross−linking a pressing temperature amounting to 190 ℃ is chosen, whereas
for the remaining samples the pressing temperature amounted to 160 ℃. For all prepared
MEAs the preliminary preconditioning type LW2 (see Section 9.2) is carried out.
MEA code Ta ta supplier hot pressing parameter
℃ h ℃ / kN
cm2
/ heating / cooling
EX−330 180–9 180 9 URoma2 190/0.5/6/fh/fc
EX−330 180–7 180 7 Fumatech 160/0.5/6/fh/fc
EX−330 180–3 180 3 Fumatech 160/0.5/6/fh/fc
Table 27: Summary of the preparation parameters for XL−SPEEK−based MEAs indicating the anneal-
ing conditions and the hot pressing parameters. The abbreviating code related to the hot
pressing parameters indicates hot pressing temperature, pressure and time as well as the
applied heating and cooling rates.
The eect of the sPEEK cross−linking on FC performance and MEA lifetime is studied by
means of polarization experiments.
Results for EX−330 180–9
The experimentally obtained polarization curves at 80 ℃ are represented in Figure 99. Af-
ter an initial increase in performance a steady decrease, which ends in the MEAs EOL, is
observed. A more detailed view of the current−voltage response of the test MEA is obtained
by analysis of the entire data collected during the polarization experiment, which is repre-
sented in Figure 100.
The represented ohmic resistance (orange curve) is just of qualitative character due to
the incompatibility of the corresponding device with the utilized electronic load, which
is explained in Section 5.3.1. The representation underpins the observation that the per-
formance increase during the rst 5 h of operation is followed by a decrease in both the
maximum current and the OCV, which indicates the MEA’s EOL. Noticeably, the performance
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Figure 99: Polarization curves as function of the operating time for a MEA based on cross−linked
sPEEK. The color transition ranging between black and blue indicates a progressing oper-
ating time. Black represents the initial situation and blue the EOL. Further details charac-
terizing the polarization experiment are indicated in the headline of the graph.
Figure 100: Time−dependent current (green), voltage (blue), OCV (red) and resistance (orange circles)
data related to the polarization experiment represented in Figure 99.
loss does not go along with an increase in ohmic resistance indicating a constant membrane
conductivity without any PEM dry out or any MEA delamination.
After purging for 4 h with dry nitrogen, the MEA is dismounted. Post mortem MEA anal-
ysis reveals an incision at the border between membrane and GDE (see Figure 101). The in-
cision is thought to be responsible for the loss of both the performance and the OCV due to
the steady loss of reactant gases. This assumption is also consistent with the non−changing
ohmic resistance of the MEA during the observed degradation period.
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Figure 101: Image showing a typical incision at the membrane/GDE border occurred during FC op-
eration.
Results for EX−330 180–7
Figure 102 shows results for a MEA based on an EX−330 membrane, thermally annealed
for 7 h, in the temperature range 80–95 ℃. All curves are obtained using humidied gases
with 95 %RH. The plotted curves represent the quasi−stationary state reached after 5 h,
15 h and 5 h at operating temperature of 80 ℃, 90 ℃ and 95 ℃, respectively.
Figure 102: Quasi−stationary polarization results for a MEA based on a cross−linked EX−330 sPEEK
membrane. The experiment is carried out in an operating temperature range between
80–95 ℃ applying the parameters summarized in the top of the graph.
The performance loss at 95℃ is attributed to the notable DP amounting to 93.5℃, which
is accompanied by a high water vapor partial pressure may causing reactant starvation at
the GDEs. Accordingly, a chronopotentiometric measurement at 95℃ using a decreased RH
to 80 % (DP = 80 ℃) is performed after the total polarization−related operation time of
around 25 h (see Figure 103). During this measurement a similar decrease in the OCV con-
comitantly with a signicant performance drop is observed. The dismounted MEA shows
an incision at the PEM/GDE border similar to the aforestated one (see Figure 101).
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Figure 103: Chronopotentiometric experiment for the EX−330 180–7−based MEA started after 25 h
of operation. The applied current density is represented by the green curve, the mea-
sured voltage by the blue curve, the related OCV by the red curve and the MEA resistance
by the orange circles. The set of applied operating conditions is indicated in the graph’s
headline.
Results for EX−330 180–3
Best results in terms of fuel cell performance and mid−term stability are obtained employ-
ing an EX−330membrane with 3 h of thermal annealing. The obtained polarization results
for 80℃ and 90℃ are represented in Figure 104. In both cases the quasi−stationary curves
are obtained after 5 h and 7 h, respectively.
Figure 104: Polarization results for an EX−330 180–3−based MEA in an operating temperature range
between 80–90 ℃. A summary of the applied operating parameters is found in the top
of the graph.
Additionally, the mid−term stability and the inuence of the inlet RH on the prepared
MEAs are investigated by means of chronopotentiometric experiments (see Figures 105 a)
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and b)). So, in a rst step the RH of the oxidant is systematically reduced, which is followed
by a reduction of the fuel’s RH. This procedure is applied to both operating temperatures,
80 ℃ and 90 ℃.
Figure 105: Results for the chronopotentiometric measurements of an EX−330 180–3−based MEA
carried out at a) 80 ℃ and b) 90 ℃ . The reactant inlet RH is systematically reduced on
both sides, anode and cathode. For both chronopotentiometric experiments the applied
current density is constant and amounts to 0.7 A
cm2
.
In spite of the reduction of the cathode’s humidity level, a constant fuel cell operation
is observed, characterized by an average voltage loss rate of 1.7 mVh during the rst 11 h
of operation. So, at 80 ℃ the MEA even resists operation using dry oxygen (DP < −50 ℃ )
in combination with highly humidied hydrogen (95%RH). A more signicant decrease in
voltage (∼ 50mV) is observed upon the anode’s RH is reduced from 95% to 75% while em-
ploying dry oxygen (t > 10.5 h). However, the MEA oers a quasi−stationary performance.
A further decrease in the anodic RH to 50 % goes along with a signicant and permanent
voltage loss indicating non−appropriate operating conditions (t > 11.5 h). Additionally,
the reduction of the anodic RH (t > 10 h) is accompanied by an increase in the ohmic resis-
tance indicating the dry out of the PEM at the given operating conditions. In this context,
the use of 95 %RH at the anode combined with 50 %RH at the cathode oers the lowest
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voltage loss rate. As limiting conditions for a quasi−stationary operation 75%RH at the an-
ode and 50 %RH at the cathode are identied from the chronopotentiometric experiment
at 80 ℃.
A similar behavior is observed in the case that the operating temperature is increased
to 90 ℃, which is represented in Figure 105 b). For this case best performance results
in combination with low reactant gas RH are found for the use of 95 %RH at the anode
and 25 %RH at the cathode. The average voltage loss rate amounting to 11.5 mVh is de-
termined in the time range 16.5–24 h. By contrast to the experiment carried out at 80 ℃,
a 10–fold higher voltage loss rate is determined. In combination with the lowered OCV,
amounting to 816 mV this may indicate a beginning micro crack formation at the mem-
brane/electrode border. This assumption is underpinned by the constant ohmic resistance
determined during the observation period. A further decrease in the anodic RH causes a
signicant voltage loss. The limiting conditions with regard to the inlet gas humidication
allowing a quasi−stationary operation are determined as 75%RH at the anode and 25 %RH
at the cathode.
MEA code temperature j at 650 mV EOL
℃ A
cm2
h
EX−330 180–9 80 0.65 ? 8–10
EX−330 180–7
80 1.1
2590 0.8
95 0.3
EX−330 180–3
80 1.0
> 39
90 0.8
? : no quasi−stationary conditions are reached during the measurement.
Table 28: Summary of the FC performance at the reference voltage of 650 mV , extracted from the
corresponding polarization experiments, as function of the operating temperature. In ad-
dition the results of the EOL analysis are listed.
The most signicant results with regard to the MEA performance are summarized in Ta-
ble 28. The listed current densities at 650 mV are extracted from the related polarization
experiments as function of the operating temperature and the employed XL−SPEEK. The
chronopotentiometric experiments provides information about the mid−term stability of
the test MEA. In this context, the also listed EOL time is identied as index for the long−term
capability of a MEA. Highest current densities are obtained for sPEEK membranes with a re-
duced thermal annealing time amounting to 7 h and 3 h, respectively. As a consequence,
a reduction of the cross−linking time is assumed to have a benecial eect on MEA perfor-
mance. Nevertheless, for the reduction of the annealing time from 7 h to 3 h no signicant
change in fuel cell performance is observed, which indicates a suciently high number of
remaining sulfonic acid groups. However, the MEA based on the sPEEK membrane with the
lowest annealing time oers the highest EOL time. This observation is found to be consis-
tent with the mechanical properties revealed by Knauth et al. (AMU). Hence, an increase in
annealing time, which goes along with an increase in the cross−linking degree, makes the
membrane stier (see Figure 94). The increased stiness is assumed to be responsible for
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the observed MEA degradation by means of micro and macro cracks at the membrane/elec-
trode border, representing a point of high mechanical stress during both hot pressing and
FC testing. Based on these observations an important amount of work is dedicated to the
identication and minimization of the parameters increasing the mechanical stress within
the MEA (see Section 9).

9
L I F E T I M E M A X I M I Z AT I O N F O R S P E E K−B A S E D M E A S
The increase in the membrane’s cross−linking degree has benecial eects on thermal,
mechanical and chemical properties of the investigated sPEEK materials, characterizing
them for the operation in PEMFCs at temperatures > 100 ℃. Nevertheless, preliminary
MEA performance tests (see Sections 7.3 and 8.3) revealed that increasing the degree of
cross−linking made the membranes more susceptible for incisions at the PEM/GDE border
probably due to the induced stiness and brittleness of the material. The arising dilemma
is thought to get amplied by an unsuitable preparation/operation of the MEA. To minimize
the mechanical stress, and therefore to maximize the lifetime and the performance of the
MEA during preparation/operation, the inuencing parameters are screened and optimized.
In this context, a reinforcing polymer frame, a more appropriate preconditioning technique
as well as modied fuel cell testing conditions are thought to reduce mechanical stress
prior and during FC operation. In addition, the modication of the hot pressing technique
is investigated. All parameters thought to have a major inuence on operation−provoked
mechanical tensions are summarized in Figure 106.
Figure 106: Schematic representation of the key factors assumed to have a major impact on both
MEA lifetime and performance.
9.1 hot pressing optimization
Heating characteristic
of the utilized hot
press.
Beside the optimization of the hot pressing temperature (see Section 7.3) emphasis is given
to the heating and cooling procedure during the hot pressing process. To reduce the me-
chanical stress introduced in the MEA by the hot pressing step dierent heating and cooling
rates are investigated. For this purpose commercial ELE0162 GDEs from JM (0.43mg–Pt
cm2
)
are hot−pressed on cross−linked EX–320 (20 µm of thickness) sPEEK membranes. The hot
pressing time varies depending on the chosen heating rate. For the case indicated fast heat-
ing (fh), the assembly is introduced into the pre−heated hot pressing device for 6 min. In
the case denoted slow heating (sh), the assembly is introduced into the hot press at ambi-
ent temperature, the hot pressing temperature−once reached−is then maintained for 6min.
The corresponding heating prole of the hot press is represented in the page margin. After
hot pressing, the MEA is allowed to cooled down. In the case denoted as fast cooling (fc)
water is pumped through the system until ambient temperature is reached. Typical fc rates
amount to 30 Kmin . In the slow cooling rate case (sc) the assembly is allowed to cool down
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to ambient temperature without the use of any cooling liquid. The average cooling rate
in this case amounts to ∼ 1 Kmin . A summary of all relevant MEA preparation parameters
including the annealing temperature and time (Ta, ta) and the hot pressing parameters are
listed in Table 29. For all prepared MEAs a preconditioning based on liquid water LW type
is applied prior performance testing (see Section 9.2).
MEA code hot pressing parameters heating/cooling rates
℃/ kN
cm2
/min
EX–320 180–9 190/0.5/6
fh/fc
fh/sc
sh/sc
Table 29: Summary of the preparation parameters for XL−SPEEK−based MEAs indicating the anneal-
ing conditions, the hot pressing parameters and the applied heating and cooling rates.
The abbreviating code related to the hot pressing parameters indicates the hot pressing
temperature, the pressure and the time.
In Figure 107 images of the corresponding MEAs after the hot pressing process are shown.
In the cases that a fh rate is combined either with a fc or a sc rate (see Figures 107a)& 107b))
high tensions at the GDE/PEM border, and especially at the edges, are already visually rec-
ognizable. The MEA represented in Figure 107c) oers obviously less pronounced tensions.
Therefore, sh in combination with sc are identied from an initial, visual point of view as
favorable MEA preparation parameters. Beside the optical analysis more meaningful test
bench measurements are carried out to investigate MEA performance and lifetime as func-
tion of the MEA preparation conditions. The polarization results for all examined MEAs
show a non−steady state behavior, which results in the MEA’s EOL. The EOL is indicated by
a steady loss in polarization performance, which is initially limited to low current densi-
ties and expands with time. A more detailed look with regard to the time−dependent values
(representatively shown in Figure 107b)) reveals an abrupt loss in maximum current den-
sity and OCV.
Post mortem analysis of all dismounted MEAs reveal incisions at the PEM/GDE border aris-
ing form the mechanical failure of the material during operation. However, in the case that
fh/fc and fh/sc are applied (see Figures 107a) & b)) the fuel cell performance increases
during the rst 6 h of operation, before failure of the MEA is observed. Whereas, in the case
of sh/sc (see Figure 107c)) the same eect is observed after 12 h of operation. Identica-
tion of the most appropriate hot pressing parameters is done by analysis of both the EOL
and the MEA peak performance at the reference potential of 650 mV (see Table 30).
In summary, the initial, visual−based result is conrmed by the MEA performance anal-
ysis. So, the use of a slow heating rate in combination with a slow cooling rate oers the
best results with regard to less visual tensions, highest peak performance and longest EOL
time.
9.2 reinforcement frame & preconditioning method
In addition to the hot pressing optimization, the reinforcement of the critical GDE/PEM
border as well as the appropriate preconditioning are thought to have a further benecial
eect on the MEA lifetime and performance.
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a) fast heating / fast cooling (fh/fc)
b) fast heating / slow cooling (fh/sc)
c) slow heating / slow cooling (sh/sc)
Figure 107: Images and related polarization curves as function of the applied heating and cooling
rates. The test MEAs consist of an EX−320 sPEEK membranes, annealed at 180℃ for 9 h.
As GDEs on both sides commercial electrodes from JM are employed, namely ELE0162s.
Set of representations: a) represent the results for a MEA hot−pressed using a fast heat-
ing and a fast cooling rate, b) using a fast heating and a slow cooling rate and c) using
a slow heating and a slow cooling rate.
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MEA code heating/cooling rates j at 650 mV EOL time
A
cm2
h
EX–320 180–9
fh/fc 0.85 ? 6.0
fh/sc 0.70 ? 6.5
sh/sc 1.00 ? 12.0
? : quasi−stationarity is not reached during the measurement.
Table 30: Summary of the MEA performances at the reference voltage of 650 mV and the EOL anal-
ysis, both extracted from the corresponding polarization experiments, as function of the
applied heating and cooling rates.
A membrane reinforcing frame is prepared by cutting out a square of 72× 72 mm from
a self−adhesive framing foil, which is kindly provided from Fumatech, exhibiting the outer
dimensions 102× 102 mm. The XL−SPEEK is mounted on the so−prepared frame avoiding
blistering between frame and membrane. The second frame is placed on the opposite side
repeating the aforementioned step. A cold pressing step employing a mechanical press at
pressures preferable in the order of 1–2 kN
cm2
is added to guarantee a good contact between
the frames and XL−SPEEK (see Figure 108). Form the reinforced and framed XL−SPEEK mem-
brane the MEA is obtained following the conventional hot pressing routine described in
Section 7.3, which is modied by the use a slow heating and a slow cooling rate during its
preparation (see Section 9.1).
Figure 108: Image of a XL−SPEEK EX−320 180–7 membrane reinforced with two self−adhesive
frames.
As second parameter the type of the MEA preconditioning is studied in the same set of
experiments. Thus, the liquid water (LW type) and the chronopotentiometric precondition-
ing (CP type) are investigated with regard to their benecial eect on MEA performance
and lifetime.
LW type For the LW type preconditioning the MEA is mounted in the fuel cell housing. Deionized
water, thermo−set to 60℃, is pumped through the ow elds of the anode and the cathode
side for at least 5 h using a peristaltic pump. During the preconditioning the fuel cell hous-
ing is held at a constant temperature of 60℃. Typical water ow rates amount to 5.5 mLmin
on both sides. An image of the related experimental setup is given in Figure 109.
CP type
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Figure 109: Image showing the experimental setup related to the LW type preconditioning. Precon-
ditioning of the MEA is done inside the heated fuel cell housing by purging thermo−set
water through the ow elds.
By contrast to the LW type preconditioning applying liquid water, the chronopotentio-
metric method employs water vapor and the in situ formed water from the cathode side for
MEA activation. Basically, the mounted MEA is fed with humidied reactant gases. In addi-
tion, current is withdrawn from the MEA, which goes along with the electrochemical water
formation at the cathode side. Both water sources are indented to prehumidify the XL−SPEEK
membrane for better proton conduction, and hence increased fuel cell performance. A de-
tailed description of the preconditioning method, including the set parameters, is given in
Section 5.4.1.
All prepared test MEAs are based on a cross−linked sPEEK membrane, with an average
thickness of 30 µm, annealed for 7 h at 180 ℃ (EX–330 180–7). As anodes and cathodes
ELE0162s from JM are applied each with a Pt loading amounting to 0.43mg–Pt
cm2
. A detailed
review of the prepared MEAs including the utilized preparation and preconditioning condi-
tions is given in Table 31.
MEA code hot pressing parameters preconditioning type framing
℃/ kN
cm2
/min/heating/cooling
EX–330 180–7 190/0.5/6/sh/sc
LW yes
CP yes
LW no
CP no
Table 31: Summary of the preparation parameters for XL−SPEEK−based MEAs indicating the anneal-
ing conditions, the hot pressing parameters, the employed preconditioning type as well
as the presence of a reinforcing frame.
Based on polarization experiments at 60 ℃ and 80 ℃ , which are represented in Fig-
ure 110, the eect of the reinforcing framing and the chosen preconditioning method on
fuel cell performance is investigated. Regardless the operating temperature, the polariza-
tion experiments show clearly that best results in terms of performance and lifetime are
obtained in the case that a chronopotentiometric preconditioning is employed and the MEA
is additionally reinforced with a polymer frame (blue curves).
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Comparison of the obtained results for the framed MEAs (blue and orange curves) with
the non−framed MEAs (red and purple curves) uncovers the benecial eect of the framing
on MEA lifetime, regardless of the preconditioning history. So, for all framed MEAs no EOL
is observed during the testing period, whereas the non−framed analogues fail after 25 h
and 15 h of operation.
Figure 110: Polarization results for XL−SPEEK−based MEAs, consisting of an EX–330 180–7membrane
and ELE0162 GDEs from JM. Operating temperature is varied between 60–80 ℃. The
related operating conditions are summarized in the header. MEAs dier in the applied
preconditioning method (CP, LW ) and in the presence of a reinforcing frame.
Comparison of the chronopotentiometrically (blue curves) with the conventionally (or-
ange curves) preconditioned MEAs, both with reinforcing frames, clearly reveals the per-
formance increasing eect of the CP preconditioning. For both MEAs no EOL is detected
during the testing period, which is directly related to the use of the reinforcing frames. A
comparative summary of the obtained results is given in Table 32.
MEA code preconditioning type framing EOL time j at 650 mV
h A
cm2
60 ℃ 80 ℃
EX–330 180–7
LW yes > 32 0.5 0.6
CP yes > 56 1.0 1.1
LW no 25 1.0 −
CP no 15 − 0.8
Table 32: Recapitulation of the characteristic values related to the polarization experiments carried
out for dierently preconditioned and framed MEAs.
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9.3 fuel cell testing parameters
In the course of the optimization process related to the maximization of the fuel cell perfor-
mance and lifetime changes with regard to the general current change protocol during the
polarization measurements are carried out. So, the protocol of current increase/decrease is
slightly changed to reduce the induced stress during the experiment (see Figure 111).
Since the water production at the cathode is directly related to the fuel cell current, a sud-
den cut−o of the same, such as used in the initial test protocol (blue curve in Figure 111),
is thought to induce a high stress caused by the suddenly changed hydration state of the
PEM. In combination with the stiness and brittleness of the XL−SPEEK, the induced stress
may contribute to the formation of incisions at the mechanically sensitive PEM/GDE bor-
der. Consequently, after the maximum current is reached, instead of a sudden cut-o a
step wise decrease, analogously to its further increase, is established to avoid the problem
(purple curve in Figure 111).
Figure 111: Modied current increase/decrease protocol (purple) for polarization experiments com-
pared with the initially used one (blue).
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Mechanical stress, especially at the PEM/GDE border is clearly identied as critical parame-
ter for MEA lifetime. To minimize mechanical stress and therefore to maximize MEA life-
time and performance the mainly contributing parameters are identied, screened and
optimized. Summarizing, a reinforcing polymer frame (see Section 9.2), an appropriate
chronopotentiometric preconditioning technique (see Section 9.2), an optimized hot press-
ing procedure (see Section 9.1) as well as modied fuel cell testing conditions (see Sec-
tion 9.3) are developed to reduce the induced mechanical stress prior and during FC oper-
ation.
Mid−term FC performance tests are carried out employing select XL−SPEEK membranes
with a thickness of 30 µm, which are previously optimized by URoma2 and Fumatech with
regard to preparation, cross−linking procedure and annealing time. Namely, two promising
samples are investigated the EX–330 180–7 and the EX–330 180–14 with annealing times
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amounting to 7 h and 14 h, respectively. In both cases an annealing temperature of 180℃ is
applied. The previously acquired knowledge regarding the extension of MEA’s lifetime and
performance is incorporated in the preparation and operating process. So, the test MEAs are
prepared assembling the XL−SPEEK membranes with two commercial Naon®−containing
GDEs from JM (ELE0162, 0.43mg–Pt
cm2
) via hot pressing. Preconditioning prior FC testing is
carried out using the chronopotentiometric routine (5–6 h). FC mid−term testing is done
applying an initial chronopotentiometric experiment (20–22 h) followed by polarization
measurements (20–30 h). In both cases the operating temperature is varied. A summary
of the utilized preparation and preconditioning parameters is given in Table 33.
MEA code hot pressing parameters preconditioning type
℃/ kN
cm2
/min/heating/cooling
EX–330 180–7 190/0.5/6/fh/fc CP
EX–330 180–14 190/0.5/6/fh/fc CP
Table 33: Summary of the preparation parameters for XL−SPEEK−based MEAs indicating, the hot
pressing parameters, the applied heating and cooling rates and the employed precondi-
tioning type.
9.4.1 EX–330 180–7
Figure 112: Chronopotentiometric experiment related to the EX–330 180–7−based MEA in an op-
erating temperature range between 80–95 ℃. The time−dependent results for the cell
voltage (blue), the current density (green), the temperature (red) and the anodic and
cathodic DPs (light and dark cyan) are represented.
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A mid−term performance test is carried out using both chronopotentiometric and polar-
ization techniques. A chronopotentiometric measurement in a temperature range between
80–95℃ is carried out initially, the obtained results are displayed in Figure 112. During the
experiment the current density (green curve) is increased stepwise starting from zero up
to a maximum value, which is chosen as a function of the observed voltage loss. After max-
imum current is reached the procedure is repeated in an analogous way after increasing
the operating temperature. For each current the corresponding voltage signal is collected
(blue curve). The anode’s and cathode’s DPs (light and dark cyan curves) are adjusted to
maintain 95 %RH up to an operating temperature of 90 ℃. For temperatures exceeding
95℃ a constant DP of 90℃ is employed representing the limiting DP of the gas humidier
system working at atmospheric pressure (see Section 5.5.1). During the experiment a con-
stant fuel cell performance is observed up to 90℃, the maximum current density amounts
to 1.5 A
cm2
. Nevertheless, the further increase in the operating temperature to 95 ℃ leads
to a signicant voltage loss, indicating a non−stationary fuel cell operation. This behavior
is mainly attributed to the non−sucient humidication of the reactant gases causing a sig-
nicant increase in PEM resistance with time. The voltage loss rates in mVh are determined
using the quasi−stationary part of the voltage signal for a given current density. The corre-
sponding values are listed in the summarizing Table 34. The voltage losses indicate that an
increase in the withdrawn current density > 1 A
cm2
goes along with a signicant increase
in voltage loss rate (4–5 times higher). The same trend is observed for the increase in op-
erating temperature. So, the voltage loss rate increases from around 1–3 mVh at 80 ℃ to
4–5 mVh at 90 ℃.
Figure 113: Quasi−stationary CVCs (squares) and CWCs (circles) for the EX–330 180–7−based MEA
in an operating temperature range between 60–90℃. Details concerning the operating
conditions are displayed in the top of the graph.
The increase in voltage loss rate indicates an increase in MEA resistance for the given op-
erating conditions. This is thought to arise from the dierent swelling behavior of XL−SPEEK
used as PEM and Naon® as part of the commercial JM GDEs. This dierence in the swelling
behavior may become more important with both increasing DP (higher water activity) and
higher current density (higher amount of in situ formed water). The so−caused micro de-
lamination/separation might be an explanation for the observed behavior. However, the
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chronopotentiometric results polarization results
temperature RHA/RHC ∆t j U ∆U j at 650 mV
℃ % /% h A
cm2
mV mVh
A
cm2
60 95/95 − − − − 1.0
80 95/95
4 0.4 750 −3
1.1
1 0.7 682 +1
1 1.0 630 −1
1 1.5 517 −10
90 95/95
1 0.4 737 −4
0.8
1 0.6 689 −5
1 0.7 666 −5
1 0.8 628 −4
1 1.0 568 −22
95 80/80 1 0.9 − − −
Table 34: Characteristic results related to the chronopotentiometric and the polarization experi-
ments. The voltage values related to the chronopotentiometric measurements are obtained
by averaging.
chronopotentiometric results reveal the high performance of the prepared MEA. , the project
objective related to the fuel cell performance (0.7 A
cm2
at 650 mV) is achieved up to 90 ℃.
From the EOL point of view a satisfactory result is obtained. So, for the tested MEA no EOL is
detected during the chronopotentiometric experiment period, despite the induced thermal
and swelling−related mechanical stress due to the testing procedure.
In the further course of the mid−term fuel cell performance testing CVCs and CWCs are
collected in a temperature range of 80–95 ℃. The corresponding quasi−stationary cycles,
obtained after at least 3 h of operation, are represented in Figure 113. As already mentioned
the performance decrease at operating temperatures exceeding 90 ℃ is attributed to the
non−appropriate humidication of the XL−SPEEK membrane during the test causing the dry
out and an increase in resistance. Nevertheless, the prepared MEA resisted 50 h of operation
at alternate stress without indicating any sign of EOL.
9.4.2 EX–330 180–14
An additional mid−term experiment is carried out using a MEA based on an EX–330 180–14
membrane annealed for 14 h at 180 ℃ with a thickness amounting to 30 µm. MEA prepa-
ration and preconditioning are chosen as described in Section 9.4.1. In a rst chronopoten-
tiometric measurement (see Figure 114) the inuence of the operating temperature (purple
curve), the inlet RH (light and dark cyan curves) and the current density (green curve) on
the cell voltage (blue curve) is investigated, special attention is paid on MEA lifetime. In
the course of the experiment the withdrawn current density is kept constant for a dened
time period, the corresponding voltage signal is recorded. In a following step the fuel cell
operating temperature is increased stepwise starting from 60℃ up to 110℃. Furthermore,
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Figure 114: Chronopotentiometric experiment related to the EX–330 180–14−based MEA in an op-
erating temperature range between 80–95 ℃. The time−dependent results for the cell
voltage (blue), the current density (green), the temperature (purple) and the anodic and
cathodic DPs (light and dark cyan) are represented.
the RH is varied for an operating temperature of 90℃. From Figure 114 the steady fuel cell
operation up to 100 ℃ is clearly proved. A further increase in the operating temperature
is to the detriment of the cell voltage, which suers signicant losses. Up to a temperature
of 98℃ the project aim with regard to fuel cell performance is accomplished. Operation at
temperatures > 98 ℃ is accompanied by a signicant loss of voltage for comparable cur-
rent densities. This is mainly attributed to the low relative humidity of the inlet gases due
to the DP limitation of the gas humidier and the limitation of the maximum water content
for operation at atmospheric pressure. As already discussed in Section 9.4.1 the voltage
loss rates, which are considered as a measure of the operating stability, increase with tem-
perature and withdrawn current density (see Table 35). In this context, the voltage increase
at a rate of 7 mVh at 105℃ is a surprising observation. The comparatively low voltage is re-
lated to the increasing MEA resistance mainly caused by the PEM dry out. On the other hand
the reduction of the available water amount may reduce the negative eect induced by the
dierent swelling behavior of the employed ionomer materials, leading to the observed
voltage increase. Even the further increase in the temperature to 110 ℃ caused no EOL of
the MEA, whereas no signicant fuel cell performance is detected. CVCs and the related
CWCs are collected after the chronopotentiometric measurement in a temperature range
between 80–95 ℃. The quasi−stationary cycles, obtained for each operating temperature
after at least 3 h of operation, are represented in Figure 115. A summary of the fuel cell
performances at a reference potential of 650 mV as function of the applied temperature is
given in Table 35.
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Figure 115: Quasi−stationary CVCs (squares) and CWCs (circles) for the EX–330 180–14−based MEA
in an operating temperature range of 60–95℃. Details concerning the operating condi-
tions are displayed in the header of the graph.
chronopotentiometric results polarization results
temperature RHA/RHC ∆t j U ∆U j at 650 mV
℃ % /% h A
cm2
mV mVh
A
cm2
80 95/95
2 1.0 597 +5
1.1
2 1.5 504 +2
90
95/75 2 1.0 560 −6 −
95/95 2 1.0 640 −3 0.8
95/75 2 0.7 694 −4 −
95/95 2 0.7 692 −4 −
95 80/80
2 0.7 643 −4
0.4
2 1.0 570 −11
98 75/75
1 0.8 527 −13 −
1 0.7 600 −13 −
100 70/70 1 0.7 560 −18 −
105 58/58 1 0.7 339 +7 −
Table 35: Characteristic results related to the chronopotentiometric and the polarization experi-
ments. The voltage values related to the chronopotentiometric measurements are obtained
by averaging.
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C O N C L U S I O N S & O U T L O O K−PA R T I
The development of a XL−SPEEK−based MEA is divided into two parts. The rst one dealing
with the development of new concept sPEEK−containing GDEs, whereas the other focused
the screening of an appropriate XL−SPEEK PEM material and lifetime−optimized operating
conditions.
With regard to the GDE development rst work is devoted to the GDL screening repre-
senting the substrate for the further CL. Best results in terms of fuel cell performance are ob-
tained using a GDL without MPL, consequently a carbon ber paper from Toray (TPG−H−90)
is chosen for the further GDE development. In a further step the sPEEK−containing MPL is
developed. From various experiments IPA is identied as dispersing agent of choice. The
corresponding precursor ink is characterized by a solid fraction in the range of 2.0–2.5%.
In this context, the addition of sPEEK in the MPL precursor ink is found to be advantageous
compared with the additional impregnation. The coating method of choice implies the
use of a spiral blade. The dry MPL is characterized by a typical solid fraction amount-
ing to 10/15/75 with regard to PTFE, sPEEK and high surface area carbon. Typical MPL
thickness is in the range of 18–25 µm, with a corresponding MPL loading in the order
of 0.8 mg cm−2. In addition to the MPL development, the transfer of the PPED technique to
sPEEK−containing systems is realized successfully, indicating an innovation with regard to
the disadvantageous conventional process, where the noble metal catalyst is already added
in the catalyst ink. So, the developed PPED technique oered a high degree of versatility
with regard to utilized ionomer within the MPL. Polarization experiments employing inde-
pendently−prepared sPEEK anodes reveal the reproducibility of the entire GDE preparation
process oering a FC performance in the same range as Naon®−containing GDEs. In the
case that the developed GDEs are employed as cathodes a signicant decrease in terms of
fuel cell performance is observed, which is attributed to the non−appropriate porous struc-
ture of the developed sPEEK−containing MPL. Consequently, the further evolution of the MPL
structure in the future is considered as indispensable for satisfactory MEA performances.
Comparison with results cited in literature is summarized in Table 36 and reveals the
improvement of the new concept GDE based on sPEEK. So, the measured current density at
650mV is at least double compared with the state−of−the−art results employing sPEEK−based
electrodes with Naon® as PEM. It has to be mentioned though that all presented results
are obtained using pure oxygen as oxidant, whereas the state−of−the−art results cited in
literature employ air at the cathode side. However, the performance decreasing eect of
the air utilization is not considered to explain the signicant lower performance of the
state−of−the−art systems.
The work carried out with emphasis on lifetime extension as well as performance in-
crease is crowned with success. So, the EOL time of XL−SPEEK based MEAs, which is ini-
tially limited to several hours (5–6 h), is increased in a way that no EOL is observed within
mid−term fuel cell testing amounting typically to 50–60 h. The project−related perfor-
mance goal amounting to 0.7 A
cm2
at a cell voltage of 650 mV is realized up to 98 ℃. A
further increase of the operating temperature has a disastrous eect on the fuel cell per-
formance. This is related rst of all to the XL−SPEEK material, which necessitated highly
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T RHA/RHC oxidant Pt loading j at 650 mV Reference
℃ % /% mg–Pt
cm2
A
cm2
60
100/100 O2 0.9
0.8
Arena et al. [? ]
80 0.7
100 0.3
110 0.1
80 100/100 air 0.8 0.3–0.4 Peron et al. [? ]
65 100/100 air 0.6 0.2 Kim et al. [? ]
65 100/100 air 1.0 0.3 Sung et al. [? ]
35 100/100 air 0.5 0.1 Easton et al. [? ]
Table 36: Comparison of literature−cited results dealing with Naon®−based MEAs and
sPEEK−containing electrodes with our best FC performance results. For better com-
parability the operating temperature, the inlet RH, the oxidant and the catalyst loading
are added. In all cases the reactant gases are fed at atmospheric pressure.
humidied reactant gases to maintain a signicant proton conductivity. With regard to the
maximum humidication level the present test bench is not able to meet the XL−SPEEK
humidity requirements for a stable utilization for an operating temperature exceeding
100 ℃. This limitation arise mainly from the atmospheric pressure driven fuel cell test
bench, which limited the maximum available DP to temperatures in the order of 90 ℃. A
reduction in the PEM thickness while maintaining its mechanical properties is considered
to mitigate this problem. Apart from a general benecial reduction the membrane’s resis-
tance the in situ formed water is retained as sucient to self–humidify the PEM even at
elevated operating temperatures. The obtained results for MEAs consisting of sPEEK mem-
branes and Naon®−containing GDEs are listed and compared with state−of−the−art re-
sults in Table 37. Taking into account the signicantly lower Pt amount and operating
pressure compared with the results obtained by Marrony et al. our results are considered
as competitive in terms of fuel cell performance. Further comparison with results obtained
at lower operating temperatures conrmed the before made statement. The utilization of
XL−SPEEK is considered to improve signicantly the MEA’s lifetime. Unfortunately, for the
state−of−the−art performances cited in literature no EOL time values are indicated.
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T RHA/RHC pressure Pt loading j at 650 mV Reference
℃ % /% bar,abs mg–Pt
cm2
A
cm2
110 100/100 3 2.0 1.25
Marrony et al. [? ]
90 100/100 2 2.0 1.15
90 95/95 1 0.8 0.80
Arena et al. [? ]80 95/95 1 0.8 1.10
60 95/95 1 0.8 1.00
80 75/75 1 0.8 0.90
Rhoden et al. [? ]
80 75/75 1 0.8 0.80
80 75/75 1 0.5 0.70 Sambandam et al. [? ]
60 100/100 2 0.8 1.40 Zhang et al. [? ]
60 100/100 2 0.8 1.10 Zhang et al. [? ]
Table 37: Literature−cited state−of−the−art results for sPEEK−based MEAs with Naon®−containing
GDEs in comparison with our best FC performance results. For better comparability some
charactersitic parameters such as operating temperature, inlet RH, operating pressure and
catalyst loading are added. In all cases pure hydrogen and oxygen are used as reactant
gases.

11
P E R M E A B I L I T Y O F P E M M AT E R I A L S
Hydrogen−based PEMFCs are considered as one of the most promising alternatives for a
carbon−free energy conversion without combustion of fossil fuels. An essential material
property directly inuencing the long−lasting capacity of H2−PEMFC systems at elevated
temperatures > 80℃ is the permeability of the PEM material against the reactant gases. In
the last years signicant eorts were attributed to thin the PEM. Thin PEMs facilitate the
membrane water management and decrease the ohmic losses. Hence, an increase in fuel
cell performance and power density is achieved [? ? ]. On the other hand thinning the mem-
brane increases the undesirable permeation of reactant gases. The membrane permeability
with respect to hydrogen and oxygen is responsible for a decrease in both fuel cell eciency
and lifetime. So, oxygen and hydrogen permeating through the membrane may form water
and heat in the presence of a catalyst surface instead of electrical energy. This leads to a
decreased fuel cell performance [? ]. In addition, the permeation of the reactant gases is
responsible for a signicant loss in OCV, due to the formation of mixed potentials at both
electrodes [? ] and for the formation of oxygen−based radical species, such as ·OOH, ·OH,
and H2O2 in the presence of noble metal catalysts and/or metal impurities (see Equation
(82)) [? ].
H2 + 2Pt −→ 2Pt– Hads
Pt– Hads +O2 −→ ·OOH Pt– Hads−−−−−−→ H2O2
H2O2 +M
2+ −→M3+ + ·OH+OH−
(82)
The so−formed reactive species have a degrading potential on the organic PEM, which
goes along with a shortening of the FC lifetime [? ? ? ? ? ? ]. Thus, the thorough knowledge
about the gas permeability properties of the employed PEM material is essential. Alterna-
tives for Naon®, at present the state−of−the−art material for temperatures up to 90 ℃,
have to meet good chemical as well as mechanical stability, high proton conductivity and
low permeability against oxygen and hydrogen. To realize an experimental setup for both
the determination of diusion and permeability coecients emphasis is given on the de-
sign and construction of an appropriate test bench. In this connection, the advantages of
a direct coupling of the permeation measurement cell onto a Gas Chromatograph (GC) as
analyzing unit is outlined. Preferably, the measurement conditions are chosen close to re-
alistic FC operating conditions. Hydrogen and oxygen diusion coecients of prospective
new materials such as XL−SPEEK are determined at dierent temperatures and compared
with state−of−the−art PFSA materials. In addition, the inuence of the hydrothermal his-
tory of PFSA materials, postulated by G. Alberti, on membrane diusivity is studied.
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11.1 gas transport in glassy polymers
The transport of a penetrant species through a solid, non−porous material is called perme-
ation, which derives from the Latin word permeare meaning to pass or to penetrate. The
permeation phenomena occurs in the case that a gradient of chemical potential of one or
more species is present in a system, which is separated by a solid barrier. To attempt ther-
modynamic equilibrium the species tend to cross the barrier. All absolute barriers, such as
metals or glasses, prevent the mobile penetrant molecules to permeate [? ]. First works
dealing with the transport of gases and vapors in non−porous polymer materials were al-
ready carried out in the 19th century by J. K. Mitchell, T. Graham and S. von Worblewski,
assumed to be the rst pioneers in this eld. The scientists postulated a transport mecha-
nism based on the solution−diusion concept[? ? ? ]. So, the mass transfer through polymer
lms involves the adsorption of the penetrant species on the membrane’s surface. In a fur-
ther step the gaseous penetrant is dissolved within the polymer material, which is followed
by the diusive random thermal motion of the penetrant through the material, schemati-
cally represented in Figure 116. In a last step the desorption of the penetrant takes place.
Since the thermodynamic resistance to the adsorption of the penetrant on the polymer’s
surface is negligible, the permeation process simplies to two processes, namely solution
and diusion [? ? ? ? ].
By contrast to non−porous polymers, the transport in porous materials, where the pore
size varies in the range of > 10−8 m is mainly inuenced by the pore diameter. Here free
and Knudsen type diusion are predominant.
The driving force for the permeation across a membrane is a gradient of the chemical
potential related to the penetrant species i along the membrane. In the case that a gaseous
penetrant is employed, the dierence in the chemical potential is approximated by the
dierence in partial pressure. So, increasing the partial pressure dierence results in an
increase in permeation rate.
Figure 116: Diagram showing schematically the transport mechanism of a gaseous penetrant
through a polymer membrane with thickness `. The underlying solution−diusion
mechanism is described by four distinct steps. First, the penetrant is adsorbed on the
membrane’s surface, which is followed by the sorption into the membrane. After the
diusive random walk pathway through the material, desorption takes place. Driving
force of the permeation step is the dierence in partial pressure between feed and per-
meate side ∆p(i) = pF(i) − pP(i).
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Starting from an oversimplied model the major eects inuencing the transport of a
penetrant across a polymer material depend upon whether the polymer is above (rubbery)
or below (glassy) its Tg and whether the penetrant is a liquid or a gas [? ].
PFSA and SAP−based ionomers are generally belonging to the thermoplastic polymer fam-
ily. The related Tg vary from 80–100 ℃ for Naon® materials (see Section 4.2.1.1) to tem-
peratures in the range between 180–250 ℃ for cross−linked sPEEK (see Section 7.3). The
diusion behavior of a penetrant across a semi−crystalline polymer is essentially governed
by the amorphous part [? ]. The polymer state has a major inuence on the two main pro-
cesses related to permeation, namely the sorption and diusion.
SolubilityThe solubility of a penetrant within the polymer matrix is a function of the polymer/pen-
etrant, the penetrant/penetrant and the polymer/polymer interactions. A further parame-
ter inuencing the penetrant solubility is the free−volume distribution within the polymer
material.
For a polymer material above its Tg the necessary volume to accommodate the penetrant
molecule is formed with ease due to the comparatively high mobility of the polymer chains.
By contrast, the segmental motion in glassy polymers in hindered. Thus, uctuations of the
free−volume to accommodate the penetrant molecule into the polymer matrix are possible
just within a small region [? ? ].
The connection between the penetrant partial pressure at the sample’s surface pF(i) and
the penetrant concentration within the polymer cF(i) is given by the solubility coecient
S (see Equation (83). Generally, the solubility coecient S is a function of the partial pres-
sure. For non−condensable gases in a low pressure region (< 50 bar) the solute/polymer
interactions are weak, thus the equilibrium solubility is low, which allows for the applica-
tion of Henry’s law. So, a linear relationship between the external pressure and the mole
fraction of penetrant dissolved within the polymer is assumed [? ? ? ? ].
cF(i) = Si · pF(i) , with Si = 1
Hi
(83)
cF: penetrant concentration; i within the polymer / molL ; Si: solubility /
mol
L atm ;
pF: gas pressure / atm; Hi: Henry coecient / L atmmol
DiusionThe diusivity of a polymer material is a function of the penetrant size, the polymer/pen-
etrant interaction and the shape, size, connectivity and timescale of thermal rearrangement
of the polymer’s free−volume [? ].
Since rubbery polymers respond rapidly to changes in conditions due to the high mo-
bility of the polymer chains, a simple Fickian diusion is assumed. For this case the high
segmental chain mobility allows for a fast redistribution of the free−volume inside the
polymer. So, the penetrant enters the polymer matrix with ease. In the case that the related
chain motion forms a cavity at a distance in the same scale of the molecule’s diameter the
penetrant molecule moves in to it (see Figure 117). The overall diusion transport is thus
the sum of all such small random moves.
In glassy polymers the non−equilibrium state, which arises from the inhibited sequen-
tial motion of the polymer chains hinder them to attain equilibrium conformation within
a nite time. As a consequence, their response to changing conditions, e. g. mechanical or
thermal stress, is comparatively slow. In addition, internal stress going along with a change
in the polymer structure is induced by certain penetrants due to swelling or immobiliza-
tion. Prominent examples are the swelling of hydrophilic polymers in water vapor and
the persisting volumetric expansion in the case that glassy polymers are exposed to high
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Figure 117: Simplied representation of the hopping mechanism for the diusive transport of a
gaseous penetrant through a polymer matrix consisting of chains. The free−volume
cavity accommodates a penetrant molecule, always able to jump in a neighboring cav-
ity. Jump frequency and so diusion rate depend on penetrant size and free−volume
distribution in the polymer [? ? ? ? ].
CO2 pressures [? ]. The conditioning capability of gaseous penetrants is directly related to
their solubility within the polymer matrix. Numerous gases in polymers, such as H2, O2,
He, N2 or CH4 exhibit a low solubility, so their conditioning capability is assumed to be
negligible and an ideal Fickian diusion mechanism is safely assumed even below the Tg
due to the low anity for the penetrant. In the case that swelling penetrants are utilized
in combination with semi−crystalline polymers below their Tg, e. g. organic vapors or liq-
uids, strong deviations from the Fickian−based transport are observed. From Figure 118
it is obvious that an ideal Fickian diusion is safely assumed for low penetrant activities
and temperatures below the Tg. With increasing temperature and penetrant solubility the
diusion becomes more complex. So, in glassy polymers three major modes of diusion
are distinguished [? ? ].
• Fickian diusion (Case I), where the rate of diusion is signicantly lower compared
with the relaxation rate of the penetrant/polymer system. Concentration−independent
and concentration−dependent diusion are distinguished. The concentration depen-
dence of the diusion coecient increases with the penetrant size [? ].
• Case II diusion occurs in the case that the rate of diusion is much higher than the
relaxation rate of the penetrant/polymer system.
• Anomalous diusion is observed in the case that both rates are of comparable mag-
nitude.
Nearly ideal behavior is found for the diusion of non−condensable, small gas molecules
through semi−crystalline polymers. Due to their low solubility the related volume cor-
rection is safely negligible [? ]. In general, the free−volume distribution within a glassy
polymer is permanent due to the hindered chain mobility. Consequently, the penetrant,
once sorbed into the polymer matrix, stays in a cavity for longer time. Jumping to the a
neighboring cavity is only possible in the case that the new cavity becomes reachable for
the penetrant molecule due to uctuations of the low density regions of the polymer. Thus,
the diusivity of a glassy polymer depends signicantly on the distance and the connectiv-
ity of the free−volume [? ]. The fundamental mathematical description for the diusion of
a gaseous molecule through a polymer is based on non−equilibrium thermodynamics. Key
contributions were given by Fick, Eyring and Barrer [? ? ? ]. For a multi component system
the diusion of each component a is described by Fickian equations relating the molar ma-
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Figure 118: Diagram summarizing the various diusion types in semi−crystalline polymers as func-
tion of the temperature and the penetrant activity [? ].
terial ux J, the mutual diusion coecient D and the chemical potential µ, summarized
by Equation (84).
Ja = −
N∑
b=1
Dab∇µab , with∇ = ∂
∂x
+
∂
∂y
+
∂
∂z
(84)
J: molar material ux / mol
cm2 s
; D : thermodynamic transport coecient; µ: chemical
potential / Jmol
For an idealized system, where the mass transport is assumed to take place only in the
through plane direction, which is safely assumed in the case that the membrane’s geometric
area is signicantly larger then its thickness (
√
A >> `), all contributions expected in the
x direction are negligible. So, for a two component system consisting of the penetrant gas
and the polymer the set of two Equations (85) and (86) is sucient.
Ji = −Dii
[
∂µ
∂x
]
i
−Dip
[
∂µ
∂x
]
p
(85)
Jp = −Dpp
[
∂µ
∂x
]
p
−Dpi
[
∂µ
∂x
]
i
(86)
Since the change in polymer concentration with distance [∂µ∂x ]p and the diusion current of
the polymer chains in their glassy or rubbery state are safely considered to be vanishingly
small [? ] the term simplies to Equation (87).
Ji = −Dii
[
∂µ
∂x
]
i
(87)
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The use of both the denition of the chemical potential µi = µ0i + RT · ln(ai) ≈ µ0i +
RT · ln(γi · ci) and Fick’s rst law leads to Equation (88).
Ji = −Di
∂ci
∂x
, with Di = Dii
RT
ci
[
1+
∂γi
∂ci
]
(88)
D: molecular diusion coecient / cm2s
11.2 experimental methods
Apart form the classical polymer characterization, which is commonly based on mechan-
ical, thermal and chemical stability experiments, in recent years wide attention is paid to
the determination of the permeability, diusivity and solubility of gases/vapors for tech-
nical polymers. The obtained information are of fundamental interest for many technical
applications, chemical engineering and applied chemistry. Some applications elds, where
the permeability of the polymer material is the essential material property are listed below.
• Protective Coatings
So, polymers are employed as barriers for example on concrete or steel against harm-
ful molecules such as O2,Cl2,H2O et cetera [? ? ].
• Controlled Drug Release Matrix
A bio active molecule is stored in a glassy polymer matrix. After intake in the body
the agent release is triggered by the transition to the rubbery state, which increases
signicantly the polymer’s diusivity [? ].
• Food Packaging
Special barriers against air (O2 and N2) may increase stability and freshness of the
stored food product. A famous negative example in this context is PVC! (PVC!). Due
to the exodiusion of the carcinogenic monomer this material was prohibited for the
use as drinking water bottle material until the problem was solved [? ].
• Water Desalination
Membranes represent nowadays the best available technique for the water and waste
water treatment [? ? ]
• Separation of Gas and Liquid Mixtures [? ? ]
• Fuel Cells
Key component in the PEMFC and PAFC domain. Employed as ion conducting separa-
tors, the permeability against the reactant gases is a non−desired side eect.
The experimental determination of diusion coecients for glassy or rubbery polymers is
typically available using sorption or permeation techniques [? ? ].
In a traditional setup for permeation experiments a dry lm of a given polymer material
is inserted between two chambers. The penetrant of interest is then suddenly introduced
at a given vapor or gas pressure into one of the chambers, generating a partial pressure
dierence across the test piece. The amount of gas or vapor permeating through the lm
is measured as function of time. The change in pressure or volume or the amount of gas
passing to the downstream side of the test setup is detected.
By convention, the upstream side, also called feed side, is related to the side with the
higher chemical potential of the penetrant. Whereas, the opposite side of the membrane
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with a lower chemical potential of the penetrant is called downstream side or permeate side.
Permeability and diusivity are determined from the steady−state permeation rate and the
time−lag, respectively.
Classically, three methods are established for the determination of the permeability of
polymer membranes. The volumetric procedure investigates the change in volume as func-
tion of time at isobar conditions. The manometric procedure detects any change in pressure
using a constant downstream volume. Finally, the carrier gas method, where the permeate
is transported within a carrier gas ux, which is subsequently analyzed with regard to the
penetrant’s concentration.
Central point for the quantitative analysis is the combination of Fick’s 1st law (Equa-
tion (88)) with Henry’s law (see Equation (83)) to describe mathematically the steady state
transport across a polymer sheet. Integration of the resulting expression leads to Equa-
tion (89) and Equation (90), respectively.
Ji = Di Si · ∆pi
`
= Pi · ∆pi
`
, with ∆pi = pF,i − pP,i (89)
Pi = Ji · `
∆pi
(90)
J: penetrant ux / mol
cm2 s
; D: diusion coecient / cm2s ; S: solubility coecient /
mol
cm3 bar
; ∆p: partial pressure dierence between feed pF,i and permeate side pP,i /
bar; `: sample thickness / cm; P: permeability / mol cm
cm2 s bar
The applicability of Equation (89) is bond to the following conditions [? ? ? ].
• The sorption equilibrium rate is much higher than the diusion, which is commonly
the case [? ? ].
• The penetrant transport through the polymer is truly one dimensional, which is as-
sured since the sample area is signicantly larger compared with its thickness.
• Isotropic microstructure of the test piece.
• Steady state regarding the penetrant ux J(x) across the sample is reached.
• Both, diusion and solubility coecients are concentration−independent. This is as-
sumed for the most non−condensable gases with low penetrant/penetrant and pen-
etrant/polymer interactions.
In the eld of PEM, furthermore in situ electrochemical techniques, such as thePST! (PST!)
[? ? ? ? ? ? ] or the EMT! (EMT!) [? ? ? ? ? ? ] are employed nowadays. In these cases the
permeation rate is obtained using chronoamperometric measurements.
Due to the huge amount of units, which are utilized in the permeability literature, a
summary of the most frequently employed units including the conversion factors is given
in Table 38.
11.2.1 The Manometric Procedure
In a standard manometric procedure the feed and permeate side are separated by the test
sample, as shown schematically in Figure 119. In the course of the measurement the pres-
sure change in the initially evacuated permeate side is detected as function of time. The
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cm3 cm
cm2 s cmHg
cm3 cm
cm2 s Pa
cm3 cm
m2 d atm
barrera SIb
cm3 cm
cm2 s cmHg
1 7.5 10−4 6.6 1010 1.0 1010 7.5 10−8
cm3 mm
cm2 s cmHg
1.0 10−1 7.5 10−5 6.6 109 1.0 109 7.5 10−9
cm3 cm
cm2 s atm
1.3 10−2 9.9 10−6 8.6 108 1.3 108 9.9 10−10
cm3 in
cm2 d atm
3.9 10−10 2.9 10−13 25.4 3.868 2.9 10−17
cm3 mm
m2 h bar
6.3 10−15 5 10−16 4.3 10−3 6.3 10−4 5 10−21
cm3 cm
cm2 s Pa
1.3 103 1 8.8 1013 1.3 1013 1.0 10−4
abarrer: 10−10 cm
3(STP) cm
cm2 s cmHg
; bSI: m
3 m
m2 s Pa
Table 38: Summarizing table for the typically used permeation units including the conversion fac-
tors.
downstream volume is held constant during the measurement. At the upstream side the
gas/vapor of interest is fed either with a constant ow rate or a constant overpressure. The
experimental determination of the diusion coecient via the time−lag Θ is bond essen-
tially to the boundary conditions represented in Equation (91).
(i) ci(x, 0) = 0 for 0 < x < `
(ii) ci(0, t) =
{
0 for t < 0
cF for t > 0
(iii) ci(`, t) = 0 for t > 0
(91)
ci(x, t): concentration of the penetrant i at a distance x from the upstream side of
the membrane at time t; `: thickness.
So, the concentration of the penetrant within the test piece must be essentially zero at the
experiment start time (see (i)). This is commonly assured by appropriate degassing of the
test piece prior measurement. Furthermore, the penetrant concentration at the upstream
side amounts to zero before the start time and rises ideally instantaneous to its nal value at
the starting moment (see (ii)). Finally, the penetrant concentration in the downstream side
is kept at zero, as required by (iii). In the case that the pressure increase at the permeate
side is detected, boundary condition (iii) is fullled for pP 6 100 mbar [? ].
Nowadays, digital pressure transducers are typically employed to measure the pressure
increase at the permeate side. In the past, the displacement of a liquid in a horizontal or
vertical capillary with known inner diameter were investigated [? ]. International standard-
ized procedures related to the manometric measurement are the ISO2782, the ISO2556, the
British equivalent method BS903 Part A30 and the ASTMD1434 plastics.
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Figure 119: Schematic representation of a typical manometric setup applied for a permeation exper-
iment. The setup consists basically of two compartments the feed and the permeate side,
which are separated by the test piece. The right side of the Figure shows a simplied
time−dependent pressure distribution across the test piece.
For the pressure rise at the downstream side due to the penetrant ingress caused by the
permeability of the test piece the numerical solution, which is represented in Equation (92),
predicts the time−dependent permeate pressure pP(t).
pP(t) = pF −∆p0 · exp
(
−
J(t) A R T
V ∆p
t
)
(92)
pP(t): time−dependent pressure at the permeate side / atm; pF: penetrant pressure
at the feed side / atm; ∆p0: pressure dierence between feed and permeate side for
t = 0 / atm; J(t): molar penetrant ux / mol
cm2 s
;A: permeation active surface / cm2;
R: gas constant = 83.14 cm3 atmmol K ; T : temperature / K; V : permeate side volume/
cm3; ∆p: pressure dierence at the time t / atm.
Figure 120: Numerical solution of Equation (92) as function of the penetrant molar ux J.
A schematic representation of the numerical solution as function of the molar penetrant
ux J is given in Figure 120. The lower the materials barrier properties the higher the molar
ux through the test piece the faster the increase in pressure at the permeate side.
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11.2.2 The Carrier Gas Method
One of the most prominent methods for the experimental investigation of the permeability
of polymers is represented by the carrier gas method. The underlaying experimental setup
is very similar to the aforementioned manometric method and is represented schematically
in Figure 121. Feed and permeate side are separated by the polymer test piece, which is
clamped between the two cell compartments. During the experiment the feed side is either
purged with penetrant gas/vapor utilizing a constant ow rate or is pressurized with a
constant overpressure. The permeate side is continuously purged with an inert carrier gas
at a constant volume ow rate, such as nitrogen, argon, helium et cetera. In the course of
the experiment the permeate diuses through the polymer test piece into the carrier gas.
Quantication of the penetrant concentration within the carrier gas ow is carried out in
a sequent step using appropriate analyzing tools, such as thermal conductivity [? ? ? ], gas
chromatography [? ? ], penetrant specic sensors [? ], mass spectrometer [? ], et cetera. By
contrast to the manometric method, the carrier gas method meets perfectly the (iii) bound-
ary condition of Equation (91), which is essential for the time−lag measurements. So, the
penetrant concentration in the permeate compartment equals zero, due to its steady elim-
ination by the continuous carrier gas ow. The remaining boundary conditions (i) & (ii)
are realized by the preliminary degassing of the polymer test piece and the fast penetrant
supply at the starting time. Further advantages related to the carrier gas method are the
high versatility regarding penetrant species, feed pressure and analyzing tools [? ].
Figure 121: Schematic representation of a permeation setup based on the carrier gas method. The
permeate side is continuously purged with an inert gas, which transports the diused
penetrant with a constant volume ow rate to an appropriate analyzing equipment.
For the case that the permeate side exit is permanently coupled onto a detector, the ex-
pected time−dependent detector signal is represented in Figure 133 (blue curve). So, at
the beginning no signicant intensity change is observed indicating that no penetrant gas
passes through the membrane. After reaching the time−lag Θ, which is associated with
the break through of the rst penetrant molecules a signicant increase in intensity is
observed. When quasi−stationary transport is reached, the carrier gas ow contains a con-
stant penetrant concentration corresponding to a quasi−stationary detector response. Such
an experiment combines therefore the evaluation of the steady state transport domain with
the earlier transient. R. Barrer was able to solve the underlaying 2nd law of Fick taking
the boundary conditions indicated in Equation (91) as a base [? ? ]. Equation (93) indicates
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the time−dependent increase in the accumulated amount of penetrant diused through the
sample.
Qt =
DcF
`
(t−Θ) −
2` cF
pi2
N∑
n=1
(−1)n
n2
exp
(
−Dn2pi2
`2
t
)
, with Θ = `
2
6D
(93)
Qt: total amount of penetrant passed through the sample; D: Diusion coecient;
cF: penetrant concentration at the feed side; `: sample thickness; Θ: time−lag.
Based on the estimation of Siegel et al. steady state with regard to permeability is safely
assumed for t > 3 Θ [? ]. Thus, in the steady state region t is suciently high that all ex-
ponential terms in Equation (93) are negligible, so the expression reduces to Equation (94).
Qt =
DcF
`
(t−Θ) (94)
For the case that a sensor is used for the determination of the penetrant’s concentration
within the carrier gas ow, the sensor signal is numerically integrated to obtain the accu-
mulated penetrant amount diused trough the test piece (see Figure 133, purple curve).
For the case discussed in Section 11.2.1, where the increase in permeate pressure is
detected, the corresponding signal is already related to the accumulated amount of pene-
trant, avoiding thus the integration step. So, the time−lag Θ is available from the intercept
of the linearly extrapolated steady state part of the integrated sensor signal, (orange dot-
ted−dashed in Figure 127, with the x−axis. SinceΘ = `26D (see Equation (93)), the diusion
coecient is simply obtained from the determined time−lag Θ.
In addition, from the steady state region of the non−integrated signal (blue curve) the
permeation rate is available. So, for a the carrier gas with the ow rate V˙ = dVdt containing
the penetrant with the concentration ci, the corresponding penetrant ux Ji is then ob-
tained by the use of Equation (95). The corresponding permeation coecient is obtained
using Equation (96), where the second fraction p T
∗
p∗ T is dedicated to the Standard Temper-
ature & Pressure (273.15K, 1.013bar) (STP) normalization.
Ji =
V˙ · ci
A
(95)
Pi = Ji · `
∆pi
· p T
∗
p∗ T
(96)
Ji: penetrant ux / molcm2 s ; V˙ : carrier gas ow rate /
cm3
s ; ci: concentration of the pen-
etrant i / mol
cm3
;A: sample surface / cm2; Pi: permeation coecient / cm
3(STP) mm
cm2 s bar
;
`: sample thickness /mm;∆pi: partial pressure dierence / bar; p: atmospheric pres-
sure / bar; p∗: standard pressure= 1.013 bar; T∗: standard temperature= 273.15 K;
T : atmospheric temperature / K.
For a manometric experiment a pressure rise at the permeate side similar to the purple
curve in Figure 127 is expected. From the slope in the steady state region dpdt the leakage
rate qL is obtained using Equation (97), which describes the volume−normalized pressure
increase rate in the permeate side. Literally, the leakage rate corresponds to the pressure
increase in a dened volume with time. So, a leakage rate amounting to 1 mbar Ls indicates
that the pressure in a xed volume of 1 L increases by 1 mbar within 1 s. Assuming
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standard conditions (273 K, 1.013 bar) the test volume amounting to 1 L would be lled
up with penetrant after 1013 s, which corresponds to a leakage of 0.987 cm3s [? ].
qL =
dp
dt
· VP (97)
Pi =
qL `
A ∆pi
· p T
∗
p∗ T
(98)
qL: leakage rate / barcm3 s ;
dp
dt : pressure increase rate /
bar
s ; VP : volume of the perme-
ate side / cm3.
It has to be mentioned though that two intrinsic, driving force−normalized properties
are commonly found in literature to characterize membrane performance data, which are
often wrongly−interchanged, namely permeance and permeability. So, the permeability
also called permeation coecient Pi is related to the penetrant ux, which is normalized
to the sample area, thickness and partial pressure dierence (see Equation (96)). By contrast,
the permeance, also called permeation rate Pi` is not normalized to the sample thickness [?
].
The temperature dependence of the permeability originates from the temperature de-
pendences of the diusion coecientD and the solubility S. With increasing temperature
D increases, the corresponding mathematical relationship is similar to the Arrhenius equa-
tion and is represented by Equation (99). The pre−exponential factor D0 is related to an
entropy or zone of activation within the polymer due to the incorporation of the pene-
trant. ED is attributed to the activation energy of the diusion process, the less hindered
the transport the lower the energy barrier, which has to be overcome to transport the pene-
trant through the polymer [? ? ]. By contrast, the temperature dependence of the solubility
coecient S is similar to the van’t Ho relation and is described by Equation (100). Thus,
the temperature−related increase of the permeability is described by Equation (101).
D(T) = D0 exp
(
−
ED
R T
)
(99)
S(T) = S0 exp
−∆H ds
R T
 (100)
P(T) = P0 exp
(
−
EP
R T
)
(101)
D: diusion coecient; D0: pre−exponential factor; ED: activation energy of diu-
sion; R: gas constant; T : temperature; S0: pre−exponential factor; ∆H
c
s : enthalpy of
solution; P0 = D0 · S0: pre−exponential factor; EP = ED +∆Hs: activation energy
of permeation.
11.2.3 Sorption Experiments
From sorption techniques solubility and diusion data are experimentally available. In a
typical sorption experiment an uniform polymer lm is initially suspended in vacuum,
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which is followed by a sudden exposure to a penetrant vapor/gas of constant pressure.
The fractional mass gain/loss Mt with respect to the equilibrium value M∞, due to the
dissolution and diusion of the penetrant within the polymer sample is then measured
gravimetrically as function of time t (see Figure 122). The underlying 2nd law of Fick is
solved and leads to Equation (102). For elevated t 1
2
, which corresponds to MtM∞ = 12 , all
terms other than the rst are neglected [? ]. Based on the model of diusion into a plane
sheet Crank proposed the solution represented in Equation (103) [? ? ]. For short times
Equation (103) approximates to Equation (104) [? ].
Mt
M∞ = 1−
8
pi2
∞∑
m=0
1
(2m+ 1)2
exp
(
−
4D(2m+ 1)2 pi2
`2
t
)
(102)
Mt
M∞ = 8
√
D t
`2
[√
1
pi
+ 2
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m ierfc
(
m `
4
√
D t
)]
(103)
Mt
M∞ w
8√
pi
√
D t
`2
(104)
Mt: sample mass at the time t; M∞: Sample mass in quasi−stationary state; D: Dif-
fusion coecient; `: sample thickness.
Hence, a plot of MtM∞ versus
√
t
`2
results in a straight line (for t < t 1
2
), which is used to
calculate D. In this connection, the solubility S is available from the equilibrium sorption
M∞ [? ].
Figure 122: Schematic sorption curve for a polymer lm with thickness `, where MtM∞ is plotted
versus
√
t
`2
.
11.3 details of the apparatus
The cell for permeation experiments (see Figure 123) is manufactured in the faculty−belonging
mechanical workshop using CNC milling and turning machines. In this context, it has to
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be mentioned that Dr. Andreas Konrad from the Mecadi GmbH [? ] contributed signif-
icantly to planing and design of the permeation cell. Since permeability measurements
under humidied conditions are initially planned, all permeation relevant parts are based
on non−corrosive high grade NiMo steel, namely Hastelloy C271, whereas the parts em-
ployed for the thermo−set of the apparatus are chosen of high−alloyed V4A steel. The use
of the mentioned materials permits measurements employing highly corrosive gases, such
as humidied O2,H2S or Cl2. The thickness of the permeation relevant parts is chosen
in the range of 20–30 mm to assure good heat distribution and to minimize temperature
changing eects such as day/night cycles and to increase the higher operating pressure
limit to 400 bar. Principally, the constructed cell is close to the classically utilized setups
(see Section 11.2) and consists of two compartments, where the test piece is sandwiched
in−between. For sample insertion the upper part of the cell is lifted and the test piece is
positioned on the lower part. In a last step the test cell is closed by screwing both cell parts
with a constant turning moment, amounting typically to 5–25 Nm. The lateral tightness
of the cell is assured by the use of an o−ring−based sealing system, made of a high tempera-
ture resisting polymer. Cell design is optimized with regard to low dead volumes intended
to minimize the response time. The permeate volume is further decreased by the use of
a rigid porous packing material, which also helps to support the test piece in pressurized
experiments. The permeation active area amounts to 2.83× 10−3m2. Sample dimensions
between 90mm and 120mm in diameter are possible. To oer a high degree of versatility
with regard to the measurement principle and the testing conditions a modular principle of
the permeation test bench is proposed. So, the initial cell consists of a the upper feed and the
lower permeate compartment both equipped with steel tubes. The appropriate connection
to pressure transducers, gas analyzing devices, vacuum pumps, gas MFCs, valves and ther-
mostats paved the way to manometric and carrier gas−based setups for the determination
of the permeability and diusivity.
Figure 123: Image of the in−house−manufactured test cell for permeability measurements consist-
ing principally of Hastelloy C271 and V4A steel.
11.3.1 Apparatus Specic Tightness & Thermosetting
The characterization of potentially good barrier materials against hydrogen and oxygen
implies the use of a measurement cell oering an appropriate tightness. Air leakage of
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the cell must kept close to zero, since entering air falsies the permeability results, espe-
cially in the case that oxygen permeability is investigated. Thus, the rst evaluation of the
build up permeation cell is done with regard to cell tightness. The corresponding measure-
ments are carried out at Mecadi GmbH−Chemicals Processing (Bexbach, Germany) (Mecadi),
which kindly provided a sensitive hydrogen leak detector. For this purpose, both cell sides
are separated by a zero barrier material, namely the aluminum composite material Covexx.
The cell is closed using torques amounting to 15 Nm per bolt. Spatial−resolved leak loca-
tion is eected using the hydrogen tracer method. So, a hydrogen pressure amounting to
5 bar is applied at the feed side. The permeate side is continuously purged with air using
a peristaltic pump. The test of the cell tightness is carried out using the H2000 hydrogen
leak detector from INFICON Gmbh (Köln, Germany) (Incon) oering a lower detection
limit for dry hydrogen of 0.1 ppm. During the test all leak relevant parts including bolts,
weld seams and the ttings are continuously snied using the Snier Probe AP55, which
is connected with the H2000 hydrogen leak detector.
Figure 124: Image of the thermo−insulated permeation measurement cell, connected with a HL4
thermosetting unit from Julabo (right in the image).
No leaks are detected neither at the leak relevant parts nor in the air purge gas of the
permeate side, therefore assuring an extraordinary tightness of the permeation measure-
ment cell. In addition, the pressure at the feed side is controlled during the tightness test.
Within 3 h no loss in feed pressure is detected underpinning the results obtained from the
hydrogen tracer leak test.
Thermo−set of the permeation cell is realized by the use of a HL−4 heating circulator
from Julabo, which is fed with specic high temperature thermouid (see Figure 124). A
temperature uniformity amounting to 0.1 Kwith regard to the cell is assured by the combi-
nation of the external driven heating circulator and a Pt100 temperature controller, which
is applied inside the permeate side of the cell. The described heating setup allows a cell
temperature control in the range of 50–200℃. Furthermore, thermal insulation of the per-
meation cell is realized employing a composite material consisting of glass ber tape and
aluminum. Figure 125 shows a typical heating/cooling characteristic of the permeation cell
under operating conditions. So, the typical heating rate amounts to 1 Kmin , whereas the
cooling is signicantly more time demanding. Cooling is done by heat exchange with the
environment. From the corresponding exponential decay curve a time period of 15 h is
deduced for the cooling from 120 ℃ to room temperature.
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Figure 125: Permeation cell heating/cooling characteristic in the temperature range between
23–120 ℃, thermo−set by a circulation laboratory thermostat.
11.4 manometric apparatus−setup & methodology
The manometric−based permeation procedure detects the pressure increase in the initially
evacuated permeate side due to the permeability of the test piece. For this purpose the
aforementioned permeation cell is equipped with pressure transducers, vacuum pumps
and a feed gas supply, as schematically shown in Figure 126.
The pressure increase at the permeate side is detected by the use of a Setra Systems, Inc.
(Boxborough, USA) (Setra) 270 pressure transducer with an operating mode range between
0–10 psig, corresponding to 0–690mbar. In the course of the work the permeate side pres-
sure transducer is replaced by a 901P from MKS Instruments, Inc. (Andover, USA) (MKS),
which oers an extended measurement range between 10−5–1.5× 103 mbar due to the
combination of Piezo and MicroPirani vacuum sensor technology. The corresponding out-
put voltage in the range of 0–5 V is recorded during the experiment by a self−developed,
LV−based software employing a NI USB 6008multifunction data acquisition device from NI.
At the feed side an absolute pressure transducer Baratron 722A from MKS oering an op-
erating range from 0–5000 mbar is utilized, communicating to the computer via a RS232
interface. Evacuation of the feed side is realized using a MZ 2C diaphragm pump from
VACUUBRAND GmbH & CO KG (Wertheim, Germany) (Vacuubrand), whereas for the evac-
uation of the permeate side a SST turbo molecular pump from ILMVAC GmbH (Ilmenau,
Germany) (Ilmvac) is employed in combination with an Ionivac IM210 vacuum gauge from
Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum (Köln, Germany) (Leybold). So, typical vacuum pressures at the
feed side are in the range of 10−3 bar, for the permeate side the pressure is in the order
of 10−4 mbar.
To meet the boundary conditions (see Equation (91)), necessary for the experimental
determination of diusion coecients a typical manometric time−experiment consists of
the 3 steps.
• Step 1: Sample Degassing & Thermosetting
After insertion of the test piece in the permeation measurement cell, degassing as-
sures a penetrant−free sample state at the beginning of the time−lag experiment. So,
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Figure 126: Schematic representation of the setup for the manometric determination of diusion co-
ecients via time−lag measurements. The setup basically consists of the cell, an evacua-
tion system, a thermosetting device, pressure transducers and a supply for the penetrant
gas.
both feed and permeate side are evacuated. Eective degassing is done within 4–6 h
sustaining a direct connection to the vacuum pumps. During the degassing step the
permeation cell is thermo−set to the later operating temperature.
• Step 2: Tightness Test & Background Determination
During the tightness test, which is carried out in order to exclude the existence of
leaks, the valves in−between the permeation cell and the vacuum pumps are closed
(see Figure 126). The resulting time−dependent increase in pressure is due to the
specic leakage of the apparatus. The obtained background is registered for the later
correction of the pressure increase data obtained during the time−lag experiment.
After determination of the background both feed and permeate side are evacuated
again for a period of 0.5–1 h to assure a penetrant−free membrane at the starting
time of the measurement.
• Step 3: Time−Lag Measurement
The experiment starts with the closure of the valve between permeate side and vac-
uum pumps. In a subsequent step a constant penetrant gas pressure is applied at the
feed side, which is typically chosen in the range of 1–5 bar. Typical pressure rise
rates at the feed side amount to 3.2 bars meeting the requirement of an almost instan-
taneous penetrant introduction. At the permeate side the time−dependent pressure
change caused by the penetrant breakthrough is detected as a function of time. After
an experiment further measurements are possible by repeating steps 1–3.
Figure 127 shows a typical time−lag result. The blue curve represents the feed pres-
sure pF. The synchronous registration of the measurement data is assured by the use of a
self−developed LV program. Since the pressure rise time at the feed side is almost instan-
taneous, the moment of penetrant introduction is chosen as global starting time t0 of the
measurement. Therefore, in a 1st step the permeate side pressure data is corrected with
respect to the starting time by subtraction of t0 from the time data. In a further step the
registered raw data for the permeate pressure (black curve) is normalized with regard to
the background pressure increase (gray curve), which is due to the apparatus specic leak-
age. Normalization is done by subtracting the background data from permeate pressure
data, which leads to the net pressure rise (purple curve). The time−lag Θ is then obtained
from the interception of the linear−extrapolated steady state part of the pressure increase
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curve (purple curve) with the time axis. Employing the average sample thickness ` the
corresponding diusion coecient D of the test piece is available from Equation (105).
D =
`2
6 Θ
(105)
Figure 127: Plot of the increase in permeate pressure due to both penetrant permeation and cell leak-
age (black curve). The net pressure pP,net is obtained by subtraction pbackground
from the total pressure and results in the purple curve. In addition, the penetrant pres-
sure at the feed side pF is plotted as function of time.
11.5 apparatus for hydrogen permeability−setup & methodology
An apparatus based on the carrier gas method is build up, permitting the experimental
determination of hydrogen permeabilities of polymer membrane materials. Center piece
of the apparatus is the customized permeation cell, which is equipped in an appropriate
way with various parts, such as gas supply, gas control, temperature control and analyzing
unit (see Figures 128 and 129 ).
Since the determination of the permeability does not strictly imply an initially gas−free
sample, no vacuum pumps are employed in the setup. During the experiment the feed side
is provided with hydrogen 5.0 using a MFC from Sierra. For measurements with an atmo-
spheric pressure dierence the feed side is continuously purged with hydrogen, typically
50 mLmin . Alternatively, the setup allows experiments with a constant hydrogen overpres-
sure in the range of 1–4 bar. Precise determination of the feed pressure is assured by the
use of a Baratron 722A pressure transducer from MKS. The permeate side is continuously
purged with dry nitrogen employing a ow rate range between 167–200 mLmin represent-
ing the lower limit specied by the analyzing unit. Quantitative detection of the hydrogen
transported through the test sample is realized by the use of an EL3020 hydrogen detector
from ABB (Zürich, Switzerland) (ABB), oering a detection range of 100–10, 000 ppm.
The operating principle of the detector is based on thermal conductance (see Section 11.6).
Since the thermal conductivity of the hydrogen−containing purge depends on both hydro-
gen content and its RH, the test gas is cooled down to 5 ℃ before entering the detector.
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Figure 128: Schematic representation of the setup for the determination of hydrogen permeability
based on the carrier gas method. Hydrogen is provided at the feed side. The concentra-
tion of permeated hydrogen in the continuously purged permeate side is detected by an
EL3020 hydrogen detector.
Figure 129: Laboratory setup for the determination of hydrogen permeabilities of polymer mem-
branes. The setup is based on the carrier gas method and consists basically of a perme-
ation cell, a thermosetting unit, MFCs, a cooling unit, a hydrogen analyzer and a com-
puter for data acquisition.
Thus, the surplus of water vapor in the test gas is condensed and a low humidity level is
guaranteed. All time−dependent parameters, necessary to determine the permeance, such
as temperature, feed pressure, purge gas ow rate and hydrogen concentration are reg-
istered and visualized using a customized, self−developed LV software. Figure 130 shows
a typical hydrogen permeability result by the example of a Polyamide (PA)6 membrane
with ` = 54 µm. In the early transient region the volumetric concentration of hydrogen
within the purge gas increases signicantly due to the beginning permeation through the
test piece. The quasi−stationary state, which is characterized by a purely statistical varia-
tion of the hydrogen concentration with time, is reached after approximately 5 min. From
this part of the experimental curve the corresponding permeability coecient is calculated
utilizing Equation (95) and (96). So, for PA6 operated at 23 ℃ employing an atmospheric
hydrogen partial pressure dierence between feed and permeate side a permeability coef-
cient amounting to 36.7 cm3 mm
m2 h bar
is obtained.
Main disadvantages related to presented setup arise from the limitation with regard to
the purge gas RH and the high detection limit amounting to 350 cm3
m2 h bar
· `. The ele-
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vated detection limit is due to the minimum volume ow rate demanded by detector, which
amounts to 10 Lh , and the detection limit of the detector in the range of 100 ppm.
Figure 130: Hydrogen permeability for a PA6membrane with a thickness of 54 µm. The curve shows
the detected increase in the hydrogen concentration at the purged permeate side. The
employed operating conditions are summarized in the top of the graph.
11.6 gas chromatpgraph−coupled apparatus−setup & methodology
The comparative permeability analysis of state−of−the−art ionomers developed by project
partners implies the characterization close to the future operating conditions of the FC.
Thus, permeability experiments of potentially good oxygen and hydrogen barriers at tem-
peratures > 100 ℃, under humid conditions are intended. The key requirements for the
analyzing system are ergo dened as the followings.
• Operation under harsh corrosive conditions, such as oxygen−containing gas/vapor
mixture at DPs close to 100 ℃.
• Qualitative and quantitative detection of trace amounts of penetrant gas, preferably
oxygen and hydrogen, within a gas containing signicant amount of water vapor.
• Versatile setup allowing both permeability and diusivity measurements.
• Reproducibility of results better than 10%
Schematic representation
of a PDD taken from [? ].
In this context, a customized GC is identied to meet all required points. The system of
choice is based on a GC−2014 from Shimadzu Europa GmbH (Duisburg, Germany) (Shimadzu).
The customized GC−2014 for advanced gas analysis consists mainly of a heatable 10−port
valve with a 250 µL sample loop and an included back ush option, two packed columns
and two detectors, namely a Pulsed Discharge Detector (PDD) and a Thermal Conductivity
Detector (TCD).
The PDD is a highly sensitive detector, which utilizes a pulsed direct current discharge
in helium as an ionization source. The main source of ionization is the radiation from the
diatomic helium He2 excited state to the dissociative 2 He(1S1) ground state, character-
ized by a photon energy continuum amounting to 13.5–17.7 eV . Solutes eluting from the
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Figure 131: Image of the laboratory setup for the coupling of the permeation cell onto the GC−2014.
column, owing counter to the helium from the discharge zone, are ionized by photons
from the helium discharge. The bias electrode focuses the generated electrons toward the
collector electrode, where they cause changes in the standing current representing the de-
tector output signal. The response to inorganic, organic or non−condensable gases is linear
over a wide range, oering a detection limit in the ppb range [? ? ? ].
The TCD−2014, which is an universal detector oers a detection range between ppm
and %. The detector uses two cells, one is purged continuously with the carrier gas helium,
whereas the other is purged with the euent provided from the column (see scheme in the
page margin). In the case that a substance other than the carrier gas passes through the
test chamber, the thermal conductivity of the gas changes. The employed lament, which
is heated with a constant current, experiences a change in temperature. The related change
in the lament’s resistance Rx, which is proportional to the concentration of the substance,
is analyzed in a Wheatstone setup leading to a measurable change in voltage E(x) [? ? ].
Schematic representation
of a TCD [? ].
11.6.1 Time−lag Setup
For time−lag experiments of thin membranes, especially at elevated temperatures, a fast
responding analyzing system with an output signal linear to the penetrant amount in the
permeate side is indispensable. The direct coupling of the permeation cell to the PDD of
the GC−2014, without passing the separation columns enables for time−lag measurements,
since the typical response time of the PDD amounts to 40 ms. The specic boundary con-
ditions related to the time−lag method see Equation (91) are perfectly accomplished by
the use of appropriate steps before, during and after the measurement. A schematic rep-
resentation of the laboratory setup applied for this purpose is represented in Figure 132.
For time−lag measurements the feed side is purged either with He 5.0 or with the test
gases H2 5.0 or O2 4.5. The permeate side is purged constantly with He 7.0, which is
generated starting from purity 5.0 by an additional gas purication, using a helium purier
HP2 from Valco Instruments Co. Inc. and VICI AG. (Houston, USA) (Valco). Constant gas
ow rates are assured using MKS MFCs connected with to a 647B multi gas controller. The
ow rate at the permeate side is measured by means of a high precision electronic ow
meter from Agilent Technologies, Inc. (Santa Clara, USA) (Agilent). Evacuation of the cell
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Figure 132: Schematic representation for the carrier gas−based time−lag setup employing the per-
meation cell, which is connected in direct way with a PPD! detector.
compartments is realized using a MZ 2C diaphragm pump from Vacuubrand at the feed side
and a SST turbo molecular pump from Ilmvac at the permeate side. For the control of the
pressure, especially during the evacuation steps, a Baratron 722A and a 901P both from
MKS are employed at the feed and permeate side, respectively. Data registration is done by
a personal computer employing the GC Solution software from Shimadzu.
The here described measurement routine for one or in−between two experiments is de-
veloped to meet the boundary conditions related to the time−lag technique, which are
discussed in detail in Section 11.2.1.
• Step 1: Sample Degassing & Thermosetting
Initially the sample is degassed to assure a penetrant−free state at the experiment’s
beginning (see Equation (91i)). The degassing step is done overnight for at least 8 h,
including thermosetting of the measurement cell. Degassing between two time−lag
measurements is done for at least 4 h. Typical pressures in the order of 10−5 mbar
and 10−3 bar are applied at the permeate and feed side, respectively.
• Step 2: Cell Purging & PDD Underground
In the following step the feed and the permeate side are switched from vacuum to a
continuous helium ow amounting to 100 SCCM for the feed and to 18.6 SCCM
at the permeate side. Potentially remaining impurities such as air or volatile addi-
tives from the test piece are allowed the leave the cell prior connecting the perme-
ate stream to the sensitive PDD. After 10–15 min of purging the permeate stream is
switched to PDD. Quasi−stationarity of the detector signal is reached typically within
15–60 min.
• Step 3: Time−Lag Experiment
The time−lag experiment is started by shifting the purge gas at the feed side from
helium to the penetrant gas of interest, in our case typically hydrogen or oxygen,
with a constant ow rate of 100 SCCM (see Equation (91ii)). The time−dependent
amount of penetrant in the permeate stream is analyzed by the PDD detector. Us-
ing this detection method a constant partial pressure dierence between feed and
permeate side is assured during the entire experiment (see Equation (91iii)). A typ-
ical time−dependent signal for such an experiment is shown in Figure 133, where
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the blue line represents the dead time corrected (see paragraph below). At the be-
ginning, no signicant intensity change is observed indicating that no penetrant
gas passes across the membrane. This is followed by a signicant increase in in-
tensity due to starting molecule permeation through the membrane. For elevated
t quasi−stationary transport is reached, the helium purge gas ow contains a con-
stant penetrant concentration and yields a quasi−stationary PDD response. The pur-
ple curve in Figure 133 represents the result of the numerical integration of the PDD
signal, which is proportional to the total amount of penetrantQt passed through the
membrane in time t (see Equation (93)). The time−lag Θ is dened as the intercept
of the linearly extrapolated steady state part of the purple curve, represented by the
orange line, with the time axis.
Figure 133: Exemplary PDD signal obtained for a time−lag experiment (blue curve). The related in-
tegrated sensor signal is represented as purple curve. The linear−extrapolated steady
state part as orange dash−dotted line.
11.6.1.1 Specic Cell Dead Time
All measured time lags Θ are corrected with regard to the permeation cell specic dead
time td, which is dened as the time a penetrant molecule needs, after permeation through
the membrane, to reach the PDD. The dead time td is determined using a slightly modied
setup, which is schematically shown in Figure 134. So, two tee ttings equipped with septa
are mounted before and after the cell. For the dead time experiment a zero barrier material,
namely a 500 µm thick aluminum foil, is sandwiched between the feed and permeate com-
partment. After closing of the cell both sides are purged with helium. The helium ow rate
at the permeate side is kept constant during all experiments and amounts to 18.6 SCCM,
which represents the identical ow rate employed for a time−lag experiment.
In a series of independent experiments hydrogen and oxygen are injected in the septa
before and after the cell at dierent temperatures, using a 10 µL micro syringe. From the
resulting PDD signal t1 and t2 are available. Exemplary PDD signals for the injection before
and after the cell are shown in the graphs a) and b) in Figure 134 as gray curves. In
this context, it is convenient to analyze the 1st derivative of the PDD signal, represented
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Figure 134: Schematic representation of the setup for the experimental determination of the cell
specic dead time td.
as black line, which is equivalent to the change rate of the signal, facilitating the precise
determination of the characteristic times. Typically, the injection of the penetrant volume
causes an immediate sensor response due to the micro perturbation of the ow rate due to
the sample injection, which is used as marker for the starting point. The later increase in
PDD signal is due to the substance, which is transported within the purge gas ow to the
detector. For an injection before the cell, t1 is available from the dierence between the
starting time t0 and the PDD response time tR, t2 is obtained analogously for an injection
after the cell.
The dwell time of a gas atom/molecule in−between the two septa is simply obtained from
the dierence∆t = t2− t1. From the total distance between the two septa, which amounts
to 285 mm, the average transportation velocity vt is calculated using Equation (106).
vt =
285 mm
∆t
, with: ∆t = t2 − t1 (106)
vt: cell specic penetrant transport velocity / mms .
For the estimation of the dead time td under operating conditions the sample geometry
is taken into account. Sample masking is used for some samples, to avoid detector satu-
ration in case of high permeable membrane samples. For this purpose a circle of 31 mm
in diameter is punched in a self–adhesive aluminum foil by the use of a hollow punch. In
a further step the masking foils are cold−pressed onto the membrane paying attention to
a congruent positioning of the two punched circles. Figure 135 shows a schematic cross
section of the permeation cell containing a masked test piece. For the calculation of td a
homogeneous sample geometry, sample permeability and permeate gas ow are assumed.
The penetrant molecules, which pass through the test piece, having the shortest distance
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t1 / s t2 / s
T / ℃ H2 O2
60 11.60± 0.37(12) 12.92± 0.28(4)
2.76± 0.12(39)
80 11.43± 0.39(8) 11.26± 0.47(8)
100 11.20± 0.27(8) 11.21± 0.45(8)
120 11.19± 0.49(4) 10.50± 0.13(4)
Table 39: Summary of the PDD response times for the hydrogen or oxygen injection before (t1) or
after (t2) the cell. The values in parentheses represent the number of individual repeti-
tions.
to the PDD dominate the dead time td. For an eective sample diameter dsample the cell
dead time td is calculated using Equation (107).
td = t3 + t2 =
80 mm− 0.5 dsample + 62 mm
vt
+ t2 (107)
td: dead time / s; vt: cell specic penetrant transport velocity for a purge ow rate
of 18.6 SCCM / mms .
Figure 135: Schematic cross−section of a permeation cell equipped with a masked sample including
characteristic values for the experimental determination of the cell dead time.
Table 39 summarizes the temperature−dependent response times t1, t2 for the injection
of oxygen and hydrogen before and after the permeation cell. Only the operating tempera-
ture of the permeation cell is changed during the experiment, whereas the temperature of
the connection capillary is not inuenced. So, a decrease in t1 is observed with increasing
temperature, whereas t2 is neither inuenced by the temperature nor by the test gas. In
addition, higher response times t1 are observed in the case that oxygen is injected com-
pared with hydrogen. Employing Equation (107) the corresponding dead times td are cal-
culated as function of the test temperature. For both gases oxygen and hydrogen a linear
decrease in cell dead time td is observed with an increase in temperature. The related lin-
ear equations for the cases that a masked sample with an eective diameter of 31 mm and
a non−masked sample with 60 mm in diameter are employed are summarized in Table 40.
To avoid a systemic error of the measurements all raw data of the time−lag experiment
are corrected with regard to the specic cell dead time taking into account the permeation
active probe diameter as well as the test temperature.
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dsample / mm linear equation
31
td(O2) = −1.83× 10−2 T + 8.38
td(H2) = −1.62× 10−2 T + 7.74
60
td(O2) = −3.83× 10−3 T + 6.90
td(H2) = −3.03× 10−2 T + 6.43
Table 40: Linear functions describing the specic cell dead time td for oxygen and hydrogen as
function of the cell temperature. The two sets of equations are related to dierent sample
diameters dsample.
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P E R M E A B I L I T Y−R E S U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
Concerning the barrier properties of the developed ionomers main focus is on the compari-
son of the gas permeability between stabilized and native PFSA membranes on the one hand,
and to investigate the eect of cross−linking on the permeability of sPEEK membranes on
the other hand. In the initial schedule permeability measurements close to the operating
conditions of the ionomer in the FC application are planned, implying test temperatures
up to 120 ℃ and humid conditions. In the course of the project the need for an additional
method based on permeability, especially diusivity measurements, for the detection of
conformational changes in PFSA−based membranes is considered as important. Thus, the
related work is widened to allow for this further task. To avoid bottlenecks arising from the
additional tasks a second system, installed at the CNR−ITM research center, is employed for
the permeability measurements under humidied conditions, whereas our research group
focused on diusivity measurements employing dry gases.
12.1 manometric−based measurements
First measurements are carried out utilizing the manometric setup, described in Section
11.4. To focus on both the evaluation of the entire test setup and the comparative gas barrier
study employing cross−linked sPEEK, native sPEEK and Naon®, time−lag experiments with
dry hydrogen as penetrant are carried out at dierent test temperatures.
12.1.1 Results for Naon®117
First experiments are dedicated to pre−treated Naon®117 samples provided from the uni-
versity of Perugia namely by G. Alberti et al.. Treatment A (treat. A) refers to a purely
thermal treatment at 140 ℃ for at least 8 h, which is assumed to cancel the membrane’s
conformational memory (see Section 4.2.1.1). TreatmentB (treat.B) is done at ambient tem-
perature and humid conditions simulating a membrane state after standard storage in lab-
oratory. For the experiments an atmospheric hydrogen pressure is chosen at the feed side.
Each experiment is repeated for three times before the test temperature is changed. Fig-
ure 136 shows the experimental results obtained for Naon®117 samples in a temperature
range of 40–80℃. From Figure 136 the increase in permeability, which is directly related to
the slope in the stationary region, with increasing temperature is obvious. A data−reduced
representation of the pressure rise curves is chosen to increase the visibility of the results.
Nevertheless the dierent pre−treatments of the investigated Naon®117 samples, no sig-
nicant dierences in the material’s permeability are observed in the tested temperature
region. In addition to the Naon®117 samples a native Naon®115 sample is investigated
at ambient temperature for comparison with Naon®−based diusivity data in literature,
both summarized in Table 41. From the measured curves the corresponding time−lags Θ
are determined as described in Section 11.4 as intercept of the linear−extrapolated steady
state part of the background−normalized curves with the time axis. Employing the mem-
brane thickness ` the diusion coecients are calculated using Equation (105). The tem-
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Figure 136: Graph showing the experimentally obtained time−lag curves for Naon®117 treatedA
(open circles) and B (solid circles) in a temperature range 40–80 ℃.
perature dependence of the calculated diusion coecients is represented in an Arrhenius
type plot (see Figure 139). From the determined linear relationship, represented by Equa-
tion (99), the pre−exponential factor D0 is calculated from the y-axis intercept, whereas
the activation energy of diusion ED is obtained from the slope. A comparative summary
of all relevant results as function of the employed material is given in Table 41. The diusiv-
ity analysis of Naon®117 treat.A and B underpins the afore discussed statements. So, no
signicant dierence in−between the two materials is observed neither in their diusivity
nor in their permeability properties toward hydrogen in the temperature range 40–80 ℃.
This experimental observation suggests that small hydrothermally induced changes in the
ionomer conformation are not inuencing the diusive hydrogen transport. Therefore,
further experiments are carried out utilizing signicantly dierent hydrothermal−treated
Naon® and sPEEK samples (see Section12.3) and investigating oxygen as further penetrant
gas.
It has to be mentioned though that the good reproducibility and the low variance intra
and inter the independent experiments predestine the entire test bench, including the test
cell, the pressure detecting and thermosetting system and the self−developed data acquisi-
tion software, for the manometric time−lag determination. This results is also conrmed
by the comparison of the experimentally obtained diusion coecients for Naon®115
and Naon®117 with values cited in literature, which are found in the same order of mag-
nitude.
12.1.2 Cross−linked versus native SPEEK
In a second set of experiments the inuence of cross−linking on the hydrogen permeability
properties of sPEEK membranes is studied. Therefore, a native sPEEK membrane provided
from Fumatech, namely an E750, and a cross−linked ES165 sPEEK membrane prepared by
M.-L. Di Vona et al. from URoma2 are characterized with regard to time−lag experiments.
Solvent−assisted thermal annealing of the sPEEK membrane is done at 120 ℃ for 24 h fol-
lowed by storage at 180℃ for further 20 h and results in the cross−linking of the material.
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Sample Gas T / K Θmean / s Dmean / cm
2
s
N117 treat. A
173± 4 µm
H2
313 76.4± 1.5 6.5± 0.1× 10−7
333 38.1± 0.2 1.4± 0.1× 10−6
353 29.3± 0.1 1.7± 0.1× 10−6
DH2(T) = 3.5× 10−3 cm
2
s · exp
(
−22 kJmol
RT
)
N117 treat. B
172± 4 µm
H2
313 77.0± 1.8 6.4± 0.2× 10−7
333 38.4± 0.6 1.3± 0.1× 10−6
353 28.3± 1.5 1.7± 0.1× 10−6
DH2(T) = 4.9× 10−3 cm
2
s · exp
(
−23 kJmol
RT
)
N115 native
128± 3 µm H2 298 48.2± 4.0 5.6± 0.5× 10
−7
N125 [? ] H2 303 20× 10−7
N117 [? ] H2 308 9.5× 10−7
E750
59± 4 µm
H2
276 5.0± 0.4 1.2± 0.1× 10−6
313 2.9± 0.1 2.0± 0.1× 10−6
333 1.6± 0.3 3.8± 0.8× 10−6
353 0.6± 0.1 9.9± 1.6× 10−6
DH2(T) = 2.4× 10−2 cm
2
s · exp
(
−31 kJmol
RT
)
ES165
105± 4 µm
H2
276 44.3± 0.8 4.1± 0.1× 10−7
313 21.8± 0.9 8.5± 0.4× 10−7
333 10.2± 0.3 1.8± 0.1× 10−6
353 5.9± 0.3 3.1± 0.1× 10−6
373 3.3± 0.6 5.7± 1.1× 10−6
393 2.1± 0.3 8.9± 1.3× 10−6
DH2(T) = 2.6× 10−2 cm
2
s · exp
(
−30 kJmol
RT
)
Table 41: Summary of the time−lag results for the investigated materials Naon®117 treated A
and B, Naon®115, native sPEEK (E750) and cross−linked sPEEK (ES165). In addition, liter-
ature−cited hydrogen diusion coecients for Naon® materials are listed.
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In both cases the membranes are employed as delivered from the supplier without any
preconditioning step. Storage of the membranes prior the analysis is done at ambient tem-
perature in an evacuated desiccator over P2O5. For the native sPEEK membrane the test
temperature is limited to 80℃, a further increase is assumed to initiate signicant thermal
deformation of thin membrane material potentially falsifying the results. Furthermore, the
combination of the thin membrane with elevated testing temperature> 80℃ results in aΘ
decreased to values in the range of 0.5–0.6 s, representing the limit with regard to the appa-
ratus time resolution. Consequently, a further increase in temperature is not recommended.
For the ES165 experiments > 100 ℃ are classied as possible due to the higher material
thickness and the signicantly higher Tg (see Section 7.3). Thus, test at temperatures in
the range between 40–120 ℃ are applied. Due to the elevated time demand the number of
independent repetitions per test temperature is limited to three. During the analysis the
hydrogen pressure on the feed side amounts to 1–5 bar.
Figure 137: Graph showing the experimentally obtained time−lag curves for the native sPEEK sample
E750 in a temperature range between 23–80 ℃.
Figures 137 and 138 show the experimentally obtained curves for the time−dependent
pressure increase at the permeate side for the E750 and the ES165 membrane. For both
cases a signicant increase in the pressure rise rate is observed with increasing temperature,
which is related to the higher permeability of the material. The signicantly faster pressure
increase detected for the E750 by direct comparison with the ES165 is not necessarily
due to lower material−specic barrier properties itself, since the sample thickness of the
employed E750 is signicantly lower compared with the ES165. Analysis of the steady
state part of each curve leads to the related time−lag Θ, which are employed to calculate
the diusion coecientD. In a further step the activation energy of diusion is calculated
from the temperature dependence of the diusion coecient (see Equation (99)). Figure 139
represents a comparative Arrhenius type plot for all tested samples. The good correlation
to the linear model conrms that ideal behavior with regard to a Fickian diusion can be
assumed for the investigated test temperature range. Comparison of the materials reveals
that the diusion−related activation energy ED of the sPEEK membranes is similar and
remains unaected by the cross−linking degree of the material. Both sPEEK membranes
show higher diusivity in the tested temperature range compared with Naon®117. E750
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Figure 138: Experimentally obtained pressure rise curves related to the study of cross−linked sPEEK,
namely an ES165 membrane in the temperature range of 23–120 ℃. Cross−linking is
done at 120 ℃ for 24 h and 180 ℃ for further 20 h.
exhibits a higher diusivity compared with the cross−linked analogue ES165, indicating
that the cross−linking decreases the chain mobility and increase the hindrance for the
diusive transport through the sample. All calculated parameters as well as the related
diusion coecients and time−lags Θ are summarized in Table41.
Figure 139: Summarizing Arrhenius type diagram for the determined diusion coecients D as
function of the temperature and the sample material.
12.2 carrier gas−based measurements
Further evaluation of the test bench is done using hydrogen permeability measurements
based on the carrier gas method. The laboratory setup and the methodology employed
for the experimental determination is identical to that described in Section 11.5. PA 6
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and state−of−the−art ionomers Naon®115 and Naon®117 are investigated in a wide
temperature range and compared with hydrogen permeability values cited in literature.
From the obtained data the temperature dependence of the permeability, the related mate-
rial−specic permeation activation energy and the proof of ideal behavior is determined.
12.2.1 PA6
First studies are carried out using PA6 samples with a material thickness amounting to
54 µm and 209 µm, respectively, kindly provided from Mecadi. For both materials the per-
meance toward hydrogen is investigated in a temperature range between 40–80 ℃. The
hydrogen pressure between feed and permeate side is held constant during all experiments
and amounts to atmospheric pressure. A combined representation of the experimental re-
sults is chosen for the Figures 140 and 141. Hence, the time−dependent hydrogen concen-
tration (blue curve) is plotted, including information related to the test temperature (gray
curve) and the permeation coecient (second y axis scale). The permeation coecient is
calculated via Equation (95) and (96), making use of the hydrogen concentration, the ow
rate, the sample thickness and the permeation active area. Permeation coecients for a
given temperature are obtained by averaging in the steady state region over a time period,
typically in the range of 0.15–1 h.
Figure 140: Time−dependent results related to the hydrogen permeability through a PA6 sample,
with ` = 54 µm. For better comparison the hydrogen concentration (blue curve), the
permeation coecient (2nd y axis) and the temperature curve (gray) are plotted in one
diagram.
For both materials a signicant increase in the permeability is observed with increasing
temperature. The related results are summarized in Table 42. Comparison of the values
reveals a signicant dierence in−between the thickness−normalized permeability values
of the PA6 samples. From Figure 142 the higher permeability of the thinner PA6 sample is
clearly shown in the entire test temperature range. Assuming ideal behavior, which implies
linear dependence of the permeance with sample thickness, permeability values in the
same order of magnitude are expected. The presence of signicant deviations is assumed to
arise from a dierent foil casting method resulting in a dierent polymer’s microstructure.
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Figure 141: Hydrogen permeability results for a PA6 sample with ` = 209 µm. The graph shows
the hydrogen concentration (blue curve), the permeation coecient (2nd y axis) and
the temperature (gray curve) as function of time in a temperature range of 40–80 ℃.
Additionally, the polymer structure may also be inuenced by the use of dierent llers,
plasticizers or other cast additives.
Figure 142: Graph showing the permeation coecients for the two investigated PA6 samples as
function of the test temperature in an Arrhenius type representation.
The temperature dependence of the permeation coecient is analyzed employing Arrhe-
nius type representations such as shown in Figure 142. For both materials a linear behavior
in the logarithmic representation is determined, proving the ideal material response in the
tested temperature range. The corresponding linear equations are used for the calculation
of the pre−exponential factor and the permeation activation energy, both summarized in
Table 42. Comparison of the activation energies reveals that the permeability of the PA6
sample with 200 µm thickness is less inuenced by a change in temperature compared
with the thinner material.
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Sample Gas T / K p / bar P / cm
3 mm
m2 bar h
PA6
54± 2 µm
H2
308 1.011 55
328 1.010 136
348 1.010 273
PH2(T) = 1.4× 10−2
cm3 mm
m2 bar h
· exp
(
−36 kJmol
RT
)
PA6
209± 4 µm
H2
313 1.027 22
333 1.028 31
353 1.028 41
PH2(T) = 1.9× 10−1
cm3 mm
m2 bar h
· exp
(
−14 kJmol
RT
)
Table 42: Summary of the hydrogen permeability results for the investigated PA 6 materials.
12.2.2 Naon®115
Further experiments are carried out with Naon®115 samples, utilized as delivered from
DuPont without any preconditioning. Main interest of the experiments with state−of−the−art Naon® is
to compare the experimental hydrogen permeabilities with values cited in literature and
therefore to validate the measurement setup and to characterize this typically employed
material in PEMFC domain. So, hydrogen permeability measurements in a temperature
range of 40–120 ℃ are eected.
Figure 143: Results related to the rst and second cycle of hydrogen permeability measurements
employing Naon®115. The test temperature is varied for both cycles in−between
40–100 ℃.
The graphs in Figure 143 show the experimental data with regard to hydrogen concen-
tration, permeation coecient and test temperature as function of time. In a rst cycle
the operating temperature is stepwise increased up to 100 ℃. After allowing the sample
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Figure 144: Permeation coecients as function of the test temperature represented in an Arrhenius
type plot. The experimentally obtained values for Naon®115 are shown as blue stars,
whereas the values cited in literature [? ] are represented as purple circles.
Sample Gas T / K p / bar P / cm
3 mm
m2 bar h
Naon®115
134± 4 µm H2
313 1.025 98
333 1.025 113
353 1.026 167
373 1.024 284
313 1.019 84
333 1.019 104
353 1.018 162
373 1.018 301
PH2(T) = 1.0× 10−1
cm3 mm
m2 bar h
· exp
(
−19 kJmol
RT
)
Naon®125
dry [? ] H2
297 − 33
303 − 38
344 − 171
372 − 261
Table 43: Summary of the experimentally obtained values related to the hydrogen permeability of
Naon®115. In addition, values for Naon®125 are listed [? ].
to cool down to ambient temperature the second cycle is carried out in an analogous way.
The characteristic permeation coecients are summarized in Table 43. The variation of
the obtained permeability values for the same test temperature amounts typically to 3–8%
indicating a good reproducibility. For the values obtained at 40℃ a signicant higher devi-
ation of 15% is found, which may arise from material’s water loss in the course of the rst
temperature cycle aecting the permeability at low temperatures more than for T > 60℃.
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Evaluation of the entire test setup is based on the good agreement between the experi-
mentally obtained values and values cited for the slightly dierent Naon® material N125
[? ], both compared in Table 43 and in Figure 144. From the corresponding Arrhenius
type plot (see Figure 144) the activation energy for the hydrogen permeation through
Naon®115 is determined and amounts to 19 kJmol .
12.2.3 Naon®117
As second representative of the Naon® family a non−preconditioned Naon®117 mem-
brane is investigated in an analogous way to the discussed Naon®115. Hydrogen perme-
abilities are determined in the temperature range of 40–160 ℃, where the rst test tem-
perature cycle is ended at 120 ℃. After cooling of the sample, the operating temperatures
are reproduced and additionally increased up to 160 ℃. The corresponding temperature
proles together with the permeation coecient data are summarized in Figure 145. The
determined permeation coecients for a given temperature are summarized in Table 44
and represented in Figure 146. The dierence between the rst and second cycle values
is probably due to a water loss of the membrane during the rst cycle. Another possible
explanation of the observed dierence is a change in polymer conformation induced by
the high temperature treatment for T > 100 ℃. From Arrhenius type plotting (see Figure
146) the permeability−related activation energy is obtained.
Figure 145: Hydrogen permeability data related to Naon®117 for a temperature range between
40–160 ℃. Two independent test temperature cycles are investigated, which are sepa-
rated in the graph by a vertical, solid line.
For the tested Naon®117 sample an activation energy amounting to 34 kJmol is deter-
mined, which is signicantly higher compared with Naon®115 (19 kJmol ). This result in-
dicates that the hydrogen permeability of Naon®117 is inuenced more by a temperature
change compared with Naon®115. Consequently, the better hydrogen barrier property
of Naon®117 in the low temperature region is reversed at T > 85 ℃. Comparison of the
obtained values with literature−cited ones for dry [? ? ] Naon®117 reveals a good agree-
ment, so the values are found to be in the same order of magnitude. The corresponding
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Figure 146: Arrhenius type representation for the Naon®117 hydrogen permeability as function
of the test temperature. In addition, literature values for the same material determined
under dry [? ? ] and humid conditions [? ] are implemented.
hydrogen permeabilities investigated under humid conditions [? ] are signicantly higher,
due to the plasticizing eect of the incorporated water molecules (see Figure 146).
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Sample Gas T / K p / bar P / cm
3 mm
m2 bar h
Naon®117
183± 5 µm H2
313 1.010 47.7
333 1.011 68.5
353 1.012 109.1
373 1.013 234.0
393 1.016 529.0
313 1.021 51.3
333 1.021 93.0
353 1.022 160.0
373 1.022 286.5
393 1.026 564.5
413 1.026 1114.1
433 1.025 1871.5
PH2(T) = 1.7× 10−2
cm3 mm
m2 bar h
· exp
(
−34 kJmol
RT
)
Naon®117
dry [? ? ] H2
296 − 26
303 − 27
313 − 79
321 − 96
345 − 172
Naon®117
humid [? ] H2
292 − 115
314 − 220
334 − 371
350 − 549
Table 44: Summary of the determined hydrogen permeabilities for a Naon®117 sample in a tem-
perature range between 40–160 ℃ including the Arrhenius type equation for the tem-
perature dependence of the permeability coecient. Furthermore, literature values for
Naon®117 investigated under dry and humid conditions are listed [? ? ? ].
12.3 direct−coupled pdd experiments
The direct coupling of the highly sensitive PDD detector onto the permeation cell paved
the way for carrier gas−based time−lag measurements with high temporal resolution. The
applied apparatus and the related methodology are not discussed in details in this para-
graph since all related information are available in Section 11.6. Based on this experimen-
tal setup a quantitative determination of the hydrogen and oxygen diusivity as well as a
qualitative permeability analysis of prospective new materials such as cross−linked sPEEK
are determined at dierent temperatures and are compared with state−of−the−art PFSA ma-
terial. Furthermore, the inuence of the hydrothermal history of PFSA materials, postulated
recently by G. Alberti, on membrane diusivity is studied (see Section 4.2.1.1).
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12.3.1 Sample Preparation & Pre−treatment
Naon®115With regard to the PFSA representative Naon®115 two hydrothermal treatments are car-
ried out. The rst sample is heat−treated at 140 ℃ using vacuum conditions for at least
200 h; hereafter denoted asN115(140℃–200h). This treatment aims at the cancellation of
the hydrothermal history. Such a hydrothermal memory is probably induced by long−term
storage of the membrane at ambient conditions, as proposed by Alberti et al. [? ].
For the second sample the hydrothermal treatment is done in an externally thermo−set
glass vessel and implies the imposition of a well−dened hydrothermal memory. For this
purpose a membrane is immersed for at least 200 h in deionized water at 80 ℃; hereafter
this sample is denoted as N115(80℃w–200h). After hydrothermal treatment the mem-
brane is stored for 24 h over P2O5 and vacuum conditions, to dry the membrane under
mild conditions without canceling the imposed hydrothermal memory.
Cross−Linked sPEEKThe investigated cross−linked sPEEK membranes are kindly provided by M. L. Di Vona
and are prepared as described in [? ? ]. The average sample thickness of the membrane
amounts ot 136± 14 µm and is determined at 10 independent positions. Cross−linking is
done using a solvent−assisted thermal annealing step at 180℃ for 15 h. The initial IEC of the
test piece amounts to 2.30 meq– SO3Hg corresponding to a DS of 0.81. After cross−linking
the IEC decreases to 1.82 meq– SO3Hg (DS= 0.61) indicating a degree of cross−linking of
15%. Additionally, the sample is treated for 200 h in a vacuum drying oven at 140 ℃ and
30 mbar to remove residual water and casting solvent. Samples treated in this way are
labeled as XL– SPEEK(140℃–200h).
An additional hydrothermal treatment is realized in order to wash−out enclosed casting
solvents and possible side products arising from membrane preparation. The wash−out
step is realized by immersing the membrane for 200 h in deionized water at 80 ℃, where
the water is exchanged every 12 h. After water treatment the sample is dried at 140℃ and
30 mbar for 200 h using a vacuum drying oven. This membrane is denoted as
XL– SPEEK(80℃w–200h&140℃–200h).
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12.3.2 Oxygen and Hydrogen diusivity of Cross−linked SPEEK
The two dierently pre−treated sPEEK membranes, namely XL– SPEEK(140℃–200h) and
XL– SPEEK(80℃w–200h&140℃–200h), are both analyzed with respect to hydrogen and
oxygen diusivity. The corresponding time−lag measurements are carried out in a temper-
ature range of 60–120℃. During the measurement the partial pressure dierence between
the feed and the permeate side is kept constant at ambient pressure. Figures 147 and 148
summarize the experimentally obtained time−lag results for hydrogen and oxygen for the
sample XL– SPEEK(80℃w–200h&140℃–200h). Each curve represents the averaged re-
sults for at least three independent measurements at a constant temperature. In both cases
the total amount of penetrant passing through the membrane increases with increasing
temperature. This eect is more pronounced for the oxygen diusivity compared with the
hydrogen diusivity. Comparison of the steady−state slope of the experimental data in-
dicates that oxygen permeation through the membrane is signicantly smaller than the
permeation of hydrogen.
Figure 147: Integrated PDD signal obtained for the hydrogen permeation through the cross−linked
XL– SPEEK(80℃w–200h&140℃–200h) sample in the temperature between range
80–120 ℃.
Based on the experimentally obtained curves the related time−lags Θ are obtained fol-
lowing the method described in Section 11.6.1. The corresponding diusion coecients are
calculated employing Equation (105). Table 45 summarizes the determined time−lags and
the averaged diusion coecientsDmean for hydrogen and oxygen. Both membrane sam-
ples under test show a signicantly smaller diusivity for oxygen compared with hydrogen.
This fact is assumed to arise from the larger volume of the oxygen molecule, inducing a
hindered transport across the polymeric material. In Table 45 also the activation energies
are listed as obtained from a linear t of the corresponding Arrhenius data. Regardless
of the pre−treatment of the sPEEK samples, the resulting activation energies for hydrogen
diusion amount half of those for oxygen. Figure 149 displays the diusion coecients
for hydrogen and oxygen in an Arrhenius representation. Obviously, the hydrothermal
pre−treated sPEEK sample shows a lower diusivity for hydrogen as well as for oxygen in
the entire investigated temperature range. This is probably due to a water−induced rear-
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Figure 148: Integrated PDD signal for the oxygen permeation through the hydrothermally treated
and cross−linked XL– SPEEK(80℃w–200h&140℃–200h) sample in the temperature
range 80–100 ℃.
rangement of polymeric chains after removal of residual casting solvent and by−products
causing a densication of the polymeric structure, and therefore a hindered transport of
the penetrant molecules [? ]. Correspondingly, the activation energy increases for the hy-
drothermal−treated XL−SPEEK sample from 14 kJmol to 18
kJ
mol in the case that hydrogen
is employed. For oxygen 31 kJmol are found for the purely thermal−treated material and
39 kJmol are determined for the hydrothermal−modied sample.
Figure 149: Arrhenius type representation of the determined diusion coecients of hydrogen and
oxygen for cross−linked sPEEK samples.
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Sample Gas T / K Θmean / s Dmean / cm
2
s
XL– SPEEK
140℃–200h
H2
333 44.5± 3.3 6.9± 0.5× 10−7
353 29.4± 0.1 1.0± 0.1× 10−6
373 24.7± 1.1 1.2± 0.1× 10−6
393 19.8± 0.3 1.6± 0.1× 10−6
DH2(T) = 1.3× 10−4
cm2
s
· exp
(
−14 kJmol
RT
)
O2
353 1333.2± 125.9 2.3± 0.2× 10−8
373 735.2± 56.9 4.2± 0.3× 10−8
393 455.8± 58.2 6.8± 0.9× 10−8
DO2(T) = 9.2× 10−4
cm2
s
· exp
(
−31 kJmol
RT
)
XL– SPEEK
80℃w–200h
&140℃–200h
H2
333 55.5± 4.8 3.4± 0.3× 10−7
353 36.8± 2.2 5.1± 0.3× 10−7
373 25.7± 0.7 7.3± 0.2× 10−7
393 20.7± 0.3 9.0± 0.1× 10−7
DH2(T) = 2.4× 10−4
cm2
s
· exp
(
−18 kJmol
RT
)
O2
353 2478± 120 7.6± 0.4× 10−9
373 1163± 26 1.6± 0.4× 10−8
393 631± 20 3.0± 0.9× 10−8
DO2(T) = 5.4× 10−3
cm2
s
· exp
(
−34 kJmol
RT
)
Table 45: Hydrogen and oxygen diusion coecients for dierently pre−treated XL−SPEEK mem-
branes in a temperature range of 60–120 ℃. In addition, the Arrhenius type equations
indicating the temperature dependence of the diusivity are listed.
12.3.3 Eect of Hydrothermal History on Oxygen and Hydrogen Diusivity in Naon®115
Two hydrothermal−treated membranes are prepared according to Section 12.3.1. The equi-
librium times for each treatment are in accordance with the previous work by G. Alberti
et al., dealing with the water uptake kinetics as function of dierent thermal and hydrother-
mal treatments of Naon®117 membranes. The observed hysteresis behavior with regard
to the water uptake as function of the induced hydrothermal treatment is related to a per-
manently induced structural change of the Naon®material [? ].H2 andO2 time−lag mea-
surements in a temperature range of 60–120℃ are investigated. Corresponding results are
represented and summarized in Figure 150 and 151, where the integrated PDD signal is plot-
ted versus time. Figure 150 is related to hydrogen diusion, whereas Figure 151 shows the
results for the oxygen diusion measurements. The solid lines represent the results for hy-
drothermal−treated Naon®115, labeledN115(80℃w–200h). The dashed lines represent
the results for Naon® exclusively heat treated, labeled N115(140℃–200h).
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Figure 150: Integrated PDD signals obtained for the hydrogen permeation through the hydrothermal
and purely thermal pre−treated Naon® samples in the temperature range of 60–120℃.
Figure 151: Comparison of the integrated PDD signals for the oxygen permeation through the
hydrothermal and thermal−treated Naon®115 samples in a temperature range of
80–140 ℃.
The experimentally obtained time−lag data for hydrogen represented in Figure 150 re-
veal a signicantly higher hydrogen permeability of the hydrothermal−treated sample
N115(80℃w–200h) compared with the purely heat−treated sample N115(140℃–200h).
By contrast, in Figure 151 the observed dierences with regard to the oxygen permeabil-
ity between the two investigated samples are not signicant. The related results dealing
with the hydrogen and oxygen diusion coecients are shown in Figure 152, a tabular
summary of all obtained results including the activation energies is shown in Table 46.
For hydrogen diusion a decrease in the activation energy of around 15 % compared
with the initial value of 23 kJmol is observed, whereas for oxygen a slight increase of 7 %
is detected, which is in the region of experimental error. This dierence in diusional be-
havior as function of the hydrothermal memory of Naon®115 might be related to the
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Sample Gas T / K Θmean / s Dmean / cm
2
s
N115
140℃–200h
H2
333 33.5± 2.8 8.5± 0.7× 10−7
353 18.6± 0.6 1.5± 0.1× 10−6
373 15.5± 0.7 1.9± 0.1× 10−6
DH2(T) = 1.5× 10−3
cm2
s
· exp
(
−23 kJmol
RT
)
O2
353 123.9± 3.2 2.3± 0.1× 10−7
373 55.6± 3.7 5.1± 0.3× 10−7
393 28.0± 0.3 1.0± 0.1× 10−6
413 17.4a) 1.6× 10−6
DO2(T) = 1.4× 10−1
cm2
s
· exp
(
−38 kJmol
RT
)
N115
80℃w–200h
H2
333 20.4± 1.7 1.4± 0.1× 10−6
353 13.1± 1.1 2.2± 0.2× 10−6
373 11.0± 0.2 2.6± 0.1× 10−6
393 7.1± 0.3 4.1± 0.2× 10−6
DH2(T) = 1.0× 10−3
cm2
s
· exp
(
−20 kJmol
RT
)
O2
353 128.5± 2.7 2.2± 0.1× 10−7
373 56.6± 2.5 5.1± 0.1× 10−7
393 25.8± 0.8 1.1± 0.1× 10−6
413 13.6± 0.4 2.1± 0.1× 10−6
DO2(T) = 5.9× 10−1
cm2
s
· exp
(
−41 kJmol
RT
)
Table 46: Summary of the hydrogen and oxygen diusivity results for the investigated Naon® ma-
terials as function of the hydrothermal pre−treatment and the temperature. In addition
the Arrhenius type equations for diusivity temperature dependence are added.
permanent change of polymer chain conguration, leading to a change in the polymer
microstructure [? ]. Possibly the induced structural change is in a range where just the
transport of small molecules like hydrogen is accelerated, whereas the transport of bigger
molecules such as oxygen is hardly aected. Comparison of the determined diusion co-
ecients reveals the signicantly better gas barrier properties of the cross−linked sPEEK
material compared with Naon®. So, for both hydrogen and oxygen signicantly lower
diusion coecients are found in the investigated temperature range, independent of the
previous pre−treatment.
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Figure 152: Arrhenius type representation of the determined diusion coecients of hydrogen and
oxygen for the dierently hydrothermal pre−treated Naon® samples.
12.4 conclusion & outlook−part ii
In the course of this work dierent test setups for the determination of permeability and
diusivity values of polymer membranes are presented. All setups give satisfactory results
with regard to reproducibility and comparability with literature−cited values for the test
materials.
So, the study of the hydrogen diusivity of Naon®117 materials with the manometric
setup (see Section 12.1) oers similar results compared with the results obtained from car-
rier gas −based time−lag measurements for Naon®115 (see Section 12.3). In both cases the
purely thermal−treated samples are found to be similar with regard to their hydrogen diu-
sion coecients and their diusion activation energy ED (see Tables 41 and 46). This set of
experiments underpins the theories dealing with the Naon® microstructure from litera-
ture. According to these, the extend of the conformational change within a Naon®−based
material depends on both RH and temperature. The increase in this values leads to a more
signicant change in conformation, whereas the polymer conformation remains almost un-
aected for a treatment/storage at low RH/T values. The investigation of Naon®117 with
no and low induced hydrothermal memory with regard to hydrogen permeability showed
no signicant dierence in the diusion behavior between the materials, since change in
polymer conformation is assumed as too small. In experiments employing Naon® samples
treated at high RH/T values, namely 100 %/80 ℃, a signicant dierence in the hydrogen
diusivity of the employed materials is observed, matching with the model of hydrother-
mal−induced change in the polymer microstructure. Such changes in the ionomer cong-
uration are expected to occur during fuel cell operation over long times at temperatures
> 100℃. This could explain the signicant performance loss of Naon®−based PEMFC for
high operation temperatures and high relative humidity of the inlet gases.
The direct coupling of a PDD sensor onto a permeation cell allows for the measurement of
hydrogen and oxygen diusion coecients in PEMs for fuel cell application in a wide tem-
perature range, yielding good reproducibility. Comparison of XL−SPEEK with Naon® re-
vealed the better separator properties of the modied sPEEK material. Based on these re-
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sults a smaller loss in OCV as well as an increased lifetime of such membranes is expected
when used in PEMFCs. The presented method is helpful for the development of new mem-
brane materials, because it enables to study the inuence of heat treatment steps during the
sample preparation. In this context, XL−SPEEK, when hydrothermally pre−treated, showed
better barrier properties, i.e. lower diusivities, for hydrogen and oxygen. Therefore a per-
formance improvement with time during fuel cell operation at elevated temperatures is
expected.
Due to the highly modular setup the determination of permeability properties of polymer
sheets under humidied conditions is also possible. So, in a recently started BASF and
Mecadi−supported project prospective membranes for bio gas application are successfully
investigated with regard to their methane permeability as function of the employed RH.
This work is carried out by Marius Weber.
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